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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON RULES OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE

UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Tuesday, September 9, 1941.

The Advisory Committee met at 10 otclock a.m., in room

147-B, Supreme Court Building, Washington, D. C., Arthur T.

Vanderbilt presiding.

Present: Arthur T. Vanderbilt, Chairman; James J.Robinson,

Reporter; Alexander Holtzoff, Secretary; George James Burke,

Frederick E. Crane, Gordon Dean, George H. Dession, Sheldon

Glueck, George Z. Medalie, Lester B. Orfield, Murray Seasongood,

J. 0. Seth, Herbert Wechsler, G. Aaron Youngquist, George F.

Longsdorf, John B. Waite.

The Chairman. All right, gentlemen. Let us proceed.

I believe we are on Rule 8, page 3, sub-heading (b).

Mr. Holtzoff. I have a question as to the phraseology of

that. When you speak of filing one of the following notices,

pleas, or motions, that seems to convey the impression, which

probably was not intended, that there must be a written plea,

because you cannot file an oral plea.

Mr. Youngquist. I have the notation to make it, "Enter

or file."

Mr. Robinson. Is "enter or file" satisfactory?

IMr. Youngquist. Yes. That is the suggestion I had.

I had another suggestion. Might we not just say, "A

defendant may or shall, as provided hereafter, enter or file

one or more of the following notices, pleas, and motions"?
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Leave out "for his answer, and defense, to the written

accusation."

The Chairman. Could you substitute the word "make" for

the words"enter or file"?

Mr. Iloltzoff. You cannot make notice.

The Chairman. Would you read your language again,

Mr. Youngquist?

Mr. Younpquist. In line 11O strike out the last four words.

In line 411 strike out the first five words. Insert after the

word "rule" in line 42 the words "enter or".

Mr. Crane. Can we have that read?

Mr. Youngquist. "A defendant may or shall, as provided

hereafter in this rule, enter or file one or more of the follow-

ing notices, pleas, and motlons."

Mr. Holtzoff. I do not understand the significance of the

phrase "omay or shall." It should be either "shall" or "may,"

not both.

Mr. Robinson. The meaning there is that sometimes it is

permissive, sometimes mandatory, according to the substantive

provision.

Mr. Holtzoff. Shouldn't you just say "may"?> "May or

shall" is a little bit confusing.

Mr. Robinson. No, because the "shall" is modified by "as

provided hereafter in this rule."

Mr. Youngquist. Theoreticallyr, Is not a pleadin• of guilty

or not guilty mandatory?

Mr. 11oltzoff. He can remain silent.

Mr. Youngquist. If' he does, the court enters a plea of not

gui 1ty.
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Mr. Holtzoff. I was wondering about the words "may or

shall." They give rise to a question in ny mind. I may be

captious.

The Chairman. I would feel a little more comfortable

with the word "may."

Mr. Robinson. Beginning in lines 44 and 45, he shall file

a motion, and then on the next page, line 59, he shall enter a

plea either of not guilty or a motion to dismiss.

The Chairman. That simply confirms my arp~unent made, be-

cause you say in the introductory that he may do some of these

things, bun later you say he shall.

Mr. Robinson. In line 97 is where the "may" begins.

2 The Chairman. In other words, "may" indicates choice,

but when it comes to certain hinEs, he shall do them. It

seems to me we are tryin!r to be a little too aeticulous.

Er. Robinson. Well, maybe i am wrong.

The Chairman. Maybe 1 am wrong.

Lr. Holtzoff. T move that we strike out the words "or

shall" and just leave "may.'

The Chairman. Is there objection to that? Just say "may.'

The section then reads:

"A defendant coy, as p.rovie'ed hernaft.e. in this Pule,

enter or file one o' r:mope of the following notices, rplsas,

encd motiofns''

Sub-heading (I) , Mr. Renorter.

Nr. Robinson. .ow; this, Vr course, has to do •ith

coyunl. Naturally, tAk of our minds is the case of Johnson

v. Zerbst Cend other ndiatons. by the Supe•,n Court that the

matte- of providing counsel for a defendant in a criminal case
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is~~~~c a uisitinl tt

I think. a.er Pn, it, you will see what the o ct

is in preptarhng 't . s i has .r. proppred and terefore it,

will help us in ott-n:"_ that ohbect either by disagr;eeing

aboutputt.,vg the ,rovi5,sin heWr or by aree.ng with it.

Or. M oltzoff. wnt to nake lhe su,•-s •on that this

ought to be pe.happ n:odfLied considerably. This pa2aEraph

puts the burde- on thW WN to Pile a notioe that either

he Ms counsel, and K so who that; counsel is, or that he does

not Mesira counsel. T do not ,hink a defendant ought to be

requied to do anythi.nE .r.ept plead.

As a re:,sult of the case of Johnson against Zerbst tho

D.pany. ment and the coupts have worked out a procedure whch

had previously e.. used... in som distpicts but not in others.

whereby upon arTraignment overy prisoner is asked whether he has

counse.. Tf he sa•s no, he is no.k. whether he can afford to

hire ono. If he sag, no, he is informed that the court will

appoint one for him if he wants one. He is asked whether he

does want one or not. Tn a reat mn-y cases they say no aond

they wae•ve the right of counsel, and that is Pade a Peater of

record.

T su1ggest that we- substitute some such provis.L*on as that,

requiring the court, in open court, to apprise the dafendant

of his right to counsel and rufirifn, the court to appoint

counsel for him unless he ex:pressly waives such right, which

waiver sbould be made a matter of record, instead of leavingp

i•in this form, which is now putting the burden on the defend-

gnt to file a notie !n court, where many of them would not be

able to prepare a notice.



Mr. Medalie. 1snft this that 7ou~ealY want? "IC at anW

time the court is satisfied that the defendant is unable to

provide himself with coqnsel or hire counsel or employ counsel,

and he is in peed of counsel, the court shall a..o.nt one.''

Mr. Holtzoff. yo; just a 3•t:tle bit more than that.

Under Johnson against Zorbst, which was decided three or

four years ago, the Supreme Court went further. The Suopreme

Court made it the duty of the court to appoint counsel for the

defendant unless thA defendant Oar'pessl]r waived such right, and

therefore the Department worked out, with the aid of the

adnfhnistrative officeI of the courts, a procedure whereby each

defendant is aff3 rmatively interrogated on arraignment in open

court. The court does not waft, as used to be done in some

districts, for a defendant to ask for counsel.

Mr. Medalle. The practice in the State of Kew York has

been for years that when a man is nrraignec, in nine cases out

of ten -- anyway, in a good many cases -- his counsel appears

with him when he pleads, but if there is no counsel, it is the

judge's duty, required by statute, to inform him that he is

entitled to counsel, and that if he has not the ability or means

to employ counsel, the court will assign him counsel. That is

made a matter of record by the clerk who is there in the court,

and it is part of the court record.

Mr. Holtzoff. Tn the rural Federal courts you will find

probably that nine-tenths of the defendants when arraigned have

no counsel, and each one of them has to be asked this.

Therefore, I move that we substitute for Rule R (b) (1) a

provision based on Johnson against Zerbst requiring the court,

when the defendant is arraigned, to apprise the defendant of
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his constitutional2 ri71ht of counsel and that counsel will be

appointed for him if he desires one and is unable financ-ally

to secure one, and that counsel will be appointed unless the

defendant expressly waives such right, in open court.

Mpr. Wechsler. I should think that, rather than pass on

that motion,we ought to suggest to the reporter the desirabil-

ity of drafting a section on arraignment, which I do not recall

finding in these rules.

11r. Holtzoff. Tic, there is not any.

Mr. Wechsler. Which I think should be there, and which

would include as part of the procedure on arraignment the

appropriate action with reference to counsel.

I direct attention to Chapter 8 of the Law institute Model

Code, the provisions of which I think are reasonably satisfac-

tory for this purpose.

1r. HIoltzoff. If that is so, I am inclined to agree with

Mr. Wechsler. Then this provision should just be stricken out.

The Chairman. Or transferred to that.

Mr. Holtzoff. No, because I do not think there ought to

be any provision requiring the defendant to file a notice.

3 The Chairman. The section you are proposing wculd be

transferred to the section on arraignment.

Mr. Holtzoff. That is quite correct, and this section

should be stricken out.

The Chairman. This would be, in any event, if your motion

were carried.

Mr. Longsdorf. Mr. Chairman, may I ask something for

information that is closely related to Johnson against Zerbst.

They know that case pretty well out in the Northern
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District of California. The practice in California is laid

down in the provisions of the penal code, and what Mr. ioltzoff

described is speciflcellY requ-ired by statute, but it is also

required by statute tt the preliminary 6examination.

Niow, the practice in the Northern District of California

at the present time, and instructions have been given to the

commissioners and they are required by the court to follow it,

is to inform the prisoner of his rights and to make note of it

and to return in the certificate that that has been done, so as

to have a record that will frustrate any more affairs like

Johnson againsto Zerýst.

At the arraignment the same thing is done. That is done

all the way through. So that, as they follow the practice now

in that district, the record always suffices to show that the

prisoner was informed of his rights and either had counsel or

an opportunity to provide one.

Mr. Glueck. Mr. Chairman, that raises a question as to

how far back in the procedure a prisoner should have counsel

in order to be protected. For instance, there may be all sorts

of dirty business on the part of the police before he is even

brought in for a preliminary examination.

Mr. Longsdorf. Yes. Well, there is another reason why

our state practice has that provision. Under a relatively

recent amendment of the statutes, the complaint, the original

proceeding, if it contains enough, may stand as an information,

to which a plea of guilty may be entered, and the committing

magistrate, if such a plea is made before him, certifies it to

the superior court, which imposes a sentence according to law.

We think it is a pretty good sort of a method and cuts short a
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lot of prosecutions.

Mr. Holtzoff. I do not think you would want to have the

United States Commissioners clothed with that authority, because

a good many of them are not lawyers and most of them are just

part-time officers.

Mr. Longsdorf. That is all right, but the complaint never

stands for an information until it has the O.K. of a district

attorney. If the certificate goes out with an insufficient

complaint, the sentence is not passed, but the case goes on

for trial.

The Chairman. We have two motions pending now, one by

Mr. Holtzoff for the modification of this section, and another\

by Mr. Wechsler for making it part of the new section on

arraignment.

Mr. Holtzoff. I am willing to accept Mr. Wecik.er's

motion as an amendment to mine.

Mr. Wechsler. I offered it as such.

Mr. Robinson. Before you speak of a new section, it

might be well to consider it being in this rule here --

The Chairman. It might be a new section of this rule.

Mr. Robinson. I think in the new rules they call (a),

(b), (c) paragraphs, and the (1), (2), (3),(4) are called

subdivisions.

The Chairman. We understand what you mean.

All those in favor of the motion as amended say "Aye."

Mr. Medalie. What is the motion?

Mr. Glueck. What about the question I raised about

furnishing counsel farther upstream?

The Chairman. That is a different question.
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Mr. Medalie. What is the motion?

The Chairman. The motion by Mr. Holtzoff is to recast

Rule 8 (b) (1), summarizing it, to provide that the court shall

apprise the accused of his right to counsel.

Mr. Crane. At the time of the arraignment.

Mr. Youngquist. I assume that the reporter has included

this for the purpose of having on file with the case a signed

statement by the defendant that he waives counsel; and when we

come to read it, might it not be well to provide that in case

the defendant does waive counsel he shall sign that waiver, in

order to overcome the Johnson against Zerbst case?

I am simply throwing that out as a suggestion to be

considered when we reach that decision.

Mr. Holtzoff. Where the waiver is recorded in open court,

there is no trouble. All these troubles arise in cases which

were tried before the Zerbst case.

Mr. Crane. I think you will find that if the judges are

required to inform him of his rights at the arraignment, the

clerk makes a record of that, and if there is no clerk, they

are required to make a record of it anyhow. He does not have

to enter a written plea. He pleads orally, but the clerk enters

it.

The court says, "You have a right to have counsel. If you

haven't counsel, we will appoint counsel."

He is informed of his rights. He can tell the court he

does not have counsel. We have been assigning them by droves

in the city.

Mr. Holtzoff. Or he can say he does not want one. I do

not think he should be required to have one.
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Mr. Robinson. This provision is based on the recommenda-

tion of the United States Attorney in Baltimore and also on

experience I had in New York in the latter part of June.

The United States Attorney in Baltimore states that follow-

ing Johnson v. Zerbst there is a lot of difficulty with lawyers

appearing or purporting to appear for certaindefendants without

authority to do so.

The United States Attorney told me that he knew of cases

there where higher-ups among the defendants had arranged in

some way that counsel selected by them should come into court

and act as counsel for lower-down defendants, so to speak,

although failing to represent the interests of the subordinate

defendants and really representing the interests of the more

active people, more in control of the defense.

Then, two weeks ago, I was sitting in court up there at an

arraignment proceeding and a defendant came up, and the judge

asked him if he was represented by counsel, and he said no.

A lawyer who was sitting there at the bar came forward and

said, "Your Honor, I thought I was representing this defendant,

but, of course, if he wishes to dispense with my services, I

will do so."

There was something of a dispute between a lawyer and a

defendant at the bar, and finally other arrangements were made.

Because of those two things it seems that it would be

desirable to have a written statement by the defendant that

John Smith is his lawyer and is representing him in this case.

It would foreclose any later disputes about whether or not the

defendant was represented, and would make a record which I

think would be desirable.
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It would be perfectly all ,ight, however, if the Committee

passes the present motion.

Mr. Crane. I think what you say is all right, but it

does not fit in with the facts as I know them in the Greater

City of New York. There are still many hundreds of people who

cannot read or write, and a mass of people who cannot speak

English, and there is a mass of lawyers 30 per cent of whom

ought never to have been admitted to the bar.

You get the same question: Who is representing them? No-

body, if he hasn't any money. If he has, they all scrap over

it.

Now, in open court, with the judge there, he speaks, and

if he is not satisfied with the lawyer, he gets out and some-

body else gets in.

Mr. Holtzoff. You get somewhat similar conditions in the

Southwest and the mountain country. There are a lot of

5 Mexicans in the Southwest. Some of the mountaineers cannot

sign their names.

Mr. Crane. Thirty or forty-five years ago, when I was

holding criminal court in New York, a defendant's lawyer got

very impertinent. I told the captain of the court attendants

to give him his hat and put him out in the hall. I appointed

the lawyer for him. It is drastic, but that is what you have

to do sometimes. It is not like the civil end of it. It is

rough business, much of' it, in these great big cities. You get

a lot of lawyers who are as bad as the defendants.

Mr. Seth. I was delayed, Mr. Chairman, and I did not

hear the discussion, but I hope the idea here wLll not be

entirely discouraged. If possible, the selection of counsel
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should be arranged before 8 rraignmnent. IC not, and the counsel

is to do the prisoner any good, there has got to be a second

arraignment. Counsel has got to confer with him and possibly

talk with witnesses.

Out our way wo have a lot of Mexican immigrants who are

prosecuted so often for coming across the line from Mexico,

and it has created a havoc. They keep them on the border in

jail, and the Judge goes down there, and they plead guilty, and

they put them in jail. There are Indians who cannot sign

except with thumb marks.

If counsel is to do any good to indigent defendants, he

has got to be given time, and in these places where there are

only four or five days of court, I think the idea carried here,

possibly with some modification, will really expedite the

business by having the counsel proposition arranged before the

formal arraignment in some manner. Otherwise you are going to

have two arraignments.

Mr. Holtzoff. Of course, what they actually do is this.

When the defendant is arraigned and he is asked whether he

wants to have counsel appointed and he says yes -- in the

majority of cases they say no, but those who say yes -- the

court selects a lawyer in the courtroom, and he has him go into

the chambers and consult, and maybe an hour or two later he

calls the case again, disposing of the docket in the meantime.

Mr. Glueck. Apropos of that, I understand that the

Attorney General's office has been recommending in the Federal

courts a public defender system.

Mr. Holtzoff. yes, we have.

1r. Glueck. Can you tell us the progress of that?
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Mr. Holtzoff. Successive attorneys general have been

recommending the provision for the office of public defender

in the Federal courts. Attorney General Cummings initiated the

recommendation. It was followed by iJr. Murphy and by Mr. Jackson.

We have drawn a bill to provide for such an office. Bills are

pending both in the Senate and the House.

The Senate Judiciary Committee at one time held a hearing

on one of these bills, but no favorable action has been taken.

That is really perhaps beyond the scope of this Committee

because it is a special office that would have to be created by

an act of Congress; but 1 do hope that we will get that office,

because that would solve a good -many of these problems.

Mr. Seth. Could not we put in the rules something about

"If there is no public defender"?

Mr. Holtzoff. I beg your pardon?

Mr. Seth. Could not we put in the qualification, "If there

is no public defender this would happen",?

Mr. Eoltzoff. We could put in the provision that if there

is a public defender he shall be designated.

Mr. Medalie. Why should he, if the court can find a

better lawyer for him? The case may bc important enough to

oick out one of the best counsel in the district.

Mr. Holtzoff. You can say he may assign the public defender.

Mr. Youngquist. If there is no public defender, the court

will assign one.

Mr. Holtzoff. This would have the moral effect of bring-

ing it to their attention.

Mr. Crane. We do not want to write something here that

will encourage legislation. We want to write rules that they
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will use tomorrow. I do not think we want to put in something

as though we are encouraging something of that kind.

Won't the legal aid societies in these big cities help you?

I ask because I am on the board of the Legal Aid 'ociety.

Mr. Holtzoff. Not in all cities, because most of them

confine themselves to civil matters.

Mr. Medalie. In New York they have a voluntary Legal Aid

Society. I am associated with that. The work done there is

done in the state courts, in the General Sessions Court.

Mr. Holtzoff. Insme districtý of New York isn't it the

practice for judges to assign former assistant United States

attorneys as counsel for indigent prisoners, so that they do get

well represented.?

Mr. Medalie. In the Southern District of New York the

judges assign men who are regularly around that courthouse, who

are men of experience, and although they specialize in the

practice of the hit-and-miss criminal case, they are very good

counsel. The judges have said all the time that they do a

pretty good job for these defendants, and they are very conscien-

tious and they are men whom the judges respect. That is the

experience in that district. I do not know how it is elsewhere.

That is due largely to the fact that you have in the

Southern District developed,over the last fifteen years, at

least, judges who encourage good relations with the bar, and if

you act decently with the bar, the bar develops decently. If

you treat them like riffraff, they act like riffraff.

Mr. Crane. We have probably had fifteen or twenty first

degree murder cases in the Court of Appeals a year. I suppose

nearly everyone who was tried had counsel assigned, unless it is
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some case where they have some money, which is rarely so, and

those counsel are exceptionally good.

They allow counsel $500 for the trial and they get another

$500 in the Court of Appeals, so that is $1,000.

Mr. Glueck. Well, I agree with you, Judge Crane, that it

would be improper to include that in the rules, but it seems to

me that it might be mentioned in the commentary that there are

advantages in this kind of system.

Mr. Crane. I do not object to that.

Mr. You~ngquist. I myself am not convinced on the public

defender idea.

Mr. Longsdorf. It seems to me that if we mention public

defenders and if Congress provides for a Federal public defender

someone will ask which one they are talking about. We have

such a system in some states.

The Chairman. It creates an office, and that is not with-

in our jurisdiction.

We have really three matters pending now: Mr. Holtzoff's

substitute for this section, Mr. Wechsler's accepted amendment

to make it a paragraph in that section, and Mr. Youngquist

raises the question whether or not that carries with it the

idea that it should be in writing.

Mr. Youngquist. That was not intended as a motion.

The Chairman. May we get the view of the committee on

that before we put the question? What is the view of the

committee as to whether or not the waiver by the defendant

should be in writing?

All those who take the view that it should be in writing

say "Aye.'
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(There was a chorus of ayes.)

The Chairman. All those opposed, no.

(There was a chorus of noes.)

Mr. Glueck. That means that there still would be a formal

entry?

The Chairman. Oh, yes.

Mr. Wechsler. It might still be desirable to have

administratively such a thing in writing, but in open court the

question will be gone into.

Mr. Crane. And a written entry made.

Mr. Holtzoff. That can be left administratively, as he

suggests.

Mr. Medalie. There is another thing to be considered in

connect•Onwith assignment of counsel. Even if the defendant

waives, there are times when the judge sees a necessity for

appointing counsel. The court should not be required to dis-

pense with counsel simply because the defendant stupidly waives.

1r. Holtzoff. This would not require the court not to

appoint counsel.

The Chairman. This would not bind the court. It would

nerely bind the defendant.

With regard to the motion made by Mr. Holtzoff and amende

by Mr. Wechsler, all those in favor say "Aye."1

(There was a chorus of ayes.)

The Chairman. All those opposed, "o."i (Silence.) /

The motion is carried.

Now, the motion as to the assignment of counsel prior to

arraignment.

Mr. Wechsler. Again it seems to me that it is largely an
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issue of merger as to whether the rules will go into such

matters as the preliminary heoring in general, if there is a

preliminary hearing, or to provide for one where there now is

not. That problem is not touched by this draft, but it seems

to me very important that it should be considered as a whole,

and the special question of counsel will be one of the ques-

tions that will arise in the course of that consideration, just

as I felV that arraignment should be considered as an inevitable

incident.

Mr. Holtzoff. Of course, this draft is not intended to be

complete --

Nr. Wechsler. 1o. The point of my remark is directed to

the most helpful wa7 to out this sugrgestion, and it seems to me

that it is to point to a process :in the trial which the reporter

has not yet come to consider and suggest that as a Particular

noint to be considered at the time when he reaches that sublect.

Mr. Boltzoff. I Pree with Yr. Wechsler that perhaps we

could postpone the question of essignment of counsel prior to

the arraignment until we come to consider rules for orelilminarr

hear•1 n before comrissioners.

Lr. Longsdorf. F•upthoring I•p. Wechsler's suggestion, the

or6er apnolntin7 this Committee does not mention anything about

Proceedings before commissioners for preoliminary xaminations,

but the KnablinC Lct of the ?npreiO Court does meny on that.

oew, where does that lenve us?

Er. R inson. The appoiontment of' the Commi_ý,t e.pr esly

incorporntes the ýrabli•, Act, does it not?

Yir. hongsdorf. I think so, but 1 n not mura.

The Chairman. I chink we need have no quostion aboit tha .
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i"r. LonssdoPf. T have no serious questiOn.. sIPT,1l wat

to call it to the atanition of thre Cnomittee.

The• Chairman. Mr. -ech.ler, do you make n motion that we

have a secticn or rule ,ieain- with preliminary hsrr•'?

Hr. Wechsler. I do.

HMr. Holtzoff. .second thn notion.

Eir. Meda l ie. Does th.at o-ar hearinss before the conrmis-

3S1 one V?

Mr. io.tzoff. Yes.

The Chairman. Ppeeiminary hearings before a oommissioner,

to make the matter more exact.

Is there an: discussion?

Thos, in favor say " Ae."

(There was P rho.ms of e;yes.)

The Chairman. Ooa&, " ( NO. "i:nce. )

it iQ cirried.

I take it that the qu'estion that you raise, Fr. Glueck,

will come up --

.ur. Glueck. Hay I mik' a gener!el suigesticn to the

H-,i--e.•. ON.1. Chairman, to consider, e.d that is that I think

that most of us v-3~s~aa]cz- this wh-o• bus rness as an orderl]:

process, having ceri a' treditional steps, and I ..h:2nk it might

Th ,ir-f less errrphns;s w-cplnced on n numerical comTprlson of

the sections or this draft witbh that of the C•v il Code and s0ome

stress were niacad on s chronlogc•n c3rfder of the subjects.
,:,t]:,:,•,s v, "-, ,, -boect

En. Crane. ! agyr wit.h thn -.

r-. Holtzoff. ! do not think, when we hlave the finnl

Ueft, wo nec21 follov o the nui,,:VrlnS o? the civil prlas. 1

tihink it he rw"re3 " ..i.ar. dra ft fo. co.r.a.son
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The Chairman. T was th-inkn about that last night n bit,

andl it 2a to ls e to mn VePY c",] vooerywel "0" whnat the -eorter

And in mind by a-pend'f to ou0 rOlu.:s par icl .nu nbaVs of t,,

civilI rules, wLt,hoxu.t •u•euenirg ourse1 yes with an artificial

order. Tatisn yt~tp to come up when w'-~ coon to the re--

draft.ing, oA this whole not.

T think we arc- Ta(.y to come to pa<S , Secton (b) (2).

Mr. (Knenk. Tt now' becoms (1), doesn't i , ... Chairman?

--r. •Holtzoff lrosn w ush the numlp>er that 1 we nave.

The Chairran. Wne will. use these ... b.rs. We w-il leave it

to the re&or ter to rner it if nocZass, .

h, r. iioltzafT 1,r. L:,d , C INGO called vy httenti on to the PFat

that. the words 'In Liva e dnse•, use ed in Paragrah. (2 and

e2 " 
*.•, 

i<Z i.• .D ,r : -s 9 '.ro 4., ".2]• t

esc:hewleV later nn, are i•r• that. erhaps e nol.. s u .itae to

cv,:irm.nel nrocodurR, because, strntlyn s",aC, tae is no

such thin, as afirm••a-tive defense in criminal ] aw, and there

Ou.ht to be some oth-r word used, the th-ory bei:S that the

rotsecution hne s he ho een of proof on ovPP7 issye

,Cr. Crpne. You 6o not have to saV ".affir:ati, defense."

IC, it is aff: mative .nfonS. , you have to prova it. If it is

si mpOy efensJ,- it wouldQ ri reasonable doubt.

1-r. Holtzo-f. Did you have so.. term in mind. Mr. Redalie?

Fr. M.Cedally. 7io. " am not inclineod to go alcng with ths

idea of the defendanft KhOn.uS to tell! everythinff" that he wants

to prove, where the prosecution has not been c'alled upon to do

it, .'ot-wIthst;lndil the belief that- the prosecution tells you

everythif. in fact, he tellIs nolNt to nothlnC.

Let me put it ti<,s V07. Tt is claimed fn a case that a

defend.nt committed the cr.:m oA robbory, that he robbed a bank.
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That is all he says. The roseu Lion ma7 have n theory that

someone else did the actual robber7 and. tha L, in some remote

way, in order to acoujre the possession of some bonds or money

or anything else, the man in the courtroom had some connection

wLt-h 0t that is built uip with some cuircumstantial evidence.

The prosecution does not state that in its pleading and

does not give a bill of particulars to that ordinari-ly. The

-efendant is not anmrj ssO of detail s of proof or the important

elements Cf proof.

•n connection with conspiracy, no matter what the crime is,

whether it is mail fraud or exzortion or anythinF you please,

outside or stating what genera]ly was done in the way of a

scheme for mail fraud, how the defendant carried out the scheme

or what the Government claims was his connection with it is

never stated.

There is a lot of talk to the offect that the Government

tells you everythiQg and the defendant tells you nothing.

Common experience is that that is poppycock.

My. Glueck. When you are representinE a defendant you

somehow manage to find out.

Itr. Merdalie. That is something else.

Let me say this in that connection, and I have made this

remark before. TP the case is well nrenared on both sides, the

Government has a pretty good idea of what defense counsel is

goAnF to do in the case or is likely to do or can do, end reason-

ably forecasts it, and the defendant's counsel Is in abou L, the

same position with respect to the Government, even though the

indictment does not tell him very much, or even if the bill of

Particulars is calculated to mislead him. It does not make
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very much difference.

NTow, this business of affirmative defense in criminal

cases is based on the arrument that the Government tells the

defendant everything and the defendant tells the Government

nothing.

Mr. Holtzoff. There are certain things that the defendant

has to raise ýspecially, matters that he raises by pleas in

abatement and matters in special pleai-m- The defendant does

give notice.

Mr. 1Iedalie. A very comprehensive catalogue of these

things has been prepared by the reporter. Actually, about the

only thing that the defendant is required to bring up in

advance of a trial, even though he may bring up many of the

other things or matters, is improper constitution of the grand

7ury or imnroper conduct in the grand jury, including the fact

that he was com.elled to testify against himself when he ob.cted

to doing so.

Outside of that, he does not. need to bring up anything else.

Former Jeopardy he does not have to bring up.

Mr. Robinson. I think our question begins just where you

left off so far. On former jeopardy, is not that an issue that

would well be determined before trial in many cases?

Mr. Yedalie. It can be.

Mr. Robinson. We are supposed to be considering possibili-

ties. At the present time it is true that perhaps it cannot

be, but is that the best plan? Is it wise for the Government

and the defendant to subpoena to court any number of witnesses,

a lot of jurors, have them ready here for trial, and then spend

hours or days of time arguing questions, probably largely
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questions of law in regard to the legal sufficiency of the

issue of double jeopardy, which might well have been disposed

of before trial without all this expense and delay?

Mr. Medalie. In the first place, I think you enlarge

unduly on the amount of time that such an issue would take.

Mr. Robinson. You would not say that it is impossible?

Mr. Medalie. No, but, generally speaking, it takes very

little time. Generally speaking, too, it comes up only on

occa sion.

Now, time does not need to bother us, because I have not

seen much time wasted on these things. Prior jeopardy,

statute of limitations -- the statute of limitations never

takes time --

Mr. Robinson. Alibi, notice of insanity details are often

left to trial. Now, is that the best plan, or can we devise

a plan which would make a trial a trial and allegations met by

issues or denials.

Mr. Medalie. Let me take them one at a time.

Mr. Robinson. All right.

Mr. Medalie. I think the attempt to separate the issue

of insanity from the issue of a defendant's guilt, leaving

insanity out, is a perverted way of trying the issue of a man's

guilt, because the issue of insanity enters into the character

of his act to a great extent -- intoxication, for example. It

is part and parcel of the case, and it ought not to be chipped

up there.

Mr. Holtzoff. How about former jeopardy?

Mr. Medalie. That is routine.

Mr. Holtzoff. I think he certainly ought to be given
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notice by a defendant, especially if it is double jeopardy.

Mr. Medalie. You say double jeopardy. Would you say

statute of limitations?

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes.

Mr. Medalie. Well, I think it is part and parcel of the

case.

Mr. Holtzoff. Well, that is true, because it depends on

the date of the prosecution.

Mr. Medalie. No matter what date they give. I can give

you a case where if the Government never tries it that issue

can come up; that is, whether a subsequent act after the main

transaction was part and parcel of the main transaction. If it

was, then the claim that the statute runs falls. If it was

not, it does, and the case cannot go to the jury and the statute

has run.

How are you going to separate that?

Mr. Holtzoff. You cannot.

Mr. Wechsler. May I ask what Mr. Medalie said about the

insanity issue? I did not hear the position you took on that.

Mr. Medalie. One of the questions in a criminal case is

his intent, not simply the capacity to commit the crime. It is

not easy always to segregate intent and insanity or intent and

intoxication.

Mr. Robinson. Mr. Dean is familiar with the California

practice, in which they do that very thing. They separate the

insanity issue. I would like to hear from him on that.

Mr. Dean. In California, if you are going to set up

insanity as a defense you must put in a special plea by reason

of insanity. If that is your only defense, you rest on that
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plea. If you want to plead not guilty, you may put in both

pleas.

8 If you plead not guilty, you may plead not guilty by reason

of insanity and not guilty. Then you have a separate hearing

in advance of your main trial on the general issue, in which

the only issue is, Was the man insane at the time the act was

committed?

If that is determined adverse to the accused, then he goes

on and has a regular trial on the not guilty plea.

Of course, under that procedure there is one big diffi-

culty. You really must try the case two times, because it is

very difficult to tell the circumstances of the crime as they

reflect the mental elements that are necessary in the first

hearing from the whole factual story you get when you are put-

ting the case on the general issue.

Mr. Wechsler. I have examined the California cases and I

am unable to discover, on the basis of the examination, any

merit whatever in the separation, because they are all homicide

cases to begin with, and the circumstances of the homicide are

inescapably detailed in the course of the trial on the issue of

insanity,and the ultimate adjudication seems to me to be pre-

cisely that which you would have gotten had the prosecution

tried its case first and then the special circumstances with

reference to the defendant been put in as a matter of defense.

Mr. Holtzoff. In other words, the prosecution has to

present its proof twice, practically.

Mr. Dean. That is right.

Mr. Medalie. So has the defendant.

Mr. Waite. Mr. Chairman, I wonder if we could not expedite
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this discussion by some explanation from the reporter as to just

how he is planning to get this affirmative defense brought

forward.

Now, I myself am highly in favor of some revelation of the
defendant's defense, if we can work out a practical scheme to do
it. That was before the Law Institute Code Committee.

Viost of us agreed that it was a desirable hing -- not all
of us -- but we could not work out any process by which we

could compel the defendant to reveal it.

Now, as I read this, in (2) (c), the defendant, if he wants
to assert that not he but somebody else committed the crime,

shall file a motion to dismiss the indictment.

I do not see how we are possibly going to work that plan
out. He says, "It was Tom Jones who committed the crime and not
I, because I was in Akron and not in Cleveland at the time," and

he files a motion to dismiss.

Now, suppose he says, "It was Tom Jones and not I, because,
though I was present at the place of the crime, I was temporar-

ily paralyzed."

It is exactly the same type of defense. Its only differ-

ence is in the character of the evidence.

Or suppose he says, "I was there, and I was not paralyzed,
but all the world knows that I stood motionless while Tom Jones

committed the crime. "

I fail to see the difference between the defense of alibi
and the defense of paralysis and the defense that "I did not do
it, but somebody else did," and I do not see how hc can raise

those particular defenses on a motion to dismiss.

Mir. Robinson. Of course, you come from Michigan, and you
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have there --

r. ~Waite. I am talking about raising it on a motion to

dismiss.

Mr, Robinson. I think it will help the committee if you

tell us how you do it in Michigan.

Mr. Waite. I said, to start with, that the Code Committee

could not work out any practical scheme.

Mr. Robinson. That is the A. L. I. Code?

11r. Waite. Yes. All I am saying is that though I think

it is a very desirable thing to produce that statement from

the defendant if we can, it cannot be done under a motion to

dismiss. If you are talking about affirmative defense, that

comes under motion to dismiss, and that is very confusing.

Mr. Holtzoff. Why couldn't that be done by requiring

that the defendant shall serve notice if he is going to offer

evidence to establish alibi? Isntt that in effect in the

Michigan and Ohio statutes?

Mr. Waite. He is precluded from putting in evidence unless

he has given notice.

Mr. Holtzoff. And you do not have to do it by motion to

dismiss.

Mr. Dean. It is not raised by pleading.

The Chairman. We have heard an expression from Mr. Dean

and Mr. Wechsler on that California statute. I would like to

get Mr. Longdorf 's opixnbn.

Mr. Longsdorf. I have not any experience in criminal

practice, which raises a good deal of doubt as to whether I

ought to be here, but I live in California and my impression is

that that measure which Mr. Dean referred to, making a double-
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barreled plea, has not been entirely satisfactory.

The Chairman. Then we have a consensus on that proposition.

I wonder if we could get from our two Michigan members an

expression as to whether or not your insanity statute works.

Mr. Waite. It is generally assumed that it works rather

well in this way. What happened before that was that the

defendant would sprLng upon the prosecuting attorney an allega-

tion of insanity or witnesses to the effect that he was not at

the scene of the crime, and the prosecution had no chance to

9 counter that, had no chance really to have the man examined as

to his mental state. He had no chance to look up the witnesses

who appeared for the alibi.

We simply picked out two part Lcularly obnoxious types of

surprise and required advance notice of them, but it does not

come under motion to dismiss --

Mr. E'oltzoff. But you do not have separate hearing on

insanity?

Mr. Waite. No. It simply precludes the defendant from

giving evidence on those two particular lines of defense unless

he has previously given notice.

The Chairman. Does that work satisfactorily?

1,'r. Waite. Fairly so, yes. There is some consideration --

it has not gotten very far -- of extending it to requiring him

not only to give notice if he is going to set up alibi, but

7ive notice of what particular kind of defense he is going to

give, which is what I take it the reporter is driving at here.

I'ir. Robinson. Yes.

,!r. Medalie. Do you know of any cases where the orosecu-

tion has been su-rprised by an insanity defense?
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1r. aaite. T do not personally.

Mr. Medalie. I do not believe there can be any substantial

number of them or any appreciable number of them.

Mr. Waite. I am told by men who have been in office that

ly; happens not infrequently.

Mr. Robinson. It has happened that on the day of' trial he

would come in with an array of witnesses and alienists, and the

nrosecution was not prepared.

Nr. Medalie. It surprises me to hear that said, because

I cannot imagine any place in the world whichtries more criminal

cases than New York and Kings Counaty, and I do not recalla

single case when I practiced law where insanity was sprung.

The Chairman. Alibi has been.

1ir. Medalie. I grant you that.

The Chairman. What harm can there be in requiring the

defendant to say that "1Among my stock in trade I have one

little insanity"'?

Mr. Crane. I think that comes under separate trial,

which we have not come to yet.

Mr. Medalie. That is another question altogether.

Mr. Crane. There is one separate hearing that you do not

want to abolish and that you all recognize, which should be

stated here, and that is the separate hearing as to whether or

not the defendant is sufficiently sane to go on with the trial.

That requires a hearing, of course.

Mr. Medalie. The defendant himself raises that. He may

prefer to go to the state hospital.

Mr. Criane. They are not all fakes.

Mr. Youngquist. I think this discussion gives point to
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what I was trying to bring out yesterday, that we have got to

segregate these various affirmative defenses,as they are called.

We just cannot treat them all together, because some of them,

like former jeopardy, I think are properly disposed of before

the trial of the general issue.

Another, notice of alibi, it cannot be a motion to dismiss,

because it merely advises the prosecution that this defense

will be interposed at trial.

We have just got to segregate and classify the groups into

proper compartments.

Mr. Waite. I think this is complicated by the fact that

this motion to dismiss raises an issue on the separate hearing--

Mr. Crane. That is the point.

11r. Waite. I would like to move, therefore, just to bring

it to a head for discussion, that the provision be made to read,

in substance -- I am not particular about the form of it now --

that if the defendant proposes at the trial to give evidence

that he was insane at the time of the commission of the crime

or that he could not have committed the crime because he was

not at the place of the crime, he must give notice in advance

of that fact.

That does not raise an issue. It simply advises the

prosecutor what to expect.

The Chairman. That is in lieu of subsection (2) on page 5?

Mr. Waite. Yes.

Me. Holtzoff. The first sentence would have to stand.

This would be a substitution of the second sentence.

Mr. Waite. Yes.

Mr. Holtzoff. I second the motion.
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Mr. Wechsler. Is the operative date the date alleged in

the indictment or information?

Mr. Waite. Suppose we separate the two motions. I can

see a lot of discussion on that alibi proposition.

The first motion is that if he intends to set up the

defense that he was insane at the time of the commission of the

act, he shall in s-:ie proper way give notice thereof.

Then I will make the second motion if we settle this one.

Mr. Robinson. The Michigan statute puts them both in the

same section of the statute.

Mr. Crane. Of course, you are taking out the motion to

dismiss in the second sentence. They cannot dismiss an accusa-

tion on the question of fact.

Mr. Holtzoff. There will still be a motion to dismiss for

insufficiency in lieu of the present demurrer.

Mr. Crane. That is a legal question.

1r. Holtzoff. So that you have to keep the term "motion

to dismiss."

Mr. Crane. I was speaking of the motion to dismiss which

was included in what Mr. Waite just said. On these issues of

fact, you cannot do that.

Mr. Youngquist. The motion to dismiss, when it is

provided for, will not include those issues of fact.

Mr. Wechsler. I would like to ask two questions on the

insanity problem, Mr. Chairman.

I would like to ask first whether there are any cases in

the Federal courts in the last twenty years in which the

defense of irresponsibility by reason of insanity was imposed.

Mr. Crane. What?
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Mr. Wechsler. Whether there are gn-, cases in the Federal

courts where that defense was interposed. Are there a few

capital cases?

Mr. Holtzoff. There are quite a few cases. Of course,

you had the Harriman case.

Mr. Medalie. That was raised on the ground that he was in

such mental condition that he could not consult counsel.

Mr. Holtzoff. There are cases where the defense of insan-

it7 has been imposed in non-canital cases.

11r. 1Wfechsler. I take your word for it, but I have looked

for them and not been able to find them.

Mr. Holtzoff. They may not be in the reports. They may

2-1 be unreported cases.

Mr. Wechsler. Assuming that there are such cases, what is

the Federal procedure with reference to civil commitment of

such persons who raise that defense and who have been found to

be insane?

Mr. Eoltzoff. There is no Federal procedure. The Federal

courts have no authority, except on Federal reservations, to

make a civil commitment. All that the Federal court can do is

to acquit the defendant if it was found that he was insane at

the time that he was alleged to have committed the offense.

Mr. Medalie. Why should nob we have provision for that

in these rules of procedure?

jNr. Holtzoff. I think that would be a rule of substantive

law.

Mr. Medalie. No. That has to do with apprehension and

detention of defendants.

Vdr. Crane. But the question is, Where would ',ou send them?
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Mr. Dean. We have a very adequate one in Springfield.

Mr. Foltzoff. Sporingfield is used only for those nrison-

ers who become insane while serving a sentence. for the crime.

The Chairman. The ouestion is, Do you have capacity?

Mr. Medalie. Could St. Elizabeth's take care of all the

cases that could possibly arise in all of the United States?

"r. Holtzoff. We have the Sprinrfield institute for

defective delinquents.

Mr. l4edalie. Ordinarily a code of criminal procedure con-

tains a provision of that kind. I have forgotten whether the

Institute Codes contain a rrovision of that kind, but the Vew

York one does.

!ir. Crane. That is part criminal and part civil.

You take any person who is acqutitted'because he is insane.

You do not let him go. The State will take h11 and commit him.

1,r. Holtzo-'f. I was going to suggest that we do not need

any orocedure. We wouldl rather turn them over to the State

institution.

Mr. Crane. Two doctors exarine them and they are committed

inside of twelve hours.

,1r. M-'dale. These are the situations that arise. A

defendant -!s unable to consult with counsenl because he is insane.

The court so finds.

The lTew York Code of Crim-inal Procedure provides for his

commitment, and he sta7ys until cured, if ever cured, and when

cured he is brought back to trial. That has a sense of decency

n(-3 Is : rotection to the public.

The other situat-ion arises when, having been acquitted for

insanity, he should not be at rart If the State is •'ng to
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take care of him under those conditions, well and 7ood.

In TInv,. York the7" do not wait for the physicians to come

and certify after his anquittal beca.se he is insnne. The Jury

has said so. Since he has committed n crime, theyr will take

no chance with his bein7 at large. lie has to prove later that

he is sane. One louruer is enouCh. They do not certify that

he is cured unless they are pretly sure he is safe.

,ow, P complete code or crininal nroceinre requires that

nrovislon be made for both of those situations.

Fir. Holtzoff. Tt seers to no thet in that second situa-

tion uV the dnfendnnt in a Feiera! court is acquitted on the

-round of insanit it shnould be the S30te', responsibiiiVy to

comm.i.t him to an ititut ion, W th is the way the thin, is

done , dMAy. , would notify th sAe authorities an& tupn

him over to them.

Fr. MAIMej i. Thera is 6MlY one troubl.e wi that kind N'

commniMent. A nen ncquitted on thrp 7ro. ,, of insenity tin iew

YorL soes to the State Hosnital fop tin Criminal Insane. He

,oes not belonrS in one oW the state hospitals for thi , eneral

run oAf people who Pre temporaril, or peiapmanently mentally ill.

He does not belong there and should. not go there.

I? wo real.y iati; to make a contri.but.ion to cr1iminal law,

outside of its lyeSl provisions but in the nublicinterest,we

ought to make a _rov's- or of thnt kind, and if our nrovision

.In th'ue 'tQ Was is %Wnadeou iNn, r~nmss cant go ahend Pnd supple -

,t i t propr'ly.

Eervrtheles.;, the '-osf important t.hing to consider •s that

when yoo have a man rho ir -insane and is chargedi w tth a C1Mme,

you just do not turn him loose, aod the respsonsfbilit,\r foir
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k',nping hip in cu 3 stody is tba -eneo Govcrn mornt's

The ChOn,•irman. K-a' - hol th.s i ssue unt i 1 W, Wi spos, of

Mr?. WaP >'01101, which :a to sot up a Seoar t~c S-ntence V
Myio' of the second sqr tencý or sbse-'cn () to govie fop

noW-tice b7 the do--Wnhnt of" th- d-fense of irnsnity.

Apo you r;ayo for the quesa nlu?

A those, in .. . .- "Ave.';

S'OU•O "No,-." ( STI 'MC .

Th, motion s c' .,.

PP, PedaQ . T y,, .i notied that T an Soin"' Picns with

it t6;ntetiva]l.

Hr... W echstlnn. 1 do, to

'Ths I~op . Po yout weant to 0m ake a mot.iOn Lhat L-ho

pOY ,.,tco r.be f.reotci to ri po. are a ruo] cOVli;Y' disposition of

Vef r n s' u £ .. .. to be insan by-i t.. O•s

*.P .*e :l; ;t' ll r.>C . : l k . [0 O OOv~ Q,.O':rI ... f _rl l,-~~ "."r' 0

to ri-al end1 the ca.s of nn 00cqu0 t ei on the Croutnd of .nsao, ,Q

and co 'lm i P1-.' tS

Yr. Coe. You. ha,, got, to der,! with tM-'- soatel

becauso s'p.yr ]boocamos he.is acqutlted on the --roiund ti-at Te

WaS iAnponn Pt the tim~e I-1' ~ o hecio" otsfiin

to been h7- M -ja.

Hr. oWUaMiO. iti is roor. ou. code.

T1". ,Trane. 110. Ycu hayve I.o h a fhinG r t ha h e 4

Mlso !-s-e at thy. A man b•i:teG onb-rli. t,.

-'Youndhinc t t a W hi',, _ _ s tempestu-is "s rt". t hat . t V , shot',-".. t'"

g,'irl or ahoL, the alnO ,and t7hat he vas paroftly sane u'er tho

c-ss came to trial.
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wheýn hne corhitten the act.

Co<'r ]. W.0 iO . ISo. Q'iJop tO ~ F.P~ Of -" ,iS.: to Vr _!ai P :_

twiat 2!.f e Ia nsane a t 73 h eIV te:se he c .... ; .... n.....o.....

t .-. Phaali e it has been stetd in out decfton s tht 9-

map= be W and we capbe n? o conferring with cilrls.

Co I. inent made prior to t'r-• al ofa a ne an whoas ns Mann is a,

he ditneot solelyon, the sround Lhut ho canno consult with

consel . He may be nerfectr ne otherwise.

o '.El. 7Cner]J h an a. s trIoh comes up the defense onV be,

that he was insane of tihe Wyne he committed the c ct. tx-er t.s

test• f yr thaL he was Vi, eCri-- with -oe

K.glueck . Eaicv depv-ssive Iinsanity.

.r. rane. Yes; that, nt the tim. he was just. c razy, thbe

he did not know what he we Kig .. , but in a moth, it was ali

over, and in a mot he is P"Pfactli sane.

The finding: of thn -u',' is thnt h wns insn nt the t.ime

he coreytMer the, nct, that it was rot the act of n saneC nen.

The hurrnir s always on the Unieted S5tates to wrova that he

wes sans at; the t.ime ho COwnif~ttefj che act. If any rnasonable-'

doubt has been created., that. is il1 the defendant has to do.

Co when .ou co: to th- question of a t-iPal ar -pennl- twO

years or a year afterwnrd, he jur:v is not going to pass unon

that unless it, is ,equ.ped by stat•ute -- as to whether or not

he be insane at the time of the tLal. because i7ro can onlýi

nut a rman.. , the Insane asriun who is insane et the time you

rut him thers.

TIp. Gluec• . A man does not go to an institution because

of acoqittal, because that is anomalocus. Fe has been proven

not. guilty and, the•--tica- ll, the second proceedinE is reoufired
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to determfne whether he is insane.

Mr. Medalie. 1s that the IKe, York Code?

Mr. Holtzoff. Under the NIew York Code the jud'e has to

make a findn.. that. the marn is insane at that time.

The Chair-ian. All that is before us now is the suggestion

that the reporter rrenpre such a rule and submit it. Let us

not have argument.

Pr. Holtzoff. in m7 oeinion, that ought to be the State's

resnonsibility, rather than the responsibi]ity of the Federal

Governmenct.

Mnr. Wechslev. T would not like to decide that question.

Mr. Waite. You are familiar with the three different

types of state statutes covering that situation.

Mr. Glueck. Apmopos of that, may I say that, regarding

Mr. Redalie's suggestion, ji there is no Federa! institution at

present available, it seems to me we have no right to draft a

rule which envisages such an institution, so may i make a

suggestion that this proposed rule contain a provision that up-

on the acquittal of a person on the ground of insanity, on the

ground of irresponsibility by reason of insanity, that fact

shall be ceri;ified to the appropriate state authority so that

they will receive notice, and then they can proceed with civil

commitment proceedings.

Mr. Wechsler. it may be desirable for them to have the

further adjudication made by the Federal court.

Mr. Glueck. By the Federal court?

Pr. Wechsler. Yes, if it is :urisdictionally possible to

do so.

Mr. Glueck. That is the question.
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MPK. Wechsler. There is a question of jurisdiction, yes,

but if it is 'urisdictionally possible, obvious litigation may

be avoided, particularly if the defendant has been examined by

alienists during the course ofthe trial, and if the evidence

at the trial bears upon his present condition. That is some-

thing for special investi"atior and a prohlem to be worked out.

Budi ong
fls
11:15
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Mr. Medalie. May I ask whether later in these rules

there is provision for acquittal on the ground of insanity?

The Chairman. No.

Mr. Medalie. I think that should go in, to conform with

the State practice.

Mr. Waite. Mr. Chairman, before I am asked to vote on

any of these motions I want to make an observation about a thing

that we all know but none of us has mentioned as yet, and that

is that the Federal courts have absolutely no prerogative

Jurisdiction of wardship. Perhaps Congress might do it. We

will not go into so big a discussion as that, I hope.

Mr. Holtzoff. I agree with Mr. Longsdorf on that. I do

not think the Federal court has any jurisdiction to commit a

person on insanity today.

The Chairman. Suppose we develop this line of thought and

then get the rule determined.

Mr. Waite. Mr. Chairman, if it is in order, I should like

to make a second part to my motion.

The Chairman. May we have a vote on Mr. Medaliets motion

that a rule be prepared on this and submitted by the reporter.

(The motion was agreed to.)

The Chairman. Now, Mr. Waite, will you proceed?

Mr. Waite. I do not care just where this shall come,

but my motion is that there be a provision to the effect that if

the defendant intends to defend on the ground that he could not\

have committed the crime because at the time he was at some

other place -- in other words, the so-called defense of alibi --

he shall give advance notice of that intention.

Mr. Holtzoff. I second the motion.
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The Chairman. Is there any discussion?

Mr. Seasongood. Mr. Chairman, there are several of these

defenses. I do not know why we single out these two.

Mr. Waite. I was going to suggest the others later on.
I was trying to do it piece-meal because some of them become so

complicated. But I had in mind putting in, in our discussion

here, everything that is covered in subparagraph 4 of (c).
Mr. Seasongood. That is what I was going to suggest. If

notice is given of certain defenses, I understand whether it is
in the civil rules or simply by the general practice of the

court, the court can determine these things if it wants to in
advance of trial. For instance• there might be the defense of
settlement in a civil case, and I have known of cases in which
the court determined that question in advance of trial, and it
is left to the discretion of the court whether he thinks this
separate issue can be tried separately so as to save the trial

of the whole case.

It was my thought that if we enumerate these different

defenses of which we give notice, then the court would have the
discretion to try them before trial, if it seems to the court

advisable to have that done.

The Chairman. The reporter wishes to check up on that.

Mr. Medalie. The New York provision --

Mr. Seasongood. If that is what Mr. Waite had in mind --
and I Judge that it is -- I think we might lump the whole

lot of them, rather than to pick out particular ones, and

leave it to the discretion of the court whether it should be
tried separately to advantage, rather than have all of them

in the trialof the whole case.
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Mr. Crane. Certainly constitutionally the court cannot
try anything as a question of fact outside of the trial of the
case; and what bothered me about this was the matter of separate
trial on such issues. I suppose when it comes to a matter of a
formal plea or a question of law the court could pass upon that,
the same as a demurrer. But if there is any question of fact I

think there cannot be a separate trial.

The motions being put have not involved that. It simply

gives notice.

Mr. Holtzoff. This is only giving notice before trial,

and not of a separate trial.

Mr. Crane. Yes; so I understood. I am with him on that.
Mr. Dean. I should like to make a separate motion. In

most of the State statutes it is provided -- and I move that it
be amended so as to read -- that upon failure to submit advance
notice the court may in its discretion exclude the alibi evi-

den ce.

The Chairman. Is that agreeable to Mr. Waite?
Mr. Waite. I accept that. That was intended to be implicit

in mine.

The Chairman. Does that also apply to the motion on notice

in advance?

Mr. Waite. Yes; I understand that.

Mr. Wechsler. I should like to hear from Mr. Waite a
Justification of the statement. It is a classic issue in the
literature, and it has been debated pro and con many times. I
think he would be willing to make such a statement.

Mr. Waite. The only Justification is the effort to do away
with surprise. I have in mind the case of Heime Martin, who
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fled to Pennsylvania. They went to Pittsburgh in an effort to

extradite him, and he said he could not be expedited because at

the time of the murder he had been, so he said, in Pittsburgh,

and he brought innumerable witnesses who testified to that

effect. The Cleveland authorities got tired of waiting, and

they just kidnaped him, and did not wait for the extradition

proceedings. He was tried, and at that time he brought out the

defense that he did not commit t he murder; but he did not set

up the alibi that he was in Pittsburgh, but instead set up the

alibi that he was in Akron at the time, and he brought in

innumerable witnesses to show that he was inAkron. The prosecu-

tion had been warned to a certain extent, and it brought in

witnesses to testify that he was in Pittsburgh. The jury,

having testimony that he was in both places, decided that he

was in neither, and convicted him of the murder in Cleveland.

Mr. Wechsler. What is the situation with reference tothe

date? Does the date in the document determine the date?

Mr. Waite. There you get the difficulty of the thing.

I think the reasons for it are plain, and it is desirable if we

can feasibly do it. That is why I separated the motions.

Are you going to require a statement as to where he was at

the time, and what time, and a statement of the witnesses by

whom he expects to prove it? If you just require a statement

that he is going to set up the defense that he was not there at

the time, and nothing more, you have not gotten very far.

Mr. Wechsler. Is the prosecution then limited to the

date alleged in the indictment, and no other, if the defendant

serves that notice?

Mr. Waite. I think it is a desirable thing if we can work
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it out, but I am not a proponent of it.

Mr. Holtzoff. Why could we not provide that if a notice of

alibi evidence is given by the defendant, that limits the evi-

dence to the date given in the indictment unless the prosecution

notifies the defendant that it will rely upon some other date?

That would be fair to both parties.

Mr. Wechsler. Of course all this presupposes a crime

that is alleged or an act committed on a single day; and what

raises the largest question to my mind is that the Federal

offenses are to such a great extent continuing offenses, in

which the specification of time is not required at all.

Obviously this would not work in a conspiracy case or a

mail fraud case.

Mr. Holtzoff. No; this would apply to such cases as

bank robbery or transportation interstate of stolen vehicles

on a certain date.

Mr. Wechsler. It would apply to very few Federal offenses,

and I should think that robbery and kidnaping would be about

the only important ones.

Mr. Waite. Would it not apply to any offense in which the

particular date was important?

Mr. Medalie. In the States having alibi defense stat-

utes there must be some experience as to just what cases re-

quire alibi defense notice. Obviously they cannot exist in

cases in which the crime is committed over a period of six

years, or like one that I recently tried in the Federal court,

the McKesson & Robbins case, where the alleged mail fraud was

committed over a period of twelve years, and had there been

an alibi statute theywould not have done anything about it.

Mr. Waite. It is given as a matter of course regardless
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of whether they put in any evidence to that effect or not.

Mr. Wechsler. My feeling is that on this stage of the

motion such a provision would do infinitely more harm than good,

and therefore I shall oppose it unless a memorandum is prepared

which indicates that it would be a feasible thing in view of the

realities of Federal procesution.

Mr. Holtzoff. It is feasible in respect of all the

crimes -- and there are any number of them -- which are com-

mitted by commission of a certain act: bank robbery, trans-

portation of stolen property in interstate commerce, kidnapping,

and so forth. Of course alibi would not be used in a conspir-

acy charge. In other words, wherever the evidence of alibi

would be suitable, under the proposed rule you would be required

to give notice of it. But in the cases you have in mind the

defendant would not use evidence of alibi because it would not

be appropriate.

Mr. Medalie. In a conspiracy case, for instance, suppose

that one overt act is important -- you need only one, but they

allege eight or a dozen: Would you be required to file alibi

notice, on your theory as to the overt acts?

Mr. Holtzoff. I suppose you would, just on the overt act,

but not on the conspiracy itself.

Mr. Glueck. Would the prosecutor be bound by the one

overt act?

Mr. Medalie. Whatever overt act he relied on he would

have to prove, or his case would fail.

Mr. Crane. I do not see how this comes up at all; because

the defendant would not plead a date unless he was prepared to

show that on that date he did not commit the crime. And if he
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were going to offer it it would be because of evidence he had

in mind showing that he was not there at the time alleged. I

do not see how this interests the people. He gives it only as

a date he had in mind on which he could not commit the criwe

if he were not present. He only gives the notice. He is not

required to do anything more unless he wants to plead alibi.

Mr. Medalie. I think by this time there must have been

enough experience in the various States to give us adequate

information as to how this works, and I think we ought to have

the benefit of it.

Mr. Holtzoff. Michigan and Ohio have these statutes.

Mr. Dean. There is an article published two years ago--

I do not recall all the details of it-- in the Texas TEaw

Review.

The Chairman. I have it here.

Mr. Dean. It was written by two people down there. They

made a canvass of the States having alibi statutes on the -

statute books, and they made a canvass as to how successful it

had been. They also asked how many cases there had been in

Texas in the course of a year or two in which it would have

been helpful to them. The result, as I recall it, was that the

Texas prosecutors did not think such a statute would be helpful

to them, but in the case of the States having such a law on

their statute books the prosecutors thought it would be helpful.

Mr. Crane. I think we will be influenced somewhat by the

attitude of the lawyers generally, and there seems to be some

demand for notice of this kind. I do not think, personally,

that it is going to do any good, but that is not of any conse-

quence. I think it cannot do any harm. If you are going to
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give notice to the defendant, if he does not want to give it,

all right. If he does, so much the better. It cannot do any

harm. There is nothing unconstitutional about it. I do not see

any harm in it.

Mr. Holtzoff. The Attorney General of the United 6tates

has for a number of years been recommending legislation requir-

ing notice of alibi.

Mr. Medalie. But the question is how well informed they

were when they did it; and we would like to have the benefit

of that information; because much of that material has come up

in the course of irresponsible newspaper editorials.

Mr. Robinson. We have had every statute in the United

States on this subject, and have abstracted the cases, and we

have the article of which Mr. Dean speaks. I happen to be

familiar with it because I drew the alibi statute for Indiana.

That is what it really is. Because if you try to frame a

statute to meet all possible developments the statute will have

to run about a page and a half. The Michigan statute is quite

brief, but it has been criticized for the reason Mr. Wechsler

states: It does not give the defendant, on the face of the

statute, much of a chance; and it has been criticized on that

account.

If you do take into consideration the protection of all

the defendant's rights, you will have a rule of a page and a

half. Of course we cannot devote a page and a half to the rule

on alibi, and another page and a half on insanity, and so on

with all the rest of them.

Our problem is how to get this matter organized in such a

way as to deal with it rather briefly and compactly, with dis-
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cretion in the court, as Mr. Seasongood suggested.

Mr. Crane. Of course you also must be able to meet the

emergency which happens only once in a life time -- that a notice

may be amended in the discretion of the court, giving proper and

due time to the district attorney to meet that change.

These notices are not hard and fast. They are all in the

discretion of the court, and they can be met. The only thing

we have to be careful about is that we do not soften the thing

so that it is not liberal enough to give every one a chance to

assert his rights in case of mistake.

Mr. Wechsler. Has any attention been given to the

reverse of this matter -- whether the defendant is definitely

informed of the position in which the prosecution intends to

put him on this when they get to the state of the proof?

Mr. Robinson. It is in the jurisdiction of the court.

That is the essential thing. But in our provision we had

tried to be fair with the defendant.

Mr. Wechsler. Of course the jurisdiction of a court is

only a minor phase of it. The location may come up a hundred

times.

Mr. Medalie. The rule provides that the defendant may be

given an opportunity to get up a bill of particulars.

The Chairman. Are you ready for the question?

Mr. Longsdorf. Are we dealing with insanity? May the

motion be restated?

The Chairman. No; this is alibi alone.

(The motion was agreed to.)

Mr. Waite. Mr. Chairman, prompted by Mr. Seasongood, I

should like to make the rest of the motion, which is intended to
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cover/hat the Reporter already had in, but to bring it up on a

basis of information rather than on a basis of a motion to dis-

miss. My motion is this: If the defendant intends to defend

on the ground of coercion, self-defense, infancy, or intoxica-

tion, he shall give proper notice thereof.

I am not using the words that I hope will appear, but

simply am trying to give my idea, when I say "shall give proper

notice".

"If he does not give such notice the court may in its

discretion refuse to admit evidence or the particular defense."

Mr. Holtzoff. I should like to make an amendment to the

motion: to strike out "self-defense" and "intoxication" -- for

the reason that I do not think self-defense is affirm :tive

matter. Self-defense is part and parcel of the transaction.

Mr. Medalie. It deals with contributory negligence.

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes; it is part and parcel of the trans-

action, of the charge the Government makes against the defendant.

Of course I think it goes to criminal intent as a matter of

evidence rather than affirmative matter. Of course it is not

defense except as it denies the presence of r.eaasc~n.

Mr. Crane. The same thing can be said as to every one of

the others; and so far as a rule on this notice business is con-

cerned -- which is new -- I think if we follow the middle

ground, and not the whole, we will be doing a wise thing.

Mr. Robinson. That is right.

Mr. Crane. These rules can always be amended; but let us

let the court see how this notice works out. If it works out

we can always include these others. Why should we go the whole

business, with the result that perhaps none of it is adopted!
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They may adopt it for alibi and insanity because experience has

taught, as Mr. Waite says, that sometimes that does catch a

prosecutor. But the others have been in every case from the

time of the commencement of criminal prosecutions down to date:

coercion as to admissions, for instance. In every criminal

case tried there is a plea that it is an admission but it has

been extorted, that the man has been beaten up, or something of

that sort -- some true and some false.

I am not against it, but I am saying it is a wise thing

to go part way at a time. Insanity has been recommended and

talked about by the bar journals and others. Alibi has been

recommended by the Attorney General. But I think it is wise

to go slowly and see if it works well.

Mr. Medalie. It seems to me that at least three of these

items are matters on which no notice is needed for the protection

of the prosecution. Of course self-defense is one of them. The

prosecution proceeding in an assault case is prepared for every

possibility. Infancy is another -- the question of whether a

person is under fourteen years of age. That is all infancy

amounts to in Federal courts; and the district attorney is on

his guard and knows that he is dealing with a young person whose

age he ought to prove.

Intoxication is a variable thing. A man might have been

drinking and it might have affected his intent, without his

being intoxicated.

If it is a specific act like robbery or assault, the

prosecution is prepared to meet everything that comes up with

respect to his condition at the time. Notice is not necessary

for the protection of the Government.
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Mr. Glueck. I am inclined to agree with both the

gentlemen who just spoke -- and for the reasons given -- and I

think if we examine experience we shall find it is largely in

the alibi situation that there have been abuses. I cannot

conceive of it in an insanity situation because the prosecutor

can always ask for a postponement if he is surprised, and can

bring in his own witnesses later.

But in the alibi cases, ever since the existence of large-

scale gangsterism and organized crime, I have been increasingly

aware of abuses based on surprise. I am willing to go along

in so far as insanity and alibi are concerned, but I agree with

Judge Crane that we should not overload these.

Mr. Waite. I am not a proponent of any of these things,

Mr. Chairman.

The Chairman. I understand.

Mr. Waite. But I want to help the Reporter determine

whether as a matter of policy we want to find out to the ut-

most extent what the defense is going to be, just as in a civil

case. For instance, we want to determine whether the defendant

is going to set up notice of entrapment, which of course is set

up in the Federal court cases time and time again.

Mr. Crane. There is such a difference between the

defense in a criminal case and an affirmative defense in a civil

case, as of course you know. In a civil case the defendant must

prove it by a mere preponderance of the evidence. I suppose

that is the rule throughout all the common law jurisdictions

and all States. But a defendant is never bound to prove any-

thing. The defendant is never bound to prove any affirmative

defense-- we speak of it as "affirmative defense", but any
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defense. If he pleads insanity or alibi or anything else you

speak of here, all he has to do is to create a reasonable doubt.

The people have to prove that there was no coercion and that

his act was voluntary.

So it is a different situation. You cannot compare it

to the civil practice.

Mr. Waite. I reiterate that. The only point is to

determine whether we think it wise to determine the defense that

will be made.

Mr. Crane. I agree with that, and I think a step at a

time in an innovation is a wise thing. I am with you on alibi

and on insanity. I do not see why it should not be, if the

defendant is honest. And if he is not, he ought to go to jail

anyway.

But I think it unwise to push it any farther.

Mr. Holtzoff. Did you include former jeopardy in your

list?

Mr. Waite. No; I did not.

Mr. Medalie. You spoke of entrapment, but there is no

question on that. You are dealing with the acts of Government

agents, and you do not have to start roaming around to find some-

one.

The Chairman. Are you ready for the question on Mr. Waite's

motion?

(The motion was rejected.)

The Chairman. Now that we have covered subsection (2)

on page 4 --

Mr. Wechsler. I suggest a motion with reference to

immunity and double jeopardy, where it seems to me that the case
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for this sort of thing is even stronger than it is in cases of

insanity and alibi.

Mr. Youngquist. Let me point to two others that fall

into the same category, I think, with those: line 83 on page 5,

Justification and entrapment. I think those should come in,

for the reasons that have been given with respect to the ones

appearing in subdivision (4) -- that is, coercion and self-

defense.

Mr. Crane. I think all those are out.

Mr. Youngquist. This is in subdivision (4).

The Chairman. Have not all the modifications been di-

rected to subsection (2) on page 4?

Mr. Holtzoff. That is right.

The Chairman. I am trying to see if we have not disposed

of subsection (2) on page 4, before we go on to subsection (c)

at the bottom of the page.

Mr.Holtzoff. I think we have, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Wechsler. Does that imply that you consider some

different procedure with reference to double jeopardy and

immunity, or that we have now passed the whole question of

notice and affirmative defense?

Mr. Youngquist. No.

The Chairman. I thought it was also in subsection (2),

the question of whether the word "affirmative" should come out.

Mr. Crane. I think you are right, Mr. Chairman. I

thought our notice covered it broadly, and that we whittled it

down to these two things, and that questions of fact should not

be required to be tried separately from the main trial.

The Chairman. I think you are correct.
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M,. Wechsler. If that question is open I should like to

express a thought about it. In the case of immunity and per-

haps also in the case of double Jeopardy -- although I am im-

pressed by what Mr. Medalie said -- it seems to me there is

frequently Justification for separate trial of the issue. It

is not unknown to Federal practice. In the Heike case, which

was a famous antitrustprosecution, the issue of immunity was

tried first. The record fills two volumes. As I recollect,

the case went off on that ground. I do not think we should

preclude that possibility.

Those two defenses, unlikeýthe two we have dealt with, are

actually confession- Inavoidance. If the position of the

defendant is that he is willing to admit the charge in the

indictment but claims he has a defense which transcends the

charge, it seems to me it would be advantageous to him, particu-

larly in view of the provision as to appeals, to provide some

method to get that tried without having the Government prove its

case first.

For instance, consider an antitrust case in which it would

take the Government a year to prove its case, and in which the

only issue is the question of immunity. The same thing may come

up in a mail fraud trial, and there are many cases where the

only real issue is the issue of immunity. I think we should

lay a basis for that.

Mr. Holtzoff. Do you mean also ",former jeopardy?

Mr. Wechsler. I am not so clear about that. But in the

other I see no occasion for changing that practice.

The Chairman. There is quite a variation in the various

Federal districts.
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Mr. Wechsler. Yes; I know that.

The Chairman. You cannot tell what is going to be done

in one district because of what is done i4nother.

Mr. Wechsler. I understand that, of course.

Mr. Medalie. Either compel the trial on the separate

issue or make the trial of the separate issue a permissible

thing.

Mr. Wechsler. I suggested that it be discretionary.

Mr. Medalie. Discretionary with whom?

Mr. Wechsler. With the court.

Mr. Medalie. With the judge, or with the defendant if he

chooses to try that separately?

Mr. Wechsler. No; I meant with the court.

Mr. Medalie. Of courses one of the things you want to con-

sider, if this is to be considered, is whether the defendant

shall have the choice as to a separate trial; and the other is

whether the court shall compel him to have it.

Mr. Wechsler. Yes.

Mr. Medalie. It sometimes happens, where defendants do

not get experienced counsel or do not pay the counsel sufficient

to have them work hard on the case, that the information fre-

quently comes to the defendant t s counsel that he has a defense

based on fact that the defendant never thought about. I should

not like to see those poor devils deprived of it, and see it

used only by defendants who can afford to employ high-priced

counsel.

Mr. Wechsler. It might meet the situation to try the

issues in reverse order, without making it obligatory. I

recognize that possibility.
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Mr. Medalie. I think it would be a practical thing, if

the defendant is willing to stake his liberty on the trial of

the separate issue, to let the court have discretion to do it.

Mr. Wechsler. Of course he might not have to stake his

liberty on that. He might devise an issue where he could pro-

ceed to the major issue if he lost on the minor one. It is the

order of trial which seems to me to have merit.

The Chairman. Will you make a motion on that, definite-

ly?

Mr. Wechsler. I move that further consideration be given

to the defenses of immunity and double jeopardy with reference

tojthe desirability of requiring advance notice that the defense

will be made, and preserving the power of the court to try those

issues separately.

Mr. Holtzoff. In listing those offenses do you want to

include former acquittal and former conviction?

Mr. Wechsler. Yes; I mean the classes of offenses.

The Chairman. Do you want to add the same provision as

in the earlier motions: Suppression of evidence?

Mr. Wechsler. IvMy feeling is that this is a little more
itcomplex. I deliberately put/in the form of suggesting that

further study be given to this possibility, because I should not

like to commit myself now to the penalty clause.

Mr. Glueck. Specifically, I suppose you mean by "further

study" that the procedure in different districts ought to be

determined.

Mr. Wechsler. Yes; and that the issues that are retained

in any proposal of this sort be articulated and given concrete

consideration later.
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The Chairman. Are you ready for the motion?

Mr. Longsdorf. Mr. Chairman, I am not ready for the

motion. It seems to me that a lot of these defenses fall under

what I described yesterday in Blackstone's words as "special

pleas in bar." Perhaps we have not disposed of those. If I

am wrong I should like to be set right. But it seems to me that

it is inherent in the nature of all those special pleas in bar

that they raise no issue whatever as to whether the crime was

committed. They concede that it was committed, but the defend-

ant says that the time has passed or that it was barred in some

way.

Mr. Holtzoff. My understanding is that it is optional

with the defendant to file special pleas in bar to raise that

point.

Mr. Longsdorf. Yes.

Mr. holtzoff. He may raise them by a plea of not guilty,

as well.

Mr. Longsdorf. Yes.

The Chairman. But if he does not raise it, it can be

tried.

Mr. Longsdorf. If he does not raise it, he can be tried

on anything that remains available to him.

Mr. Wechsler. That gives point to Mr. Medalie's sugges-

tion of a while ago, that perhaps this ought to be optional with

the defendant. That is the effect of existing practice. I

meant that that should be a subject of consideration.

Mr. Seasongood. Mr. Chairman, I think it should be set

up, because if you merely bring these things in under the general

issue then you try the whole case, whereas if you have given
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notice in advance and they are things that could be determined

in advance of a long trial on the main case, the court should

have the opportunity of doing that in its discretion.

Mr. Longsdorf. Yes; I agree.

Mr. Seasongood. Suppose you give notice, and at the

end of the trial on the issue you make a motion to dismiss,

based on the facts in the motion. It may be overruled. But

the advantage is that it gives the court the opportunity of try-

ing out these cases in advance of trying a long case.

Mr. Medalie. Do you want it compulsory?

Mr. Seasongood. I should like to have it compulsory,

because then the court would have the privilege of avoiding a

long trial.

Mr. Medalie. But I can show you how the defendant might

not even know that he had those defenses, and yet they existed.

For example, the statute of limitations.

Mr. Seasongood. Why wouldn't he know about the statute

of limitations?

Mr. Crane. Sometimes it is very complicated, on a ques-

tion of fact.

Mr. Seasongood. He knows enough to know whether he is

going to claim it.

Mr. Medalie. Oh, no; he does not know. He may not know

enough of its significance with respect to a particular act.

The Chairman. But the point is that the court can, in

advance of full trial, determine whether the defendant has

acted in good faith. If the court thinks so, the court then

can allow this issue to be tried.

Mr. Medalie. I think that is giving the courts too much
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power.

The Chairman. That is something on which you have not

only the ruling of the trial court, but any abuse of discretion

would be handled by the appellate court.

Mr. Medalie. I ,think that is all theoretical. In prac-

tice it does not work that way.

Mr. Wechsler. Does our action with reference to insanity

and alibi allow sufficient leeway?

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes.

Mr. Crane. In coercion that is part of the crime itself.

What you are speaking of now is distinct.

Mr. Holtzoff. Correct.

Mr. Crane. And it has nothing to do with the crime. It

is a question of whether the man was in former jeopardy or

immunity or whether he served a term for it and was tried and

convicted.

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes.

Mr. Crane. That has nothing to do with the crime. All

the things Mr. Waite was speaking of involve matters in the

prosecution itself -- things for the prosecution to prove.

Mr. Glueck. The same thing applies in the others. For

instance, a man says, "Yes; I killed him, but I was a warden

acting under a duly executed warrant."

Mr. Crane. But he killed him.

Mr. Glueck. There is some distinction there.

Mr. Medalie. But why should you need, in a case like

that, for any practical reason to give notice, when the prosecu-

tion knows exactly what happened?

Mr. Youngquist. I do not think you should.
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Mr. Seasongood. Because you give the court an opportuni-

ty to determine if it should dispose of the case in that way,

and thus dispose of a long trial on the merits.

Mr. Crane. I do not think you could do that on justifica-

tion.

Mr. Seasongood. Perhaps not.

Mr. Crane. Those things involve something different from

the crime itself, rather than those you are thinking about.

Mr. Seasongood. But you could have the point of whether

this man was a warden and whether the deceased was trying to es-

cape.

The Chairman. That is not the motion. The motion covers

former acquittal, immunity, and jeopardy.

Mr. Wechsler. Yes.

Mr. Seth suggests pardon, and I think that should be

amended. But I was not going to suggest the statute of limi-

tations, for obvious reasons.

Mr. Medalie. If you are including pardon, I should like

to ask this. Suppose through inadvertence, for instance, or

lack of knowledge the defendant fails to give notice that he has

been pardoned, or suppose through lack of information on the

part of counsel or lack of appreciation of the proper procedure

counsel does not give notice, and then you have a trial. Ac-

cording to the procedure outlined here, is that man to be con-

victed?

Mr. Glueck. Would that ever occur in real life?

Mr. Youngquist. *Does that occur in real life -- the

king's pardon given in advance of the crime?
in

Mr. Seasongood. It would be,/the court's discretion.
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Mr. Wechsler. I think in fact there may be much in mak-

ing this optional with the defendant, just because you do not

have a real procedure when your action would be to allow the

defense in the case that Mr. Medalie puts.

But in this particular situation that we are dealing with

now, even if it were optionalwith the defendant either to inter-

pose the equivalent of a special plea or to raise it under the

general issue, we would be in a better situation than if it must

be raised under the general issue.

I made no concrete motion, but my thought is that that may

well be the resolution.

Mr. Medalie. I would be willing to go along with the idea

of making that optional with the defendant, if knowing -- or with

his counsel knowing -- that he has what he considers a complete

bar to the action, for instance: He ought to have an opportunity

speedily to rid himself of the case.

Mr. Wechsler. Should it not be considered by the Reporter

before we pass on it?

Mr. Medalie. Yes.

The Chairman. Are you ready to vote on the motion?

(The motion was agreed to.)

The Chairman. We still have outstanding one or two points

under subsection (2) on page 5: Limitations, Justification, and

entrapment. Is there any motion as to that?

Mr. Medalie. Cannot we start with the words "affirmative

defenses"?

The Chairman. I thought we eliminated that.

Mr. Holtzoff. We eliminated it by striking out the sen-

tence in subsection (2) which uses it, but we have not eliminated
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it from the heading of subsection (c) which we are dealing with

now. I think we should do that.

The Chairman. The Reporter agrees that on line 71 we

may strike out the word "affirmative".

Mr. Glueck. Line 73.

The Chairman. And wherever the word "affirmative" appears

throughout the section. /

Mr. Holtzoff. I suggest that "entrapment" and "justifica-

tion" be stricken out. I do not think that should require notice.

Mr. Crane. Haven't we dealt. with all of those by the

motions that have already been made? And the rest are all out.

Mr. Seasongood. You must have some way of attacking the

indictment.

The Chairman. That stays.

Mr. Holtzoff. With reference to lines 76 and 77 I want

to make a suggestion. Misjoind~rq should not be a ground for

dismissal. As a matter of fact, that is in line with a later

rule that misjoindqre shall not be ground for dismissal, but for

dropping the defendant or dropping the count, whatever the case

may be.

So I am willing to strike out from lines 76 and 77 the

clause "because of misnamed defendant".

Mr. Robinson. I have talked to Mr. Holtzoff about that,

4nd I think he feels that the reason for its being included here

was to simplify the procedure so far as possible by including

everything under a motion to dismiss. I should be very glad to

have his suggestion as to how we shall have the court's

attention called to misjoind~ro or misnaming.

Mr. Holtzoff. I would make a motion to drop the defendant
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because of misjoind~rý or to drop a count because of misjoindwre.

Mr.Robinson. In other words you are adding to the motion?

Mr. Yloltzoff. Yes.

Mr. Robinson. With this effort to simplify or perhaps by

listing all motions under the general motion to dismiss --

misjoind~r9 or whatever it may be -- you think the effort to

simplify it by putting it all under the general head'ng is not

possible to achieve?

Mr. Holtzoff. I think the words "motion to dismiss" are

misleading, as used in connection with a motion to drop a

defendant.

Mr.Robinson. Perhaps our previous answer has taken care

of this. I think we struck out the words "to dismiss" at the

beginning of rule 7.

Mr. Holtzoff. We say that the defendant shall file a

motion to dismiss the indictment or information.

The Chairman. Cannot that be covered by the words "a

motion addressed to the indictment or written accusation"?

Mr. Holtzoff. I think that would cover it completely.

The Chairman. Is that assented to generally: "A motion

addressed to the indictment"?

Mr. Ilechsler. Should not there be a specification as to

what the motions are, on the part of the court, as there is with

respect to the civil practice?

Mr. Youngquist. I do not see why it is not all right as

it stands. If there is a misjoind~ro, the defendant who is mis-

joined makes a motion to dismiss. That would result in dismissal

as to him -- or the dismissal of a single count. But that is as

far as it would go. Otherwise the indictment would stand as to
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other defendants and as to other counts.

Mr. Glueck. Then you would have to change the phraseology

of 72, because that speaks of the entire document: "A motion

addressed to the indictment or to a part thereof".

The t'hairman. Then, Mr. Holtzoff, your motion as to 76

and 77 is withdrawn?

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes.

Mr. Medalie. Line 72: "dismiss the indictment or in-

formation or written accuastion if he wishes to establish

affirma tively" .

The Chairman. That is already out.

Mr. Medalie. Yes; "if he claims" --

Mr.Glueck. "If he contends" is better than that, I

think.

Mr. Medalie. Do you prefer "contend" to "claim"?

Mr. Youngquist. Would not this do it: "file a motion

under the accusation"?

The Chairman. All right; subsection (c) will be passed.

Mr. Seasongood. That is not sufficiently broad, is it?

Because if you want to contend that the indictment was inproperly

obtained -- for instance, that the prosecutor pressed for the

indictment --

Mr.Robinson. That would be a violation of statute in most

States, would it not?

Mr. Holtzoff. There is no Federal statute-or if the

prosecutor was present or participated in the deliberations,

or any other irregularities. You must have some means of

attacking that.

Mr. Holtzoff. Quite a common claim is that an unauthor-
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ized person was present in the grand jury room when the grand

jury was deliberatingg.

Mr. Youngquist. Is all of that taken care of by (1)?

Mr. Seasongood. I do not think so.

The Chairman. your motion is "where the indictment v as

improperly obtained", or words to that effect?

Mr. Seasongood. Yes. And then another motion: "where

the affidavit is based in positive terms". That was involved in

the medical case.

Mr. Medalie. Are we dealing here with the composition of

the grand jury and such proceedings before it as would render the

indictment illegal?

ir.Seasongood. Yes. In other words, in order to broaden

this I made the suggestion; and the Reporter will know how to

broaden it to cover all those matters.

Mr. Robinson. The words "where improperly obtained"?

Mr. Seasongood. I have no particular choice of words.

Mr. lHoltzoff. Why not say "obtained in violation of law"?

Mr. Seasongood. Yes; that would be good.

Mr. Medalie. That would cover irregular proceedings and

unauthorized persons and bullying by the district attorney, and

all the other claims that appear on such motions.

I r. Seasongood. At least it is intended that there should

be some privilege of attacking the indictment.

Mr. Wechsler. Will there be any specification of law

with reference to indictments, or will we leave that law as it

is? Will there be a rule specifying what makes an indictment

invalid and what does not?

Mr. Robinson. It would be a very long rule. I do not
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think we should try that.

Mr. W•echsler. Is there not some rule there that needs

correction?

Mr. Robinson. Probably, but I do not think it is for us

to correct it.

Mr. Wechsler. Why not?

Mr. Robinson. We could put it on the basis -- I would

not say it is outside the scope of the committee's work, but it

would be a long catalogue, from whi ch there would inevitably be

an omission.

Mr.Wechsler. One of the major reforms in the new rules on

civil procedure was to cut through some of the red tape regard-

ing what made a pleading insufficient; and I think there may be

room for similar work here. I do not a ssert how much of that

is needed, but it seems to me it is a problem.

Mr. Youngquist. It seems to me that all those matters

are covered by the decisions; and if we undertake to restate

them here we will be in danger of perhaps omitting something that

now is the law. In addition to that, as the reporter says, it

would make an unduly long rule. I think we can safely leave it

in this fashion.

The Chairman. As I understand, all that Mr. Wechsler is

arguing for is an investigation of irregularities before the

grand jury.

We are getting two separate motions, I believe. May we

have a vote on the motion to cover by appropriate language
/

irregularities in obtaining the indictment?

(The motion was agreed to.)

The Chairman. Now a vote or-Mr. Wechslerts motion that the
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Reporter be asked to prepare a memorandum as to the adequacy of
the present state of the law on the whole subject of irregulari-
ties In the obtaining of indictments. Was that the scope you

had in mind?

Mr.Wechsler. I meant it to be a little broader than
that: on the factors which now invalidate an indictment, other
than its insufficiency to charge a crime.

Mr. Dession. What it comes down to is what was formerly
covered by the plea in abatement, that we have alreadyabblished.

Mr.Wechsler. That is right.

The Chairman. Is there any discussion on the motion?

(The motion was agreed to.)
Mr. Crane. I think we should leave out the indictment.

I do not want to oppose anything Mr. Wechsler wants, but I think
the reporter is about right. We have the form of the indict-
ment, and this deals with the matter of prosecuting it. I
think it has been covered quite fully by what Mr. Seasongood

just said regarding the motions that you can think of. We
could not specify the facts which might make an indictment
invalid. But now we have it covered by a motion that anything
at all makes it invalid or illegal. When we come to specify
what an indictment shall contain and how it shall be obtained
I suppose it will mean that there must be affirmative evidence
of the crime submitted to a grand jury, and twelve men voting
to indict. I do not kuow what else there is.

Mr. Medalie. We do not do that in Federal cases.

Mr. Crane. I know.

Mr. Wechsler. Suppose it was alleged that the window
was open and that some one was listening through the open window?
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Mr. Crane. Is not that covered by the motion which has

just been made?

Mr. Wechsler. The effect of the motion just made was

the

that we would retain the rule that/indictment would be invalid

under such circumstances.

Mr. Crane. If you are going to specify the facts under

which an indictment would be invalid you would have to be a

prophet. You cannot see the future. There was a case in New

York where a porter hid behind a curtain in the grand jury room.

It is simply a factual situation. You cannot foresee events and

facts. But the motion made was a very good one, and covers

everything you can think of that gives the defendant a chance

to object to the indictment.

But to specify the facts -- and I am perfectly in sympathy

with you -- I do not think is necessary.

The Chairman. The Chairman is in doubt as to the vote on

the motion. (Putting the question.)

(The motion was rejected.)

The Chairman. Have we covered --

Mr. Medalie. No; subsection (2) --

The Chairman. Have we covered subsection (1)?

Mr. Medalie. Pardon me.

The Chairman. Very well. Now subsection (2).

Mr. Medalie. I do not believe that the defendant ought

to have the right to get a trial on a motion that he was en-

trapped. That applies to his motion that there is a bar in

fact to a conviction because of impossibility -- in the case of

alibi.

The Chairman. May we hold that, and dispose of (2)?
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Mr. Medalie. They are really all embraced in one

theory that the defendant ought not have his case tried on a

motion; he should go to trial if the district attorney wants his

case tried; also that he did not have the alleged criminal

intent at the time he did the act, because of coercion and so

forth.

Mr. Youngquist. That is all out; is it not?

Mr.Medalie. Also that any other matter constituting an

avoidance or an affirmative defense shall lixewise be asserted

by the defendant. I think we know what those are, and we

should not give him an opportunity to try his case on a motion.

The Chairman. Have not we disposed of everything

definitely except statute of limitations, justification, and

entrapment? And on that we disposed of those by common consent.

Mr. Medalie. It is my view that on a motion he ought to be

permitted to raise the question of former jeopardy, former con-

viction or acquittal, immunity, or pardon, and have the issue

tried.

The Chairman. That we passed on.

Mr. Medalie. And have it disposed of without any opposi-

tion --

The Chairman. We passed on that.

Mr. Medalie. I do not think he should have his defenses

determined on Qvidence.

Mr. Seasongood. The jurisdiction of the court is per-

missible.

Mr. IMedalie. That is under (2).

Mr.Seasongood. The rule in civil cases is that if you

are pleading a case for jurisdiction you can make a motion to
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dismiss, and can supply evidence to show that the court does not

have jurisdiction.

Pir.M4edalie. That is right.

M•r. Dession. Or in the statute of limitations, where it

appears on the face of the indictment.

'M1r. Medalie. Yes. I think on motion he should be able

to do everything except try his case.

Mr. Dession. That is right.

The Chairman. Lack of jurisdiction, then, as I under-

stand it, stands -- on lines 81 and 82 -- by common consent?

Mr. Medalie. Yes.

The Chairman. What is your view with respect to the

statute of limitations?

Mr. Holtzoff. I think that should stand only if it

appears on the face of the indictment that the prosecution is

barred. I think the defendant should have the privilege of

moving to dismiss under those circumstances, but nototherwise.

Mr. Dession. I so move.

The Chairman. The motion is seconded.

(The motion was agreed to.)

The Chairman. Justification.

Mr. Medalie. I think that should go out.

The Chairman. That is out, by common consent.

Entrapment is out by common consent.

That takes us through to No. 3.

Now, (5) -- where there is a bar in fact to a conviction

because of impossibility. That is out by common consent, I take

it.

Mr. Robinson. What is the difference between a notice
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and a motion?

Mr. Dession. Mr. Waite's motion, I believe, would

require that if you are going to assert that as one of your

defenses you give notice of it in advance.

The Chairman. That the defendant did not have the origin-

al criminal intent, because of insanity or intoxication.

Mr. Medalie. Insanity we passed on separately.

The Chairman. How about the last sentence on the page:

"Any other matter constituting an avoidance or affirmative

defense shall likewise be asserted by the defendant by a motion

to dismiss the written accusation."?

Mr. Robinson. That is out, in view of the discussion

here.

The Chairman. "The motion to dismiss because of an

affirmative defense shall state the facts and shall cite the

records, if any, on which the defense is based."

Mr. Medalie. The motion to dismiss, as hereinabove

provided.

The Chairman. "Such motion" takes care of all that, and

strike out the ,"affirmative defense" -- "the motion to dismiss

because of an affirmative defense" -- and just say "Such

motion", striking out the last seven words in line 91.

The next sentence: "The defendant may from time to time

file with the court a motion for an order requiring the Govern-

ment to provide a bill of particulars stating further facts

necessary to enable the defendant to prepare his motion to dis-

miss .

Mr. Seasongood. How about "from time to time"? Can he

do it as often as his fancy suggests?
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Mr. Holtzoff. I think we should strike out "from time

to time".

The Chairman . Yes.

Mr. Youngquist. I have marked it in my notes to elimi-

nate the whole thing.

Mr. Robinson. The only thing is to bear in mind that

this will be examined very carefully by lawyers all over the

country, and to consider whether we are seeing to it that all

the proper tests are made.

Mr. Youngquist. Have not we done that in an earlier

rule providing for bills of particulars, not only for the

Government?

Mr.Robinson. If it is repetition it should go out.

The Chairman. I do not think it is repetition.

Mr. Medalie. I think you intended this sentence in

(a) of the provisions with respect to alibi motions --

Mr. Robinson. That would be one of the instances in

which it would be immaterial.

Mr. Crane. Is this the only provision with respect to

bills of particulars?

The Chairman. No; but in the other instance it is

directed to indictments only.

Mr. Crane. I do not think we need it.

The Chairman. Rule 8, page 2, line 26.

Mr. Youngquist. That takes care of it in both ways; does

it?

Mr. Holtzoff. I think it does.

The Chairman. That is with respect to indictments.

Mr. Crane. What else is there?
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Mr. Youngquist. 29 -- line 29: "A bill of particulars

likewise may be supplied by the defendant voluntarily, or by

order of the court if additional details are necessary to give

notice to the Government."

Mr. Crane. We questioned that, and there will be a re-

draft of it.

Mr. Holtzoff. I move that we strike out the sentence

beginning with line 93 on page 6.

U[r. Medalie. I second the motion.

Mr. Robinson. At what point are you providing for a bill

of particulars for a defendant who wants the information?

Mr. Medalie. If the indictment does not tell him

enough about where he is supposed to have been, and when, at the

time the crime was committed, he makes a motion for a bill of

particulars and states his intention to give alibi evidence.

Mr.Robinson. All right; that line will go out.

The Chairman. By common consent, the sentence beginning

on line 95 is eliminated.

Mr. Dession. Might we take out the language and put it

back on page 2 of Rule 8: "Defendant gives notice of his in-

tention to move to dismiss"? Because once having gotten this

elaboration of the indictment to base his motion to dismiss --

Mr. Medalie. He can make a motion for a further bill of

particulars; he can always do that. That is the accepted

practice if it is not adequate.

Mr. Dession. But where the bill of particulars is

adequate and gives you what you want, but gives you something

that you did not see in the indictment in the first place, and

consequently gives you grounds for motion to dismiss. So why
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could not we say, 'notice of the offense alleged, or to enable

the defendant to prepare his motion to dismiss"?

Mr. Longsdorf. Would you amend that to read "to prepare

a notice or motion to dismiss"?

Mr. Robinson. Where is that added?

Mr. Youngquist. At the end of line 28.

The Chairman. "Or to enable him to prepare a notice or

motion". (Putting the question.)

(The motion was agreed to.)

The Chairman. That brings us to (d) on pare 6.

Mr. Wechsler. Mr. Chairman, going back to page 2 of

Rule 8, may I ask whether there remains the point for the bill

of particulars to be supplied by the defendant to give notice of

the defense which he is asserting? Was not that related to the

affirmative defense provision that went out; and does not the

provision as to notice of insanity or alibi, and any further

provisions that may go in there, meet this? I refer to lines

29 to 32, page 2, of Rule 8.

Mr. Seth. They went out.

The Chairman. I had a note here: "Judge Crane wanted his

own bill of particulars on this, and the Reporter is directed to

prepare it."

Mr. Crane. How far they can compel a defendant to dis-

close the facts.

The Chairman. That is right.

Mr- Wechsler. Of course the discussion today on notice

probably has answered that question and has eliminated the need

for this provision.

Mr. Holtzoff. Suppose a defense of former jeopardy is
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raised by motion, and the prosecution needs some additional

particulars.

Mr. Crane. Yes; if there are to be any other affirmative

defenses, I see the point of that.

Mr. Holtzoff. I do not think the motion is used very

frequently.

Mr. Crane. All I had in mind is that I think there is a

point beyond which the Government cannot go in fishing for

evidence.

Mr. Wechsler. I agree with you. My point is that the

whole occasion for it may have been lost now, anyhow.

The Chairman. I suppose the Reporter will review that in

checking over the record.

Now (d).

Mr.Robinson. The word "affirmative" has been stricken out--

in line 98 -- and at any other place where "affirmative" would

appear, as defining or qualifying the defense.

TheChairman. Do we say "United States attorney"
t , or do we

refer to the "district attorney"?

Mr. Holtzoff. "United States attorney" is the technical

name.

Mr. Youngquist. VJte also use the word ,"government"

throughout the rule. Is that appropriate?

Mr. ioltzoff. I do not think so. I think it ought to be

,,prosecution", rather than ,"government". I would use "United

States".

Mr. Medalie. The defendants prefer that the word

,,prosecution" be used, and they use it every once in a while

with subtle effect. They do not like the word ,"government".
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Mr. Holtzoff. I think the words "United States" are

proper to be used.

Mr. Robinson. I should state to the committee that that

question has been carefully considered. We may be wrong in our

conclusions. We considered "1government", "iprosecution", and

"United States attorney"; and one by one they were eliminated

until we came down to "United States attorney". The statute

seems to use "district attorney"; but I understand that the

Department of Justice uses "United States attorney", and some

States use ,,UnitedStates attorney".

So the XReporter's office is satisfied that the proper

appellation for the United States attorney would be "United

States attorney".

Mr. Dession. How about special assistants to the

Attorney General and special attorneys?

Mr.Robinson. VWould not he then act as an assistant

United States attorney?

Mr. Holtzoff. No.

Mr. Youngquist. There is another item for definition,

it seems to me.

Mr. Medalie. The statutes use the words "United Ststes

attorney" and "district attorney", and yet the certificate of

appointment of a United States attorney is "the attorney of the

United States in and for such and such a district."

Mr. Seth. Should not we use "attorney for the United

States"?

hMr. Youngquist. What bothers me is the use of the word

"1government".

Mr. Glueck. On page 7 you have an instance of the use of
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Mr. Robinson. Probably that would be the place to use

"attorney for the United States".

The Chairman. We have two questions. One is whether

we shall use the word ,'government" or the words "United States".

It does look a little heavy to use the words "United States".

Every one knows what it is.

Mr. Longsdorf. If we use the word "government", I think

we should capita-ize it.

Mr. Crane. When we make speeches for the Government we

say "We, the people". It is the United States.

Mr. Holtzoff. I like the idea of using the words "United

States".

Mr. Crane. There are so many different kinds of govern-

ment, and it is used in so many connect-ions. It does not make

any difference to me, but the dignified way is "for the United

States" •

Mr. Robinson. I think we will get into the same trouble.

The Chairman. Can we use "United States" alone, or must we

say "United States of America"?

Mr. Holtzoff. Not necessarily.

Mr. Medalie. After all, there is the U.S.S.R.

The Chairman. Every subpoena bears the words "United

States of America". I do not like all these capitals.

Mr. Holtzoff. Why not say ,prosecution"?

Mr. Robinson. Mr. Medalie pave the answer to that.

The Chairman. Yes; Mr. Medalie's answer is very sound.

Well, gentlemen., let us discuss this at lunch.

Mr. Glueck. It is comnon to say, "the prosecution can
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prove". It sounds almost like "the persecution".

yr.Mredalie. That is the reason.

(Thereupon, at 12.30 o'clock p.m., a recess was taken

until 1.30 o'clock p.m., of the same day.)
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41 The proceedings were resumed at 1:30 o'c100lc P. m., at

the expiration of the recess.

The Chairman. We were up to item 18 on line 97. Is there

any comment on that?

Mr. Medalie. You want the word "reply" there?

Mr. Robinson. I do not.

Mr. Holtzoff. I do not think we should have "reply".

I do not think the United States Attorney ought to be required

to reply to a motion; just go to the bar and argue it. I do

not see any need for any document known as a reply.

Mr. Robinson. Did we not prettywll settle that by

"answer and reply," two or three things?

Mr. iloltzoff. I think so. I think we did.

The Chairman. Does that strike this whole section out,

Mr. Robinson?

Mr. Robinson. Let me have the page.

The Chairman. Page 6.

Mr. Robinson. That is (d)?

The Chairman. (d).

Mr. Robinson. Yes. Well, now, the way we find it working

in the alibi notice cases is that frequently a case is ended by

the government's conceding that the alibi is good, and therefore

the defendant is discharged, the indictment dismissed. Now,

I think it would be well for us to have some provision of that

sort here.

Mr. Holtzoff. The government just consents to the motion

being granted. You do not need that in the rule.

The Chairman. What if the government does not consent?
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Mr. Holtzoff. Then you have a hearing on the motion, but

you do not have to have a reply. Of course, if it is alibi it

is a little different; alibi would be tried at the trial; but

if you mean such motions as go to the jurisdiction, that is

like former jeopardy.

Mr. Robinson. As I would see it, what is left of it,

(d), we had better knoc•k out "reply" there in 97 following

"(d)," before "Motion by the Government. The United States

Attorney upon investigation of the defense alleged in the

defendant's motion--" Strike out "to dismiss". _-"may file

a reply in opposition to the defendant's motion."

Mr. Medalie. I do not think you need any of that,

because it is like any other motion. If in a civil case I

move for a bill of particulars or for the examination of a

party or a witness, and my adversary consents to it, does not

oppose, that is all there is to it.

Mr. Robinson. How about the second clause, "a reply in

opposition," striking out the word "reply"?

Mr. Medalie. Well, he may always oppose the motion, and

the way to oppose a motion is by answering affidavits.

Mr. Robinson. All right. What about the next sentence?

Do you think there is anything necessary in it?

Mr. Dean. 101?

Mr. Robinson. Yes.

The Chairman. Yes.

Mr. Holtzoff. Should not that come out completely?

Mr. Longsdorf. "motion."

Mr. Holtzoff. Does not this duplicate a provision we have

already had? Motion for bill of particulars. As far as the
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second sentence is concerned, I think that should go out, too.

The Chairman. Is it not covered by page 2 of Rule 8?

Mr. Holtzoff. That is what I think.

Mr. Robinson. That is that same, beginning with 26, 29.

Mr. Dean. In lines 29 to 32 on page 2?

Mr. Robinson. I think we could provide for it there if it

is not already covered.

The Chairman. I think so.

Mr. Robinson. Yes. All right. Qmis-Bi- to amend; is

that covered somewhere?

Mr. Holtzoff. I think that is covered somewhere, is it not,

about amendment?

Mr. Robinson. If it is not, we can cover it somewhere else.

Mr. Crane. Yes.

Mr. Robinson. All right.

Mr. Holtzoff. This is not the proper point at which to

cover amendments, anyway.

The Chairman. Make a note that that will be somewhere with

the accusation.

Mr. Robinson. Well, yes. All right. There is a separate

civil rule along amendments.

The Chairman. It may go in that, and the same with 107.

Mr. Robinson. Yes.

Mr. Holtzoff. I think you do not need the first sentence

on page 7, either.

Mr. Medalie. There is another point.

Mr. Longsdorf- I did not hear. What did you do with those

2 two words "written accusation in line 105, page 6?
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Mr. Robinson. We think we can let that go out and take

care of whatever may be desirable from it at another place.

Mr. Longsdorf. The whole thing is out?

The Chairman. Out here. Bring it in somewhere under

"Amendments."

Mr. Medalie. Now, the next sentence beginning with the

word "If" on 109: I do not think you need that, particularly

the middle portion of it.

Mr. Holtzoff. I do not think we need any of it.

Mr. Medalie. It says if the United States Attorney's

written reply to the defendant's motion is considered by the

court to be insufficient. Of course the defendant's own papers

may be insufficient or unpersuasive.

The Chairman. Is not the whole sentence beginning on 109

unnecessary?

Mr. Dean. Right.

The Chairman. Is that not what the court must do?

Mr. Dean. Right.

Mr. Crane. Could not do anything else.

Mr. Youngquist. I think the whole sentence is unnecessary.

Mr. Robinson. So do I. I do not think there is any doubt

about it.

Mr. Longsdorf. Is that out?

Mr. Robinson. Yes.

Mr. Longsdorf. And the one beginning on 107, did that go

out, too?

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes.

Mr. Robinson. What about 113? According to Mr. Dean's

report on the California effort to separate the issue of the
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insanity defense into a separate hearing from the other, probably

we should not wish to provide for it.

Mr. Holtzoff. I thinic--

Mr. Robinson. (Interposing) Pardon me just a minute,

Mr. Holtzoff. Let me finish up. I want to get Mr. Medalie's

motion then at the same time, if you will excuse me, but

Mr. Medalie I understood suggested there might be some of

these motions which would require a hearing. Is that right?

Would you want to specify here, Mr. Medalie, what they should be?

Mr. Medalie. They would relate to what is covered by

pleas in bar or pleas in abatement under the old practice.

Now let us limit it, say, to double jeopardy.

Mr. Crane. Say it was specified, The others all involved

something connected with the main crime.

Mr. Holtzoff. The defendant is entitled to a jury trial

on the issue of double jeopardy under some Supreme Court deci-

sions.

Mr. Crane. What is that?

Mr. Holtzoff. The defendant is entitled to a jury trial

on the issue of double jeopardy em

that is right, isn't it?

Mr. Longsdorf. Yes. There is a decision by Judge Murray

in the Ninth on that, a number of years ago, but it was not

necessary for him to say that. He said that it did not do any

harm to have tried them together, but he felt the proper way

would have been to impanel a different jury to try the special

plea in bar.

Mr. Holtzoff. But this sentence beginning on line 113
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has a function to perform, and it seems to me it ought to stay

in, because suppose the defendant pleads double jeopardy

affirmatively under the rule we adopted this morning, and he

asks for a separate hearing on it. He would be entitled to a

jury, and this sentence would cover that situation.

Mr. Crane. The only thing, it is probably too broad,

because you are going to have notice now of the alibi and

notice of the insanity. Would that also cover that?

Mr. Dean. It would also cover the question of fact

raised by a plea in abatement. Where you raised the question

of things that happened in the grand jury room you would have

to try that out some way.

Mr. Holtzoff. You are not entitled to a jury trial as

to that.

Mr. Medalie. No.

Mr. Holtzoff. But you are as to a plea in bar.

Mr. Dean. I am just talking about this sentence here. If

you will read it you will see that it does cover that situation.

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes.

Mr. Crane. Too broad.

Mr. Holtzoff. Perhaps it needs rephrasing in order to

provide that the defendant will have a jury trial on those

issues on which he is entitled by constitutional right to

trial by jury, but not on others.

The Chairman. May we leave that to the reporter?

Mr. Gluece. Yes.

Mr. Medalie. I think so.

Mr. Robinson. I am glad to have that recommendation.

3You do not care to list anything, Mr. Medalie?
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Mr. Medalie. Of course I assume that double jeopardy,

immunity, pardon, would certainly come within the plea-in-bar

categories. I do not know what else comes there.

Mr. Crane. Dealing with questions of law, I suppose.

Mr. Robinson. In line 115 Mr. Youngquist raised the

question about using the term "request of the government."

Was it decided that you would wish to have "the attorney for

the United States," and do you wish to decide that?

Mr. Holtzoff. The chairman has something to say on that.

The Chainnan. I feel that if you use "of the United States"

you have no right to use it unless you use the name of the

country, "United States of America,' and that is a mouthful.

Mr. Crane. "The government" is all right.

Mr. Robinson. Leave "the government." Very well.

Now, the next sentence.

Mr. Longdorf. Only that has a capital on it.

Mr. Holtzoff. I do not thinic so.

Mr. Youngquist. No.

Mr. Dean. A person.

Mr. Longsdorf. A proper name.

Mr. Youngquist. But it is not a proper name. "The United

States of America" is a proper name.

Mr. Longsdorf. Yes, but "the government" to substitute

for that is also a proper name in the print shop.

Mr. Holtzoff. If you spell "government" with a cap, you

ought to spell 'Iefendant"with a cap.

The Chairman. "The court."

Mr. Crane. Surely; you have to make them equal in the law.

Mr. Longsdorf. There are no signs of that rule in the
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print shop. You do not want to spell "federal" with caps.

It clutters up the page with capital letters.

Mr. HoltzOff. The Governument printing Office always

capitalizes 
"Federal.I

Mr. Robinson. Do you wish to have that sentence in 115

left in?

yr. li-oltzoff. I thinx that is not necessary.

Mr. Robinson. You want to withdraw it, do you?

Mr. Holtzof'f. All it says is that the judge must decide

the notion.

The Chairman. I thinYC it will tie that preceding sentence

up when it is revised.

Mr. Robinson. All right. The next is 119:

"If the court overrules the defendant's motion, it

shall also enter in its order a provision that the facts--"

Now, at this point is where we try to put the teeth in

this advance-notice and other types of pleading of what we did

call affirmative defenses. It has been found in the application

of the alibi-notice law that some judges are quite timid in

upholding the requirement that the defendant may not introduce

evidence of Which he has not given notice, even though he cannot

make a showing of surprise or anything of that sort.

I believe from the experience of the states with the

alibi-notice type of procedure that there is not much use for

us to provide for alibi notice or insanity notice, any other

type of advance notice of a defense, unless we do accompany

that with some power in the court to uphold it, and our problem

is how to provide for the power of the court.

This line 119 sentence begins, "If the court overrules the
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defendant's motion, it shall also enter in its order a provision

that the facts established on the hearing shall be taken as

proved at any subsequent trial by the defendant's motion to

dismiss."

Mr. Holtzoff. No, but we decided that alibi would not be

tried in advance or insanity tried in advance. Those notices

are notices as to evidence produced at the trial.

Mr. Robinson. So this will not apply.

Mr. Crane. Thenas to the others, if the defendant fails,

nothing need be said, as though they never existed: double

4 jeopardy, warrant, pardon. If he fails, they never existed,

so you have not got to have anything of that kind.

Mr. Dean. And if he wins, the case would never go on.

Mr. Crane. I think you would be safe in striking it out.

Mr. Youngquist. One thought occurs to me in that connec-

tion. You could, for instance, make it optional with the

defendant to plead double jeopardy in advance, and that would

not necessarily preclude him from interposing that defense on

the trial of the general issue, would it?

Mr. Robinson. That is right.

Mr. Holtzoff. That is fair enough, is it not?

Mr. youngquist. -s, it is. I think it is, yes.

Mr. Longsdorf. I should like to question the phrase "or

other judicial consideration." It seems to me that takes a

pretty large excursion into the law of res adjudicata.

Mr. Glueci. Are you catting that out?

Mr. Robinson. Both sentences out.

Mr. Glueck. Both sentences out?
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Mr. Longsdorf. Yes, both sentences out.

The Chairman. In line 125 that is poor style. Would it

not read a little bit better if we said "not In compliance in

good faith"?

Mr. Robinson. We considered that, and maybe we were wrong

in putting it in this way. Some adjective.

Mr. Medalie. Why should good faith determine that? In

perfect good faith the district attorney might give you a bill

of particulars, but it would be inadequate; you would still be

entitled to relief. Good faith should not be the sole issue.

Mr. Robinson. Could we trust the court tobe able to

distinguish whether or not it should take this action? We might

just say he should make such orders as are just. This is copied

from the civil rule in part.

Mr. Medalie. Yes.

The Chairman. Your idea would be to eliminate the two

words "good faith"?

Mr. Medalie. Yes.

Mr. Holtzoff. I think he is right about that. It is a

factual question which you determine by inspection of documents,

whether they comply with the court's order.

Mr. Medalie. The question is not whether the district

attorney is a nice boy but whether the defendant got what he

is entitled to.

Mr. Robinson. Again that is based on the experiences of

our courts, and it is with the alibi defense. I think even

we use that by Vay of analogy, experience on it here, and there

has been some tendency to evade the requirements of the statute

with regard to proving or with regard to filing your information.
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So that is the only reason for it. If that is not a sufficient

reason, it should go out.

Mr. Dean. It would not be a sufficient reason, though,

since in fact alibi or insanity is now simply a notice; and

if any of these statute rules, it seems to me, are to apply to

those situations we ought to tie them right in with alibi and

insanity. This refers to pleadings or bills of particulars,

neither one of which applies to insanity or alibi.

Mr. Robinson. We have not drafted our provision with

regard to insanity and alibi as yet, have we? I think we are

under instructions to prepare something on that by way of

notice.

Mr. Dean. Notice; right.

Mr. Gluece. Notice merely.

Mr. Robinson. We have understood, too, that there will be

the power in the parties, in the government or the defendant,

to require additional notice to be given or additional informa-

tion by the respective sides. So this is largely a matter of

instructions ,on how we may make the alibi-notice and insanity-

notice requirements effective--not at this point, understand,

but where we shall deal with them.

Mr. Dean. Well, my point is: If it is designed to apply

to this, too, why do you not specify thatif at any time the

court considers that the notice of alibi or insanity is insuf-

ficient then it may do so and so? If, on the other hand, it is

designed to apply generally to all pleadings and bills of

particulars, that is something else.

Mr. Robinson. Well, that would have to be done, of course.

There will have to be a distinction, in view of the vote taken
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this morning.

Mr. Holtzoff. Should not the word "pleadings go Out in

line 124? I thought we were not using the word "pleadings,

in the light of the decision made yesterdaY.

5 The Chairman. That is right.
I

Mr. Dession. I am wondering.

Mr. youngquist. Motions or bills of particulars, maybe

not.

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes.

Mr. Robinson. All right. Let us substitute for "notices"--

Mr. Holtzoff. (Interposing) Or bills of partiiulars.

Mr. Youngquist. "Motions."

Mr. Robinson. "Motions."

Mr. Holtzoff. "Motions."

Mr. Robinson. "Or bills of particulars. All right.

Mr. Dession. Mr. Reporter, do we really need this section?

The power to order a bill of particulars or anything else of that

nature would require the power to keep on ordering it until a

sufficient compliance has been had, would it not?

Mr. Robinson. Perhaps you are right on that.

Mr. Holtzoff. I think. we should have services

Mr. Robinson. The effort was made to make the procedure

quite definite, at least for our consideration, and now we can

cut out, rather than we could have added.

Mr. Crane. We are going to take that out, then, on 123?

Mr. Longsdorf. 123 onward goes out.

Mr. Robinson. I think so.

The Chairman. Is there not a danger of some district judge
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thinking he may not have this power?

Mr. Holtzoff. I rather doubt that. It is inherent, it

seems to me, if you order a bill of particulars and the bill of

particulars does not comply with your order, that you could

require a further bill.

Mr. Medalie. No, it does not stop.

Mr. Holtzoff. It does not do any harm to leave it in.

Mr. Robinson. My thought was to put it in in our regular

bill-of-particulars place; we are planning to have a bill-of-

particulars general provision for that.

Mr. Crane. I think it is self-evident, if a judge makes

an order, that it has got to be complied with. We have not got

to say that the defendant must obey the order.

Mr. Holtzoff. No.

The Chairman. All right. Let us leave it out here, then.

Mr. Robinson. Now, even though this sentence beginning

on line'1 2 7 is left out here, it touches on the problem I men-

tioned a while ago: What shall the court do in order to make its

orders effective?

Mr. Holtzoff. Should not this sentence be transferred to

the rule that you are going to draw annotice of alibi and notice

of insanity?

Mr. Dean. I think so.

Mr. Holtzoff. Logically.

Mr. Robinson. Where would we be left on double jeopardy

then?

Mr. Holtzoff. Well, I do not see ho that applies--oh,

well, how would that apply, say, to double jeopardy?

Mr. Robinson. Well, we are going to have a separate hearing
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on it, with the possibility of--

Mr. Crane. (Interposing) Well, if it is found in the

defendant's favor, that ends the prosecution. If it is found

against him, it does not end the prosecution. The only thing

is, he cannot try it over again in the main case. Do you

think it necessary to have it so stated?

Mr. Youngquist. I think the only place that is going to

arise is in connection with Ahý insanity and alibi.

Mr. Holtzoff. That is why I think it ought to be trans-

ferred into that rule.

Mr. Robinson. -All right. We will check it with that in

mind, see if it cannot be transferred to insanity and alibi

defense, or notice. 132 perhaps is unnecessary.

Mr. Holtzoff. I think you ought to add something there.

This is the way it is now: "No order of the court, however,

shall be deemed to interfere with the assertion at any time

of the defense of lack of jurisdiction." I think that is 0. K.,

but you also ought to add "or of failure of the accusation to

set forth an offense." That should never be waived.

Mr. Medalie. But it never is waived if there is no

jurisdiction.

Mr. Holtzoff. Beg pardon?

Mr. Medalie. There is no jurisdiction. You cannot confer

jurisdiction by moving for an order in the case, can you?

Mr. Robinson. No.

Mr. Holtzoff. I think this sentence is intended to convey

6 the thought that nothing that may be done will waive the right

to raise the defense of lack of jurisdiction.

Mr. Robinson. At any time.
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Mr. Holtzoff. At any time, but I think the same rule ought

to apply to the defendant's right to raise the point that the

indictment does not charge a crime.

Mr. Medalie. Well, that is still the law, is it not?

At the trial you can raise that question, though you never made

a motion.

Mr. Dean. That is right.

Mr. Medalie. The reason you make a motion is that you do

not want to have the wait, to wait for a trial, and you do not

want to have to stand the uncertainty of trial.

Mr. Holtzoff. But I think it is a good thing to provide

for that, Mr. Medalie. Nov, the civil rules specifically pro-

vide that failure to make such a motion before trial does not

waive any point of lacic of jurisdiction or sufficiency of the

complaint. Nov I think this is one point where there ought to

be a corresponding provision in the criminal rules to safeguard

the defendant's rights.

Mr. Medalie. I do not think you need it. You cannot amend

answers, counterclaims, and you cannot amend indictments.

Mr. Youngquist. That is all true.

Mr. Longsdorf. You can waive any jurisdiction except the

capacity of the court to entertain that kind of a civil suit.

You can waive the venue.

Mr. Medalie. You can waive venue but not jurisdiction.

Mr. Longsdorf. Well, you cannot waive jurisdiction. You

are correct in making the distinction, but a lot of people fail

to do it.

Mr. Robinson. This sentence was put in here not with the
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idea of adding anything to the legal rights of the parties, or

anything of that icind, but just to show anyone who might other-

wise object that the point of jurisdiction was not overlooked.

Mr. Longsdorf. Oh, I quite understand that.

Mr. Holtzoff. I thinic the sentence ought to go out or be

enlarged.

Mr. Robinson. I cannot agree with your enlargement,

Mr. Holtzoff. I sm not sure. Are you considering the possibility

of defects that can be cured by verdict, and the fact that

during the progress of trial certain defects in the accusation

are considered to be waived if there is no motion to quash or

anything like that?

Mr. Holtzoff. I am not talking about that. I am talking

about failure of the indictment to state an offense. I think

that is fundamental.

Mr. Longsdorf. But it does not waive jurisdiction.

Mr. Holtzoff. Suppose the indictment does not charge a

crime.

Mr. Robinson. That is still my point. You are familiar

with the rules, aieyou not, that even defects in the accusation--

The Chairman. (Interposing) Let us not argue this. We

have a motion. All those in favor of the motion to strike the

sentence will say aye.

(There were a number of ayes.)

The Chairman. Those opposed will say no.

(There were a number of noes.)

The Chairman. How many noes were there?

(There was a show of hands.)
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The Chairman. One, two, three, four. The V-ci seem to

have it. The ayes have it.

Mr. Longsdorf. I think there is a latent ambiguity in that

last sentence.

Mr. Holtzoff. Well, but there, if we are silent on the

point and we give the defendant the opportunity to move to

dismiss, somebody may contend at some time or other that failure

to take advantage of the opportunity of the rules of the court

is a waiver of his right. I think it is necessary. You are

probably right, but the point is that some judge might sometime

hold that way, and it would be a wise safeguard.

Mr. Medalie. I think it is better to assume that the

judges will--

Mr. Holtzoff. Beg pardon?

Mr. Medalie. I think it is better to assume that the

judges are fairly good lawyers and will not make any great

mistakes. Suppose you charged a man with mail fraud, or

attempted to in an indictment, and failed to allege a scheme

to defraud, or what you did allege certainly was not a scheme

to defraud. Let us go to the extreme: that in that indictment

you charge a scheme to defraud, that is, to pay a man less than

the goods were worth, and nothing else; no false representations.

Suppose a motion were not made. A man goes to trial. I think

the judge would dismiss the indictment.

Mr. Holtzoff. I think he should, but it seems to me--

Mr. Medalie. (Interposing) If he does not, he is trying

a case where there is no indictment, practically.

Mr. Holtzoff. The only point is this: that if you are

going to safeguard the right to raise the point of lack of
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7 jurisdiction, you by your silence do n• imply that he waives

the insufficiency of the indictment.

Mr. Medalie. Look: you are dealing with jurisdiction.

I have always understood that that cannot be waived.

Mr. Holtzoff. That is right.

Mr. Medalie. The judge has no power.

Mr. Holtzoff. That is right.

Mr. Medalie. The court has no power. The case is not

there. It is no court for purposes of that case, and your

silence does not give a power that it does not possess.

Mr. Holtzoff. Then, your thought is that the whole

sentence ought to go out?

Mr. Medalie. I do not think we need it.

Mr. Holtzoff. I should not mind that so much. My point

was that if that sentence stands you also ought to safeguard

the defendant as to failure of the indictment.

Mr. Medalie. Well, I raise the question. I move that

that sentence be stricken.

Mr. Holtzoff. I second the motion.

Mr. Youngquist. May I suggest that for the sake of uni-

formity with the civil rules it might be well to leave it in

here, expanded as suggested by Mr. Holtzoff, even though it

may not strictly be necessary.

Mr. Medalie. There is a reason for putting these things

into the civil rules, particularly as to the sufficiency of a

pleading, in view of the fact that--

The Chairman. (Interposing) That brings us to section

(e).

Mr. Robinson. That ought to be harmless enough to meet
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everybody's ideas. That happens to parallel the civil rules,

too. You notice Rule 8, too, to the left, of the civil rules.

"Each averment of a pleading shall be simple, concise, and

direct. No technical forms of pleading or motions are

required."

Do you want that "pleading" out there, Mr. Holtzofff, too?

Mr. Holtzoff. I suppose it should be.

Mr. Robinson. Well, now, wait a minute. Is an indictment

a pleading?

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes. I I suppose that can stay there.

Mr. Robinson. Better leave it.

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes.

Mr. Youngquist. Why not simply say "Pleadings" instead

of "Each averment4 '?

Mr. Holtzoff. That is a good idea. This was just copied

from the civil rules, I guess.

Mr. Longsdorf. Strike it out.

Mr. Youngquist. "Pleadings shall be simple, concise, and

direct." Or perhaps you should say "Pleadings and motions."

Mr. Robinson. I was trying to follow your recent suggestion

there, that we follow the civil rules on points of this kind.

You notice the civil rules: this is just exactly the wordscf

the civil rule.

Mr. Youngquist. Well, yes. No, I did not mean--

Mr. Robinson. Do you think there is reason for changing

it here?

Mr. Youngquist. I did not mean the words. I mean the

substance.

The Chairman. This is a copy of the civil rules.
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Mr. Holtzoff. This is a copy of the civil rules.

Mr. Longsdorf. Yes.

Mr. Glueci. I do not think it makes much harm either way.

The Chairman. All right. Now, what about section (2)?

Mr. Holtzoff. I have one suggestion about section (2).

The last sentence on page 9 I have a question about. That

8 permits the court to require the government to elect as between

counts of an indictment, and that would introduce a technicality

that does not now exist.

Suppose a man is indicted on a large number of counts in a

mail fraud case. I do not think the court should have authority

to say to the district attorney, "W I., you have got to elect

as between these counts."

Mr. Medalie. That deals with a very practical experience.

The provisions of 8 (e) (2) are now the law of New York, and

they work very, very well. Now, in practice in the jury trials

before competent judges like Carl Nott, where there are many,

many counts, each stating another episode on which the defendant

can get another ten years, and he is going to get about 60 if

he is convicted on six, and he can even get convicted on 20,

it gets confusing to the jury. Now, the judges have had this

practical experience. One of the greatest criminal judges is

Carl Nott, just retired, General Sessions. It was a matter of

practical experience for him to say to the district attorney

and to the jury, "Nov, look. You don't need any confusion.

Let us take out three, four, five of these counts. They are

all duplicates of each other, and the case will fall anyhow

unless the district attorney has proved at least these, and if

he establishes these he has enough. Now the jury will be able
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to follow it, and it can go to the jury on these five or six."

That is the situation that I assume brought about the

writing of that particular provision in this subsection.

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes, but the way this is worded this

situation may confront the United States Attorney: Suppose

we have a mail fraud case, and you have, say, ten counts, one

for each indictment, and suppose under the way this is worded

the judge could say to you, 'Well, now, you elect three counts

out of the ten., and you elect three, and you do not prove those

three. Then where are you?

Mr. Medalie. You will not elect the three that you do not

prove. You elect the three that you can prove.

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes, but what is the desirability of giving

that authority that does not now exist?

Mr. Medalie. Simplification. It does exist in fact,

though not in law.

Mr. Holtzoff. Where it is done by mutual agreement.

Practically, the United States Attorney goes ahead and does it

at the suggestion of the court, but if the United States Attorney

declined to do it the court could not compel him to.

Mr. Medalie. No, but the judge can do it himself by the

simple expedient of submitting only a few counts to the jury.

Mr. Holtzoff. Oh, yes.

Mr. Medalie. So that they can understand the case.

Mr. Holtzoff. But do not forget that there are some judges

who are not as good as some of the judges in the Southern District

of New York.

Mr. Medalie. Then they will not exercise it.

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes, but we have the other type of judges who
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try to exercise too much authority; there is that type of

federal judge.

Mr. Medalie. Yes, that type cf judge will do that, and

I have seen one of them do it. They will say, "Well, I guess

this is a case, but this is too trivial to be a mail fraud

case. This ought not to go to the jury. This does not belong

in this court." What are you going to do about it?

Mr. Dean. Does not the pruning process take place later on

when you go to submit the counts to the jury?

Mr. Seth. That is right.

Mr. Medalie. Well, this is the time it is done. I assume

that is intended.

Mr. Dean. I assume it is not.

Mr. Holtzoff. Not the way it is worded. I should not

object to that limitation. The way this phrase is worded I

thought it was at the opening of the case.

Mr. Medalie. In other words, you agree that this is

practical, then, should be within the power of the judge?

Mr. Dean. Yes.

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes.

Mr. Medalie. But you do not want to exercise it until the

case goes to the jury?

Mr. Holtzoff. Exactly.

Mr. Medalie. Or at the close of the government's case?ý

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes.

Mr. Medalie. I would go along with it.

Mr. Robinson. Let us compare that with 42 . I can read

that briefly:
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9 "The court in furtherance of convenience or to avoid

prejudice may order a separate trial of any defendant, or

of any separate issue or of any number of defendants or

issues."

That would seem to take care of the case before trial.

Mr. Medalie. Yes.

Mr. Robinson. So this would be during trial.

Mr. Holtzoff. No.

Mr. Dean. No.

Mr. Medalie. At the conclusion of the government's case.

Mr. Holtzoff. At the conclusion of the governmentts case.

Mr. Robinson. That is right. Well, that is where an

election nearly always is made.

Mr. Medalie. Yes, but I should not limit it to an election.

I would give the court a reasonable amount of discretion to

avoid confusion to the jury, even though election is not neces-

sary.

Mr. Holtzoff. Suppose we leave it to the reporter to

rephrase this sentence in the light of this discussion.

Mr. Robinson. Very well.

Mr. Holtzoff. Would that be satisfactory?

Mr. Robinson. If you are sure you understand what you

want, Mr. Holtzoff, we can confer about that later.

Mr. Holtzoff. Well, the thought is that this authority

should be limited to the close of the government's case or the

close of the entire case, with the discretion in the court to

make a selection himself.

T2he Chairman. That would be at a different place in the

rules.
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Mr. Dean. That is right.

The Chairman. Rather than in the pleadings.

Mr. Holtzoff. I think 0o.

The Chairman. Then if there is no objection that will

stand. Is there anything else?

Mr. Medalie. I think you might add the words when you do

this, "in the interest of simplifying the issues." J

Mr. Robinson. Yes.

Mr. Crane. Well, why put any reason in it at all?

Mr. Medalie. Well, because that is the court's guide.

Mr. Crane. Which would contribute to a fair trial.

Mr. Medalie. All right. I agree. You are right.

Mr. Crane. Surely. "Suppose the defendant and the

government"--that is preaching; I do not like that.

Mr. Medalie. All right. That is unanimous.

The Chairman. I think, gentlemen, we have disposed of it.

Mr. Medalie. Oh, I want to ask one question here: Does

this subdivision completely take care of the existing statutory

regulations on that subject as to joinder and consolidation?

Mr. Robinson. Yes.

Mr. Holtzoff. No. You have another rule on joinder. There

is another rule here on joinder.

Mr. Medalie. Well, that is joinder of defendants.

Mr. Wechsler. On parties but not as to counts.

Mr. Medalie. But I mean as to joinder of counts and

consolidation.

Mr. Robinson. You are confused. Well, joinder of counts.

Well, consolidation for trial is taken care of under 42(a).
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Mr. Medalie. Well, you have here, "The court may order

written accusations to be consolidated for trial."

Mr. Robinson. That is right. This is on joinder of counts.

Mr. Medalie. Then had we not better take out the consolida-

tion provision and leave that to the consolidation provision

which comes, later?

Mr. Robinson. I should like to defer that until we come

to 42 and see what we get.

Mr. Longsdorf. Do you want to put the joinder of counts

down into the consolidations for trial, or wait?

Mr. Robinson. I did not hear your question.

Mr. Longsdorf. Do you mean to put the joinder of counts,

the making of several counts--I did not understand--down in or

near to the rule on consolidations for trial? Did I understand

that wrong? I did not hear distinctly.

Mr. Robinson. What we were talking about, considering it

in connection with 42, Rule 42 on "Consolidation; Separate

Trials," was that when we come to that we can come back and

consider the two together.

10 Mr. Longsdorf. Oh, yes.

Mr. Foltzoff. Do you not have another rule on joinder of

separate counts? Joinder of defendants in the same count?

Mr. Medalie. That is different.

Mr. Robinson. Yes, that is different.

Mr. Medalie. And yet all of them could be put together,

and lawyers would loov- for them at the same place.

Mr. Roltzoff. I thinin so.

Mr. Robinson. There again, while I do not want you to hear

me speak of the civil rules too often, at the same tiire I thir-•
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we agree we ought to regard them all the way through, and I am

following out the arrangement of the civil rules with respect

to separating these two comparable points. So if you will

check the civil rules provisions and these, you will see that

lawyers who have become accustomed to questions of joinder

of parties, joinder of paragraphs of their claims, and so on,

in civil matters, will find that this arrangement is in criminal

matters comparable to what we have been accustomed to in civil

,natters as far as such a parallel can be worked out, and I think

it is fairly close.

Mr. Wechsler. Do I understand that the answer of the

reporter to Mr. Medalie's question was that this provision is

not intended to change the present law with respect to joinder

of counts except charges of separate crimes made in one indict-

ment?

Mr. Robinson. If he is referring to the federal statute

of 1852 or '54, this provision is not based squarely on that

statute; that is, it does not copy the words of the statute.

Mr. Wechsler. May I ask, then, if there be a consideration

of the differences, if any, and the results, because I think

that is a very important question.

Mr. Robinson. Yes, that has been considered quite carefully,

Mr. Wechsler, and I regard this rule as a little broader than

the statute.

Mr. Wechsler. In what respect, may I ask?

Mr. Robinson. If you will just take the statute and take

this rule and go down through it word by word you will find it,

I believe.

Mr. Dean. Is the statute set forth here, the present statute?
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Mr. Wechsler. Yes.

Mr. Robinson. Yes.

Mr. Wechsler. It is in on the left-hand side.

Mr. Longsdorf. The court has found some fault with the

verbiage of that old statute?

Mr. Robinson. No, it was not based on lack of respect for

that statute.

Mr. Longsdorf. No, no, but I say was not the old statute

in one or more cases criticized as being a little bit difficult

of understanding, incomplete?

Mr. Robinson. Well, I do not know about that.

Mr. Longsdorf. I am not sure.

Mr. Robinson. We have not run into much objection to the

old statute. Here is what was done in compiling this section

of this rule. Caiifornia has a very good joinder statute, and

one or two other states. New York's so-called Dewey joinder

statute under which the Luciano conviction was made, and some

other rackets were broken up there, was also considered. So the

source of this rule--

Mr. Dean. (Interposing) Mr. Medalie, I can find it for you.

It is opposite Rule 42.

Mr. Medalie. Oh, yes. Thaniks.

Mr. Robinson. This rule is based on the present federal

joinder statute, the California joinder statute, and the New

York State joinder statute, and all three were considered in

the drafting of the rule. I have not examined each of the

other three statutes. I think you will see what the effort vas

designed to attain. I do not know that I can go into it word

by word.
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Mr. Longsdorf. As I recall the federal statutes here,

there is nothing in the federal statutes, 557, that provides

for separation of trials. That was left to implication. You

put it in expressly.

Mr. Holtzoff. The federal statute does not say when there

may be joinder. It just says if there are several cherges which

may properly be joined, you may jola them.

Mr. Longsdorf. Yes, but there is another statute that

comes into that, another federal statute which specifies--

Mr. Robinson. (Interposing) Severances.

Mr. Longsdorf. -- what may be joined in the indictment.

The Chairman. That disposes of it.

Mr. Robinson. I thinx so.

Mr. Wechsler. Well, it occurred to me that there is a

reasonably broad ambiguity in reference to defenses of the

11 same general nature. Now, I know that that language or its

equivalent is in the present federal statute. If the purpose

is to carry over those interpretations substantially, I know

what that means. If the purpose is to achieve some different

result, while I am not unwilling to study the California and

New York statutes before making up my mind, I do not see that

I can make up my mind until I have engaged in that study.

Mr. Robinson. I shall be glad to discuss it with you, too.

Mr. Holtzoff. After all, our decision now is only tenta-

tive.

Mr. Seasongood. Yes. I think it is better to make a tenta-

tive decision, so the reporter will at least know in a general

way what we think.
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Mr. Robinson. I think our next draft may be one that

Mr. Vanderbilt has mentioned as one that we shall send out by

mail. I think that in the margin it would be well to note the

statutes which are either the source of the particular line or

clause or other provisions. Now, I plan to do that. I think

that will make it a little more convenient for members of the

committee in looking up the sources of these statutes. I think

with respect to Mr. Wechsler's inquiry I would agree that it

is desirable to have such points made available to you as

conveniently as possible.

Mr. Medalie. Is the New York statute the Dewey law?

Mr. Robinson. Yes.

Mr. Medalie. It was intended to be an adaptation of

federal law and practice on the subject, and I refer to

Section 279 of the Code of Criminal Procedure. It is very,

very simple. I think you have simplified it further without

losing anything that I can observe now.

Mr. Robinson. I have tried to do that.

Mr. Medalie. Yes. I think it is a good job. I should

still like to look at it again and see if we have lost anything

or added something that might be dangerous, but I doubt if that

is so.

Mr. Robinson. I should appreciate it if you would write

in about that. And Mr. Wechsler, too, if you will.

The Chairman. Now I think we have covered everything in

Rule 8, except I think we must go back to the first page.

Mr. Seasongood. Before you do that may I just cover a small

thing? On page 8 in Rule 8 (e)(1), in line 137, I think we

have provided for certain notices, havewe not, and I would suggest
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you insert "No technical forms of pleading, notice,"ard so forth

Mr. Robinson. Yes. Very well. Thank you.

The Chairman. And the reading here, "notice," I suppose

"motion. "

Mr. Robinson. "Motion." All three. /

The Chairman. All three singular.

Mr. Robinson. All three singular.

The Chairman. Coming back to the first page of Rule 8,

we have left over the taking of a tentative vote as to whether

or not we would follow the scheme of the rule as written or the

alternative plan suggested by Judge Crane, that the paragraph

be remolded to provide that the accusation should state the

facts constituting the crime, and we accompany that with a note

to the reporter referring in some such form as does the present

paragraph to the elements that are generally necessary to consti-

tute a sound indictment as a guide to the district attorney. Are

you ready for a tentative vote on this issue?

Mr. Medalie. Before you vote, Mr. Chairman, may I read you

Section 275 of the New York Code of Criminal Procedure:

"The indictment must contain (1) a title of the

action specifying the name of the court to which the

indictment is presented and the names of the parties,

(2) a plain and concise statement of the act constituting

the crime, without unnecessary repetition."

The Chairman. Yes.

Mr. Medalie. And under that district attorneys have done

everything from what Cropsey has done to prolix indictments,

but the simplest form of indictment is possible under this
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section.

Mr. Robinson. Possibly they arne afraid of it, as the

section perhaps is not definite enough to guide them. Is that

not possible?

Mr. Medalie. It is simply fear. They have it in their

old forms lying around every district attorneyts office. It

is so much easier to copy the form than to revise it.

Mr. Youngquist. I have had the same fear, Mr. Medalie.

Perhaps you were never assailed with it, but I know that I in

drawing indictments have feared to depart from that.

Mr. Medalie. Of course. I know what you mean.

Mr. Youngquist. In the state court. That has been estab-

lished by practice.

Mr. Medalie. I know. I once instructed my assistants, and

did it again and again for about three months when I was United

States Attorney, to leave out conspiracy counts. Well, after

while they sneaked them in, afraid that they could not offer

anything in evidence unless there was a conspiracy count, which

of course is not the law.

Mr. Holtzoff. But of course all this fear will be probably

done away with if we in an appendix of forms insert four or five

forms of simple what we call short-form indictments.

Mr. Medalie. You are drawing the form on mail fraud?

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes.

Mr. Medalie. All right.

Mr. Holtzoff. That was all right.

Mr. Youngquist. Short.

Mr. Robinson. Simple.
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Mr. Holtzoff. Leave out all such words as "feloniously"

and "thereupon, to-wit."

Mr. Robinson. You have.

Mr. Medalie. Now, when you draw your form on mail fraud

please pick out a complex fraud, so as not to mislead the

prosecutors.

Mr. Crane. The difficulty comes because of an antiquated

fetish about a criminal indictment, all arising from a time when

the courts and people were so cruel to criminals that they found

every way in the world to try and beat it, and rightly so. Now

we have gonebeyond that so far as the courts of this country go,

except in times of, oh, some of the excitement. I do not know

of any court that is not trying to be as fair to one side as to

the other. I cannot imagine a judge who is not trying to do

that. Now, of course that makes play for feelings here and

there. That is human nature. But in the main they are wonder-

ful. The courts are wonderful, remain all over the country, and

I have known--

Mr. Medalie. (Interposing) That is Blackstonian.

Mr. Crane. Well, it is not a blackout, anyway. Now, if you

think of facts constituting the crime--that is what you are

bound to do--I do not see any answer to it.

Mr. Glueck. Judge, do you really want to leave out "being

instigated by the devil and not having the fear of God before

his eyes," and so forth%

Mr. Medalie. It has never been required. It was not even

required under common-law pleading.

The Chairman. Now are you ready for the motion?

Mr. Youngquist. I do not know how to vote on it.
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Mr. Gluece. The alternative, the short form versus the--

The Chairman. This form presented by the reporter or the

short form advocated by Judge Crane and just quoted by

Mr. Medalie, to be accompanied by a note for the guidance of

the district attorney, giving the substance of this rule.

Mr. Waite. The motion is to adopt a shorter statement

instead of the reporter's statement?

The Chairman. Suppose we get it accurately before us.

I take it as a motion made by Judge Crane, seconded by

Mr. Medalie, for a short form accompanied by an explanatory

note. All those in favor of the motion will say aye.

(There was a chorus of ayes.)

The Chairman. Opposed, no.

(There was no response.)

The Chairman. Carried.

Mr. Crane. That is really what you did in the American

Law Institute form.

The Chairman. Well, Rule 9 isn't, so we go on to Rule 10.

Mr. Dean. May I make one suggestion there on Rule 8, if

you do incorporate in the footnote these various items, that

you add the regulation to the statute, following Mr. Medalle's

13 suggestion of yesterday, which I think is very important.

Mr. Holtzoff. I do not think that you ought to require

reference to statutes.

Mr. Dean. Well, what are you going to do if you are

prosecuting on a departmental regulation and not even the

attorneys in the United States Supreme Court when they are

arguing can find it?

Mr. THoltzoff. I agree with you on that.
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Mr. Medalie. What are we going to do about it?

Mr. Holtzoff. But I do not think• we ought to require

reference to statutes.

The Chairman. We are not requiring it.

Mr. Medalic. I xnow, but the rules, departmental or

regulations--the word is not "rules." It is "regulations.,"

is it not?

Mr. Dean. Eitjc-.

The Chairman. Either "rules" or "regulations"; they

are used alternatively.

Mr. Medalie. I think anybody trying a criminal case,

whether the indictment is under a rule or regulation, would

like to know what the rule orregulation is.

Mr. Holtzoff. You get it by bill of particulars if the

United States Attorney is 4greeable enough w to refuse to

cite it to you when you telephone him.

Mr. Medalie. Well, that might be the answer.

Mr. Dean. What harm? What is the point?

Mr. Glueck. It is only a few words.

Mr. Holtzoff. The harm is this: that if by mistake you

omit it from your indictment you might get thrown out 4the

trial. You always have to figure on that proposition.

Mr. Glueck. Well, then you start all over again.

Mr. Holtzoff. Not if the statute of limitations has run.

Mr. Wechsler. There is another situation, too. The rule

with respect to statutes is that if there is any statute of

the United States that sustains the charge the indictment is

valid. So that there will not be a civil rule if a violation
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of regulations is charged, even though there may be a mistake

as to the regulation, so long as there is a proper notice to

the defendant to enable him to prepare. I think there is a

real issue there.

Mr. Holtzoff. And you get that information by bill of

particulars.

Mr. Wechsler. Well, I am not sure that you can unless you

say that it should be available. I think the information should

be available, under a penalty.

Mr. Medalie. I think there is a reasonable prospect of

getting it that way.

Mr. Youngquist. By bill of particulars?

Mr. Medalie. By bill of particulars.

Mr. Youngquist. I do not know.

Mr. Medalie. I should rather leave it for simplicity.

The important thing is that people get that knowledge before

they go to trial. There is not a lawyer living who knows these

rules- and regulations, either in the government service or at

the bar.

Mr. Robinson. May I ask, Mr. Medalie, do you think a court

would grant a b.il of particulars if a lawyer would come in and

say, "Under what government regulation does this indictment"--

Mr. Crane. (Interposing) Surely. Why not?

Mr. Robinson. What is that?

Mr. Crane. Surely. Why not?

Mr. Robinson. Can we assume that every federal judge would

do that?

Mr. Crane. Surely.

Mr. Robinson. Can we assume every lawyer who asks that
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question might not feel that he was rather stultifying himself,

at least in some cases, by asking it?

Mr. Crane. He has got to defend his client.

Mr. Robinson. Oh, yes, he has got to do that, and he is

supposed to know the law, too, and the regulations.

Mr. Crane. That is a modesty in the bar that I have not

run across.

Mr. Medalie. There is still the tradition around the

federal courts that if you do not know what to do proceduraly

you ask the clerk.

Mr. Robinson. What if he does not know?

Mr. Medalie. I have been doing that for twenty-odd years.

A lot of things I could not find in the books I would ask the

clerk, and he would tell me. Of course I knew that the judge

would ask him too, and he would get the same answer.

Mr. Robinson. I think Mr. Dean has a point there. I feel

pretty strongly about this because it is very fundamental. I

feel we have the responsibility of all these requests that

have been coming in here about the short form of indictment.

I believe about all we are doing is telling them that the

indictment ought to be short, and now again we come back to

the question they raised in New York in June at the meeting

there: Just how short is "short"?

Mr. Crane. This has been tried out in so many places.

Mr. Robinson. And we had so much trouble in New York.

Take the Bog68noff case there.

Mr. Crane. We have not got as far as Pennsylvania and

some of the other states have gone.

?-46? Mr. Robinson. I am indebted to this judge named Bogdonoff
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because you are familiar with the law of New York. I think that

was one of the first tests under your short-form idea, and I

believe the courts sustained it, did they not?

Mr. Crane. Oh, yes.

Mr. Robinson. And yet district attorneys have told me

within the fairly recent past that they were afraid to really

bring in a short-form indictment.

Mr. Crane. Now, that is where they simply charged the

crime, charged John Jones with having committed a crime on the

night of so and so. Now, I do not like that, and that is the

thing they are criticizing. I thinkc that was proposed first by

the American Institute, or one of them, and it got too short.

Now, we have not adopted that. Now, this must state all

the facts constituting the crime. I guess "the statute in

such case made and provided" was the oldest phraseology. "Against

the statute in such case made and provided," and even under the

old indictments they never required the statutes. Never.

Mr. Robinson. Well, they did not have the statute; it

was a common-law crime.

Mr. Crane. I mean even the full common-law form of indict-

ment never required you to quote the full statute, though always

it mentioned the law insuch case made and provided, the statute

in such case made and provided.

Mr. Holtzoff. Never cited the statute at common law.

Mr. Crane. Never.

The Chairman. We have voted on this.

Mr. Robinson. On what?

The Chairman. All of this.
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Mr. Crane. Surely.

Mr. Medalie. Except that the question of "rule" or

"regulation" came up again.

Mr. Holtzoff. That can be handled by bill of particulars.

Mr. Crane. Surely.

Mr. Medalie. If that is agreed, that is all right. I am

c15 willing to take the chance. I think you have given me the

answer.

Mr. Robinson. I shall have to ask for things if I am

going to be responsible for drawing any form with your help,

such as Mr. Holtzoff suggests, or for delivering a rule plus

a commentary, to put into it the details that will be necessary

for the district, United States Attorneys, and courts, in

any event, to have a little more direct line on what the judge

has in mind.

Mr. Medalie. I can send you a copy of the indictment for

larceny.

Mr. Robinson. I want to question you, if you will. I

should appreciate it a lot if you would assist the reporter's

office by giving us a specimen of an indictment which you feel

does represent a short statement.

Mr. Crane. I will try to get some of those statements out.

Mr. Robinson. Either opinions or, for instance, to be more

specific, take this Massachusetts form, which I regard as a

pretty good short form and which this rule is based on, if you

would go through it and eliminate the words in it which you

think really are in excess.

Mr. Crane. You are tying yourself down--you do not mind my

using the expression; there is nothing I know of in the
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Constitution that prevents a fellow from thinking for himself.

You are tying yourself down always to something that has been

written in the past. Now, just tc.Xe this: You charge him with

any crime you can think of. You just charge him that John Jones

is accused of the crime of larceny in a certain degree or murder

in the first degree or mail fraud, or whatever you want. Just

charge him with the crime. I mean, state that it happened.

You can state it in a great deal better than half the time,

and I will bet on you, and there would not be a single thing

left out. Not a thing. And you can make judges sit up and

take notice, because you would nd have a flaw in it, and you

just state it in your own good, plain English. As you write

these rules there is not a thIng here that is not clear and

understandable. There may be a disagreement as to what the

result is. Another thing: If you state it in that good plain

English there is not a judge on the bench, if he is awake, but

who would appreciate it.

Mr. Medalie. I will send you a batch of short forms pre-

pared by Stanley Fuld, Dewey's assistant.

Mr. Robinson. I have them.

Mr. Medalie. They are pretty good, are they not?

Mr. Robinson. That is right.

Mr. Crane. And he is a very good man, the best in New

York, Fuld.

Mr. Medalie. They sent you a batch of them before they

were consulted about it.

Mr. Crane. I will get you some from Kings County.

Mr. Robinson. Well, I have plenty of short forms, and I

think the Massachusetts short form is the best one I have seen
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from any jurisdiction, and this one is based on that, just

one, two, three. I do not want to take up any more time, but

I just want to serve notice on Judge Crane or write him a

letter.

Mr. Crane. If you are stuck just write to me, and I do not

want to present as representative of a human being just a

skeleton. We want to put the flesh and clothes on him.

Mr. Robinson. Well, we have got a ghost now.

The Chairman. What about Rule 10?

Mr. Longsdorf. Did you pass Rule 9?

Mr. Crane. Well, there is none there.

Mr. Seasongood. I will raise the question whether any of

Rule 9 might be perhaps included: for instance, (d) and (e).

As far as (d) is concerned, it seems to me that might be all

right for inclusion. That is,the violation of certain regula-

tions might be a federal crime. And then (e) involves the

question whether you are going to include contempt or whether

you are not. If contempt is in, certainly you can be in contempt

for the noncompliance with an order of the court or a judgment

of the court. I should like to have that decided, Mr. Chairman,

whether we are just to have a general reservation that wherever

things are appropriate to contempt, if it is decided to include

16 that, that they will be included at a later time. Perhaps that

is the best way to do it.

The Chairman. All right. Mr. Seasongood moves that if we

should take up contempt we include a provision or provisions

comparable and similar to paragraphs (d) and (e) of Civil Rule 9

set forth on the left-hand page. That is your motion?

Mr. Seasongood. Well, I did not know but that (d) might
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be appropriate anyway.

Mr. Holtzoff. I think it is appropriate anyway, and so

is (e).

Mr. Longsdorf. Including double jeopardy, for example,

(e) might be used.

Mr. Seasongood. Yes, that is right.

The Chairman. That is tue.

Mr. Longsdorf. I think you will find those rules in

the A. L. I. code, will you not, Mr. Waite?

Mr. Waite. I am sorry. I was not listening.

Mr. Longsdorf. The preceding rule.

The Chairman. The question is about putting in the rules

(d) and (e) under Civil Rule 9 on the left-hand page.

Mr. Longsdorf. Opposite Rule 9.
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Mr. Seasongood. If they can be a party to any crime or

defense then it would seem to me they ought to be in.

Mr.Holtzoff. I second the motion.

The Chairman. The motion is not limited as I limited

it. I will restate the motion. It is that at an appropriate

place we include (d) and (e) of civil rule 9.

The motion was agreed to.

Mr. Robinson. Judge Caffee raised the question, and

won his case on the ground that the State was unable to prove

that a corporation had been incorporated under the law of a

foreign country.

And the legislature of Alabama then passed this statute,

which is still on the books there, providing that if a defendant

wishes to deny the incorporation of a corporation, as alleged

under an indictment, it is necessary that the defendant shall

file a notice before trial that it does deny the existence of

the corporation. Then on the trial if he does not file such a

motion, it is taken as proof, or is established, that the cor--

poration was incorporated as alleged.

Mr. Holtzoff. This might be useful in a Sherman law case

where you might have a bunch of corporate defendants; and if

you have a technical lawyer for the defense he would insist on

producing certificates of incorporation fromhalf a dozen States.

Mr.Robinson. I should say that the statute does not

apply to defendants, but only to corporations that may be men-

tioned, such as owners of property stolen, or something of that

kind.

Mr. Holtzoff. I think it should cover this, too.

Mr. Robinson. That is what I should like to know.
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Mr. Holtzoff. I move that the Reporter include a rule

which in effect would provide that it is not necessary for the

prosecution to prove the existence of a corporation, whether

such corporation be a defendant or some other corporate entity

necessary to be proven, unless the defendant files a special

notice requiring such proof.

Mr. Medalie. Let us see. If the corporation is named as

a defendant the statutes provide however the corporation shall

plead. Some one comes in, in answer to a summons, and pleads

the corporation guilty or not guilty. If he does that, does

not he admit the corporation as a corporation?

Mr.Holtzoff. I am not sure as to that.

Mr. Youngquist. Could not there be a plea as an entity?

Mr. Medalie. It is like a defendant answering an indict-

ment which states his name as "Joe Smith" without raising any

question about it. He cannot say later, "I am not the Joe

Smith" unless he pleads it before he answers the indictment.

Mr.Robinson. If you appear for a corporation and plead,

you do not require proof of the\corporation?

Mr. Medalie. I am not sure.

M"r. Holtzoff. If it is a corporation that is pleaded

under an indictment, and if it happens to be a joint stock

association, what position is the corporation in?

Mr.Medalie. I do not know. I have never looked into it,

and I cannot say.

1r. Longsdorf. Mr. Medalie is a highly pragmatical sort

of a person; but here is a situation in California which caused

almost unextricable confusion, because they sued the Postal

Telegraph & Cable Company of California, whereas that was not
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the right one; it was the New York company. It was two or three

years before they got that straightened out.

Suppose they had been indicted in that way?

Yr. Holtzoff. Then the defendant would have pleaded not

guilty, on the ground that it was some other corporation.

Mr. Longsdorf. I know; but that is what you do not want

to bring about.

Mr. Medalie. I would say the judgment was not enforce-

able.

Mr. Longsdorf. I know; but you do not want to make that

mistake. What would the fine be worth?

Mr. Medalie. Nothing.

Mr. Longsdorf. Well, that was the trouble with the

judgment.

Mr. Crane. There must be some way, some rule somewhere,

throughout the States or districts that deal with the corporate

name. I suppose you have to sue against the corporate name

correctly.

I suppose it is a wise thing to do, as we do everywhere

else -- just to see what has been customary. They have been

prosecuted and sued, and the indictments must show how; and

while we may have our own ideas about it, it is just as well to

find out how it has been done. I do not know about it; but

rather than guess at it, I move we find out.

The Chairman. Very well. Suppose we have a motion to

that effect -- to find out what has been the practice, and to

incorporate such a rule.

Mr.Crane. Yes.

Mr. Longsdorf. It seems to me that we might have a case
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similar to the Postal Telegraph case.

The 6hairman. Are you ready for the question?

(The motion was agreed to.)

Mr. Wechsler. Mr. Chairman, in this connection it

occurs to me that there are other particular situations compar-

able to that which has just been determined, as to which similar

action may be necessary. In the American Law Institute model

code there are some 30 sections following section 154 which are

addressed to problems of this sort, where the existing law

points to a special situation to be obviated by rule. Let me

suggest that similar attention be given at least to the particu-

lar ones referred to, that the Law Institute thought sufficiently

important to require special attention. It may not be necessary

in the Federal practice to take account of some of them or,

indeed, d any of them, but I think it would be prudent to make

sure of that, unless that has already been determined.

Mr. Robinson. Yes; we have been working on it. But our

trouble is that we are limited in space. You mentioned 30 sec-

tions, did you not?

Mr. Wechsler. Yes.

Mr. Robinson. And the problem is how to contain all of

those in something like Judge Crane's indictment, which would be

quite brief but would be broad enough to cover the situation.

Mr. Wechsler. In the Law Institute code that situation was

not deemed to be important. They have an opening general iza-

tion which sets forth the principle which Judge Crane proposed,

and then some of the special difficulties are considered and

resolved.

I might say that in general I am not inclined to worry
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about questions of space or arrangement. I think these are

technicalities that we are supposed to resolve and if possible

eliminate.

Mr. Waite. You have spoken several times of space. Are

we limited to the number of sections we can have? I think we

should put in everything desirable, regardless of the cost to

the printer.

Mr. Robinson. Of course, the Chief Justice spoke to us

about making them as brief as possible.

Mr. Dession. Should not we handle it in this way:

Brevity and simplicity dealing with a particular topic are

important; but do we care how many sections we have so long as

we have particular sections dealing with the particular problem?

It seems to me one dealing with these rules would like to have

brevity and simplicity; but do we care how many we have dealing

with any particular one?

14r. Longsdorf. But if we put out a criminal code with

280 sections, someone will get up a complaint in the newspapers

that the civil rules were handled in 80 sections, and that we

should handle this in a comparable number.

Mr. Seasongood. Would Mr. Wechsler read enough of the

ones he rient-loned to show us what he is talking about?

Mr. Wechsler. I will read the captions.

Dir.Seasongood. Yes.

Mr. Wechsler. The first section is entitled "Charging

the offense"; and it has the general statement of principle

which Judge Crane proposed and which we have adopted.

The next deals with "Insufficiency of Indictment and dill

of Particulars". That we have covered.
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The next one deals with the name of the defendant and,in particular, with the situation in which the defendant is a
corporation.

The next one deals with allegations of name.
The next one deals with allegations of place.
The next one deals with allegations with reference to the

means by which a crime is committed.

The next one deals with value and price.
The next one deals with ownership; the next with intent;

the next with characterization 
of the act -- the old problem ofusing the qualifying words such as "unlawfult, "wilfull".

The next one deals with omission of unnecessary matter.
The next one deals with allegations of places and things.
The next one deals with the name of the person other than

the defendant.

The next one deals with property described as money.
The next one deals with description of written instruments.
The next one deals with description of written matter.
The next one deals with the meaning of words and phrases.
The next one deals with allegation of prior convictions.
The next one deals with private statutes, which I suppose

is roughly equivalent to our regulation problem.
The next one deals with judgment; the next with excep-tions -- that is to say, the negation of exceptions in a statute

which constitutes a basis of the charge.
The next deals with alternative or disjunctive allegations.
The next one deals with direct allegations.
The next one deals with special problems and special

crimes, such as libel, perjury, and so forth.
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The next one deals with offenses divided in degree.

Then they go into misjoindure, duplicity, uncertainty.

I think that about exhausts the enumeration.

I do not for a moment say I think all of them are neces-

sary.

Mr. Waite. Mr. 1ýechslergasked me why they were put in.
I think I can answer that. Vie all agree that section 154, as

it was stated, rendered the subsequent sections quite unneces-

sary from a logical point of view, and we found that a provision

similar to section 154 requiring simplicity had been interpreted

as requiring this, that, and the other specific allegations.

So we went through the pages and took all these various holdings

that, despite a desideratum of simplicity, such and such a court

has held such and such a thing necessary. And then we enumerate
all

/those propositions in order to make abundantly clear what was

meant by section 154.

Mr. Wechsler. Well, there are particular problems, for
instance, in allegations of intent. I have drafted a number of

indictments in which that was a special problem -- the principle

being whether a special phase of intent was covered or whether

some cover-all word was sufficient.

I think we can cover the situation by noting some of the

most troublesome and recurrent of the particular issues, and

meeting them. In part, indeed, I think the Reporter did that

in the draft which he prepared.

Mr. Burke. You are referring now to rule 8?

Mr.Wechsler. Yes. Mr. Chairman, I am not suggesting

a revival of t"Aat question, but only that this problem must have

occurred to the Reporter in working that out; and I do not
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think there is an inconsistency between a generalization of the

ideal and specific provisions, where the problem is troublesome

enough to require attention.

At any rate, my suggestion was only that these others be

considered along with the particular one that was the subject of

Mr. Holtzoff s motion.

Mr. Glueck. No matter how many of these specific de-

tails you put in you will still get litigation to other details

within the framework of simplicity; and the question arises

whether it would not be better to discuss all these details,

along with appropriate citations, in the commentary, by way of

warning as to pitfalls, and so forth.

At any rate, I think you are right in saying that the

whole problem should be explored.

Mr. Longsdorf. Perhaps some of them should be put in,

with the suggestion that they are illustrative and not exclusive,

although I do not kr~ow whether that works very well.

Mr.Crane. No. The Institute gives the rule and then

gives some illustration; and I see no reason why the Reporter

could not somewhere state what we think it means or intends, or

anything else.

Mr.Glueck. But there is the basic problem alluded to, of

course; and we are just fooling ourselves --

Mr. Crane. But you are right in this, of course: That

experience teaches that you cannot foresee what every judge is

going to do and how wise some judges can be, whether others are

not so wise.

Mr. Wechsler. Take a single example: It is often im-

portant to a prosecutor to be able to state some things hypothet-
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actual situation is that he will be able to prove, but he knows

he will be able to prove one thing or another that constitutes

a crime. That was deemed to be of sufficient importance to be

covered in all the civil proposals written about. I do not know

whether it is in the civil rules. I know that prosecutors are
now uncertain in the Federal practice whether they can do that;

and I am not sure whether the simple generalization of plain and

concise statements answers that problem.

Mr.Crane. I do not see how, without going into detail --
which is impossible for us to do -- we can meet every situation

for a court for every indictment that may be drawn, or get it
so that no question ever is raised. It is impossible, anyway.
You cannot frame common law pleadings that way. Questions al-

ways arise as to how to plead about a corporation or about

judgment or anything else. We are not the courts to decide about
these questions. We can simply state a rule of what is to be

stated. If it is a committee and a corporation it can be stated

as a corporation.

Mr. Waite. There is a suggestion here: The court can
promulgate rules with commentaries. The legislature cannot pro-

mulgate rules with comnentaries.

The Chairman. Now may we go on to Rule 10, which seems

to follow rather closely the corresponding civil rule.

Mr. Medalie. How much of this do we need now?

Mr. Holtzoff. I do not know whether we need any part of

it for criminal rules. I would be inclined to see it go out.

Mr. Crane. So would I.

Mr. Wechsler. Do I understand, Mr. Chairman, that my
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motion was rejected?

The Chairman. I did not know you made it as a motion.

I thought you wanted the Reporter to consider these items.

Mr. Wechsler. Yes.

The Chairman. Do you want to make that as a motion?

Mr. Wechsler. No; not if the conclusion is that he should

consider them.

Mr. Glueck. I do not think you put it in the form of a

motion. As I recall you made these suggestions.

Mr. Wechsler. I should like to know what is the judg-

ment of the group as to whether these things should be considered.

The Chairman. Perhaps we should do it by having the

motion passed upon.

Mr. Youngquist. I thought that was agreed to.

The Chairman. Suppose we have a motion and get a ruling on

it.

Mr.Crane. I understood that it came up in connection with

a corporation, and the Reporter was going to look up, at our

suggestion, and without a motion, the forms in which indictments

had been used and corporations were brought in, and how; and

then we would know a little bit more about what to do about it,

when we get that information. I understood we passed that by

consent.

The Chairman. Yes; that was passed.

Mr. Crane. Then the question came up about what the

American Law Institute had as suggestions as to what was un-

necessary to be alleged; and we considered that and then stopped,

I understood.

The Chairman. No; we went farther than that. The sugges-
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tion was made by Mr. ½echsler that there were a very large number
of contingencies that were covered by the American Law Institute
Code that do not seem to be covered by our code; and at Mr.
Seasongood's request he read the headings of some of them.

Mr. Crane. That was a footnote; was it not?
Mr. Wechsler. 1'o; those are actual sections in their

code.

The Chairman. And there the matter rests. Let us get
some binding situation. Will you make a motion?

Mr. Wechsler. I move that the Reporter give consideration
to other situations similar to that presented by the corporation
problem, on which we have just acted.

The Chairman. Is there any further discussion? tPutting

thequestion.)

(The motion was agreed to.)

The Chairman. Now we have Rule 10 before us.
Mr. Robinson. It has been proposed that the rule be

dropped. My problem there is, again, whether if such provi-
sions are desirable in a set of civil rules, they are or are not

desirable in a set of criminal rules.

Mr. Holtzoff. There is a difference, because the only
pleading you have in the criminal procedure is wm C t
P- information. The only other written document we have pro-
vided for would be a motion. All the pleas of the defendant
are oral. Therefore there is no particular o be served by

Rule 10.

Mr. Robinson. If that is the will of the committee, it is
certainly satisfactory to me.

Mr. Youngquist. Was not the word "Pleadincs" used here
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in Rule 10 with the idea of covering motions as well, and not

only written accusations?

11r. Holtzoff. It was my understanding that the defendant

mgIght file written pleas, and we modified the prior rule on that

point.

Mr. Youngquist. We simply called them notices.

The Chairman. N~otices and motions.

ilir. Holtzoff. Then we should not use the word "pleading"

because the only pleading we have is the indictment on informa-

tion.

Mr.Robinson. We should have "notices and motions".

Mr. Holtzoff. Then the rule should have that inserted.

Mlr. Robinson. That is the thing to do, then: Line 2,

"Every written pleading, notice, or motion."

The Chairman. it goes all the way through. If that is

to be the action, would it not be better to ask the Reporter to

modify and refer specifically to notices, motions, and so forth?

ir.Robinson. Very well, sir.

The Chairman. If there is no objection, that will be the

order on Rule 10.

Mr. Dession. What is the order?

The Chairman. That instead of using the word "pleading"

we refer specifically to the indictment and information and

motion.

Mr. Youngquist. I refer to Rule 7 on page 3, which bears

on the suggestioi- I made. It reads as follows:

"The rules applicable to captions, signing, and other

matt-ers of form of pleadings apply to all motions and other

papers provided for by these rules."
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So we can let it stand as it is.

Mr. Holtzoff. If you let it stand as it is, is it not

son ewhat misleading? Because when we speak of pleadings, the

impression is created that there are a series of pleadings in a

criminal case, such as there are in a civil case.

Mr. Youngquist. You could use the singular, I suppose, as

it is used here: "Every pleading".

Mr. Holtzoff. In one case it says "every pleading".

Inlthe next sentence it says "the written accusation". The only

pleading is the written accusation. So using the two different

words creates confusion, because you might think the draftsman

had in mind some other pleadings besides the written accusation.

The Chairman. The Reporter suggests that this might be

disposed of by referring it back to him, in view of the fact

that so many more of our pleadings are written, as compared to

those referred to in the first draft.

If that is satisfactory, the next is Rule 11.

Mr. Holtzoff. I think the same situation might be con-

sidered in connection with Rule 11.

Mr. Medalie. There is something there that might crop up

.again: "The signature of an attorney constitutes a certificate

by him that he has read the pleading". That is fair enough.

"That to the best of his knowledge, information, and

belief there is good ground to support it; and that it is not

interposed for delay."

Mr.Holtzoff. That is nolapplicable to a criminal pro-

cedure.

Mr. Medalie. "If a pleading is not signed or is signed

with intent to defeat the purpose of this rule, it may be
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stricken as sham and false and the action may proceed as though
the pleading had not been served. For a wilful violation of this
rule an attorney may be subjected to appropriate disciplinary

acti on."

Mr.Holtzoff. You canziot discipline a district attorney

for filing an indictment.

The Chairman. Why not?

Mr.-oltzoff. Because the grand jury has foundýX
I..r. Medalie. Yes; but he has a signed it. The district

attorney himself' cannot refuse to sign any indictment in cases
in which he is not convinced that the defendant is guilty and

ought to go to jail.

Mr. Robinson. Where do you find that?

Mr. Medalie. Well, it says that he has read the pleading

and thnt there is good ground to support it.

Mr. Robinson. He should not sign it unless he thinks
there is good ground to support it; should he?

Mr.Medalie. I think the act should be a ministerial
act, after the grand jury returns a true bill. The grand jury

rnitht be dumb.

Mr. Holtzoff. We had a case in the past year, in one of the
midwestern districts, in which the grand jury found an indict-
ment in a mail fraud case against the advice of the district
attorney -- practically a run-away grand jury. They passed a
resolution directing the United States Attorney to draft an
indictment and present it to them for filing; and of course he
had to endorse it "a true bill%. But he did not c ertify it.
He should not be held to the requir ement --

Mr. Crane. Vihat does this have to do with rules of
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plesding, Mr. Chairman?

The Chairman. The purpose of the civil rule was to put
an end to the practice in some States of counsel declining to

assume responsibility for their pleadings.

Mr.Crane. I do not suppose that any lawye: . in a criminal

case, no matter who he is -- Mr. Bartlett, former chief justice

of my court, cited for contempt, way back in the early days,

for action in a criminal case, although they thought it proper-

ly laid, and acted on their best conscience, no doubt. But the

judge did not think so.

Of all places in the world you have got to have a brave

and courageous bar in criminal prosecutions, on both sides, but

particularly for the defense, especially if the defense is un-

populsr. In many cases the defense is unpopular.

There is a code of ethics thrown in here. If the code

of ethics is not to be drawn up here, let the court do it; or
the American Bar Association has a code of ethics which is very

good indeed.

But I do not think we want to give to the lawyers heie

a rule of ethics, or to as/that they vouch for everything that

is to be filed in the way of pleadings.

This is not stated except from experience. I know of a

case in which I did not believe what was told me. I thought

it was all wrong. I thought the man was just falsifying to

me. And yet it turned out to be absolutely true.

Now, why is a defending lawyer put upon the stand as

vouching for or believing everything that is told him? The

utmost he is called upon to do is to defend his client so long

as he does not intentionally deceive anyone. What his client
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has told him may be true and may be false; but many times what

you think is not so. You find that you are not as smart as you

thought you were, and that what you think is wrong.

I do not like this preaching to the bar in these rules.

Mr. Robinson. This is the same as the civil rules, you

understand.

Mr. Crane. I do not care about that.

Mr. Burke. Mr. Reporter, how can you ask a defense

lawyer in a criminal case to vouch for the fact that the pleading

is not interposed for purposes of delay, when in many cases he

does it for delay and for his client's advantage? If a case is

charged in a hostile community, you are going to delay it as

long as you can.

hir.Robinson. And the problem does not arise in a civil case?

The Chairman. You do not mean that seriously; because as

a defense lawyer I amf rank to say that it arises in about 50

per cent of them.

Mr. Seasongood. The rules of ethics say you may not inter-

pose pleadings for purposes of delay.

The Chairman. I mean tb is. There may be cases you would

like to have disposed of the day after you file your answer; but

in other cases you are perfectly well satisfied if the judge has

gone off the bench for the time being or if there is some reason

why you do not get a particular jury in that particular tDrm.

There are thousands of reasons that come in, and every lawyer

takes advantage of any of them.

Mr. Seth. Every one of them takes an oath not to interpose

pleadings for purposes of delay.

The Chairman. I grant that.
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Mr. Waite. This states that every pleading shall be
signed. The only pleading on the part of the Government which
does not need signing -- section 7 specifically provides that
the information shall be signed; and this says that the only
plea shall be "guiltytt or t not guilty", and that may be oral.

So the second section of this, providing that he shall
sign his pleading and state his address, has no meaning. I

think we might properly just strike this whole section.
Mr. Robinson. Let me raise this problem, which is very

acute ic, many State prosecutions. It may be that the Federal
system escapes it. But take the case of motions for contin-

uance, alleging the illness of a witness: In my own experience
I have known of lawyers signing statements that the winess is
ill, when he actually is not ill and the lawyer knows that he
is not ill. In my State we have had to pass a statute to re-
quire a physicianrs certificate that witnesses are ill, because
lawyers impose on the court by bringing in motions for contin-

uance.

Mr. Medalie. I think it is the law in every State in
the Union, so far as the courts have power over the bar, that
when any lawyer brings in such motions he is subject to disci-

plinary action.

MIr.Robinson. I suppose that is so.
Mr. Crane. Vie had a prominent lawyer who asked for delay

in a case because he could not go on, in the absence of a wit-
ness. The district attorney did not believe it. The court
demanded that he state the name of the witness; and he did, by
stating that his name was Long Green.

Mr.Robinson. The second provision is about swearing to
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affidavits of prejudice; in some cases affidavits are signed

stating that the judge is prejudiced.

Mr.Crane. And it is the biggest mistake that ever was,

psychologically. If you want to try a case, go before the

man who is terribly prejudiced against you, and never before

your friend. Your friend will bend over backwards and knock the

dickens out of you. If you go before your enemy, the worst

enemy you have, and your client's worst enemy, and put it right

up to him, he will give you a square deal.

Mr. Holtzoff. I move that we strike out section 11.

M1r. Medalie. I second the motion.

iMr. Robinson. I should like to know the ground for it,

so that I will understand it from the record when I get it.

Mr. Dean. Is a substitute motion in order?

The Chairman. Yes.

Mr. Dean. I move that we strike everything from line 7
on, and request that the first 6.1 lines be made to read "Motions

and notice of motion" -- since we have covered information and

everything else.

Mr. Holtzoff. I would accept that as a substitute for my

mot ion

VLo .2rs•. Yes; I think that is good.

Mr. loungquist. Motions are already included by Rule

7?

The Chairman. Yes. I am troubled by one practical con-

sideration. Vhether we do it or not, there is going to be a

comparing of the two sets of rules, and it is going to be

immediately asked whether we are deciding that there is a high-

er standard of ethical conduct in the trial of civil cases than
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in the trial of criminal cases. I trink we will be in an

awlkvard positi on.

Mr. Holtzoff. What bothers me from the standpoint of

the United States attorney is that I do not think the United

States attorney by signing an indictment ought to be held to

vouch for it.

The Chairman. The point I have in mind is either that we

should pass the whole subject by in discreet silence or else

not fall far short of the standard that has been set up for

civil practice.

Mr. Crane. If you are going to represent a client in a

civil case and your client owes the money and told you he owes

the money, you would not come into court and represent him in

an effort to deny that he owed the money, but you would tell him

to pay off. You might plead mitigating circumstances, but

you would not go into court and try to show that he did not

owe the money.

But we know that in England when th~defendant told the

barrister that he was guilty in a case punishable with death,

could the barrister withdraw? No; he decided he could not.

He took it before the law lords, and it was discussed. They

told him that he should not misrepresent, he should not desert

the case, but he should see that at least the defendant is

convicted according to the law, and he should stay in the case.

We have an entirely different attitude in a criminal case

than we have in a civil case. The man pleaded not guilty.

Should he stand by his plea? He knew he was guilty. That is

the question right off. That was the trouble. He knew he was

guilty, and he pleaded not guilty, to begin with.
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Mr. Dession. You do not know that he is guilty just
because he says he is guilty. He does not know the law. I
have had a case in which a man said he was guilty of burglary,

and he was not guilty of it at all.

Mr.Crane. I say there is a different attitude in a crim-
inal case than in a civil case.

lur. Holtzoff. I think the Chairman's objection might be
met by omitting section 11 entirely.

Mr.Robinson. It would jot stick out like a sore thumb,
but like a thumb that has been cut off!

Mr.Holtzoff. So I withdraw my second of Mr. Dean's

amendment.

Mr. Dean. I withdraw my amendment.

The Chairman. Quite frankly, in my State we have never
had the slightest trouble with attorneys signing pleadings,
until this rule came along; and then our chancellor conceived
the idea that all attorneys must sign pleadings in person. All
that is the result of civil rule No. 11. It is a lot of
poppy-cock, from my personal experience in my State. yc ite
that to show how the civil rule is being carried over into the
criminal rules in my State, and perhaps in other States.

I am impressed by the fact that we cannot hold the dis-
trict attorney up for endorsing the indictmentf and some of the
practical difficulties that Judge Crane has pointed out with
respect to the defendant's attorney.

Mr.Seth. This refers only to pleadings that the defendant's
attorney signs. He does not sign the defendant's pleading of

guilty or not guilty.

Mr. Medalie. Rule 11 of the rules of civil procedure
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related only to pleadings; did it not?

Mir. iioltzoff. yes. Therefore there is no necessity for

applying this.

Mr. Medalie. Yes; I think so.

Mr. Dean. It points out the basic difficulties when we try

to relate civil with criminal. We may have the same situation

later on when some one tries to compare the civil and criminal,

and actually they should not be compared.

Mr. Wechsler. I think any general student of the subject

would be as surprised as I am to see the civil rules adopted as

a model for the system of criminal procedure.

Mr. iDession. Yes; I think our duty is to find out what

are the problems in the criminal law and to draw a code for

them, and to pay no attention to what is in the civil code.

I think the civil code was welldrawn in so far as its

problems are concer-ned; and I think we should have a similar

attitude.

iMir. Orfield. I used to think the criminal and civil were

unlike; but from actual practice I was surprised to find how

similar they are.

Mr. Holtzoff. But the attorneys in the courts say they

are different.

Mr. Dession. Let me raise another question. In one of

our early sections it was provided that all accusations must be

signed by the United States attorney. I do not necessarily

object to that. But some classes of prosecution are prepared

and initiated in Washington by members of the Attorney General's

staff. Do you want to require that the local United States

attorneys sign those? he does it as a matter of courtesy,
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usually.

Mr. Holtzoff. The signing today is no different.

Mr. Dession. Quite as a matter of courtesy.

Mr. Medalie. There is a practical reason for it, too.

He is the attorney. There must be a place where you can %sser-t

process, and it must be in the district in which the case is

pending, and he wants to put himself in as the attorney of

record. Is not that the real reason?

Md'r. Holtzoff. Yes. All papers on the part of defense

counsel may be served on the United States attorney.

Mr. Medalie. And certainly you would not want to serve

them on Washington.

Mr. Holtzoff. And from the department's point of view

I think it would be just as well, because the department always

holds the United States attorney responsible for the

in his district.

Mr. Dession. I have no feeling one way or the other.

I wanted to make sure that that practical problem had been taken

care of.

Mr. Holtzoff. Is the motion withdrawn?

The Chairman. Do we haxJe the substitute?

Mr. Dean. I withdraw it.

The Chairman. Then we have the original motion to strike

Rule 11 as now prepared. Is there any further discussion?

Mr.Robinson. May we have a further statement of Mr.

Holtzoff's reasons?

Mr. ,oltzoff. Gladly. I have two reasons: F irst, on

the part of the United States attorney, he should not be re-

quired by his signature to an indictment to be held to certify
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to the statements contained in the indictment. And so far as
defense counsel is concerned it seems to me that Judge Crane
has so ably and well summarized the reason that I should hesi-
tate to do so again, except simply by saying that I subscribe

to everything Judge Crane has said.

Mr.Crane. Of course he does not sign any plea, as we
have now defined it, anyway. And while it may apply to motions,
any lawyer who signed a paper that he knew was wrong or had
suspicion was wrong would be subject to discipline, anyhow.

1Mr.Holtzoff. Since the only pleading is the indictment
and the only written document the defendant files is a motion,
this rule, which is so important in civil procedure, has no
application. Those are the grounds of my motion.

The Chairman. Would it be possible as an alternative that
this might be made to apply to motions and notices of motions?

Mr.Holtzoff. Then the civil rules do not hold counsel
to the requirements of Rule 11 as to motions, but only hold
them as to pleadings. So you would be imposing a greater burden
on counsel than is imposed on the civil side of the court.

Yr. Medalie. Rule 11 of the civil rules was intended to
stop fke claims and fake defenses. I think that is really the

answer.

Mr. Seth. When it comes to a bill of particulars, the
United States attorney should be bound when he comes to sign

that. That is true.

Mr. holtzoff. He is bound by the bill of particulars;
but the question is whether he should be bound by the certifi-

cate.

Mr. 6eth. I mean the certificate to it.
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Mr.Dean. What is wrong with the certificate? It onlysays that it is to his best information and belief. He believes
there is good ground for it.

Mr. Holtzoff. How about the case which sometimes occurs,
in which a grand jury finds an indictment against the advice of
the United States attorney?

Er. Youngquist. That can be taken care of, as the Reporter
suggested a while ago, by eliminating indictments from this

section.

Mr. Holtzoff. Then all that is left is motions, and thereis hardly any reason for such a rule. Rule 11 does not apply tomotions in civil cases. Why should it apply to motions in crini-

nal cases?

Mr. Youngquist. Do not motions or pleas of former jeopardyand those things we have been talking about at least fulfill the
same office as pleadings in a civil case?

IMr. Holtzoff. I would refer to Judge Cranets remarks on
that.

1,1r. Youngquist. It is just a question whether we are
going to depart wholly from the principle laid down in the
rules of civil procedure. I do not see any difference whether
we call them pleadings or motions. What we are calling motions
are in fact pleadings -- or some of them, at least. And the
whole question, it seems to me, is whether we are going to adopt
the substance of the civil rule or depart from it entirely.
If we are going to depart, vie may as well elimira te No. 11
altogether. But if we are going to follow the precedent set by
the civil rules, then I think No. 11 should remain. 'y Rule

7 it is already made applicable to motions and notices.
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Mr.Holtzoff. Ever since yesterday morning have we notbeen getting away quite a bit from civil rules? Perhaps this
is another place in which we ought to go away from the civil

rules.

1r.Youngqujst. That is the whole question. I do not
think it makes any difference whether it is motions or notices

or plcadin-s.

14'r. Holtzoff. 110 .
MIr. Youngquist. It is just a flat question of whether

we should adopt a df eitozit-r•.

Llr. HIoltzoff. I think- -e should adopt a different posi-
tion because of the different nature of civil proceedings.

Mr.Dean. There is one r.motion that is designed purely for
delay, and that is a inotion for continuance.

The Chairman. This is what I was searching for, and Lr.Tolman has been kind enough to come to my relief. The civil
rules specifically apply to motions __ 7 (b) (2):

"The rules applicable to captions, signing, and
other rrattcrs of form of pleadings apply to all motions
and other papers provided for by these rules."
Mr. 1 1oltzoff. That does not apply to certificates, but

only formial motions.

The Chairman. Signing them -- yes; it does.
Lir. Youngqui.t. What do you mean by "pleadings"?
kMr. Holtzoff. The signature of an attorney constitutes

a certificate. Does that apply to motions?

The Chairman. That is what it seems to say.
Mr. Youngquist. That is 7 (b)(2)?

Mr. EToltzoff. yes.
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mr. Yongquist. "All motions and other papers".
The Chairman. Perhaps we might take Rule 11 by confining

it solely to motions and inotices of motions, on the ground that
indictments are out, for the reasons stated, and that the plea

is oral.

uIr. 2 1oltzoff. If it is limited to motions ! have no

objection.

Mr.Dean. What about motions for continuance?

Mr.Crane. It does not make any difference to me, and you
can put in anything you want, and certainly i am going to follow
the Chairman in so far as I can. But I do want to say -- and
I am so far removed from it that there is nothing personal to
me, and I have been on it for nearly half a century -- that it
does seem to me that a lawyer as a representative of a client
does not have to certify for his client. 1We have condemnmed a
lawyer for standing before a jury and saying that he knew the
man was innocent or he knew the man was guilty. The thing is
that he is there to present what his client has, in the best way
possible, unless he knows he is doing something deceptive or
dishonest or a trick, or something of that kind. So long as he
is representing what his client has got he is not called upon
to certify to anything; and I think we are carrying this rule
too far when we put upon a lawyer -- and I never knew it to
exist -- the burden of certifying to the truth or good faith,
or that he has got to say to the court, when he presents what
his client has to present, that he believes it himself.

i myself feel that way about it. I think you are going
a little too far. And yet if the Chairman wants it, I am going

to go it.
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The Chairman. No; I am debating it mentally.
Mr. Crane. Sometimies I speak forcefully, but that isjust my habit. Do not make a mistake and think that that meanssolid conviction. I will go along with the rest of you, but Ijust present it for consideration. 

Ue do speak freely so that
we will get it off our minds.

But I am going along with the rest; and if you are in-
clined to put it in, I am with you.

The Chairman. No; in the face of the realities of thedistrict attorney's Position and the defendants counsells
position I am inclined to say let us forget it.

r.1Waite. If at the end of the State's case the defend-ant 's counsel wants to make a motion to dismiss for insuffi_..ciency of evidence he has got to make it in writing and signhis name to it and state in effect that it is not made for

purposes of delay, and all that sort of thing. I do notbelieve it was intended to require that that motion be made in
writing, but that is the way it reads.

The Chairman. i do not get that.
IJr. Waite. It says: "Every pleading of a defendantrepresented by an attorney *,. *** shall be signed - i * * *.,,

Mr. Youngquist. Where is that?
IvIr.Weite. "Every motion and notice of motion of adefendant represented by an attorney and of the Government

shall be signed by at least one attorney of record in hisindividual name, whose address shall be stated.',

Mr. 1 ioltzoff. It says "Every pleading". It does notsay "Every motion".

11r. Viaite. Yes; but I protested that it did not have
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been used in criminal cases.

Mr.Medalie. I have used it informally.

Mr. Holtzoff. 
Yes#

Mr. *Medalie. I have sat down with a United Statesattorney and said, "Can we try this in six months or six weeks?"
Mr. Holtzoff. I know of one case at least where it was

done by the judge.

Mr. Robinson. It is on page 3, Rule 16; the recommenda-
tions and suggestions are stated, including that of Judge Way,
of Virginia. Mr. Tolman's abstract is here.

Mr. M1edalie. There is nothing compulsory about this; andlet us wind up with an agreement and an order made on that agree-

ment.

Mr. Holtzoff. That is all pre-trial is.
Mr. M4edalie. Not in civil cases. Of course it may be in

criminal cases,

Mr..Loltzoff. But even in civil cases it is all by agree-
ment, until trial.

The Chairman. No.

Mir. Crane. I have not found it that way.
Mir. Holtzoff. But everything that is done at pre-trial

must be by agreement.

Mr. Medalie. Of course you know what happens. Thejudge tells one of the parties to make a motion to give him the
relief he is looking for.

Lir.Robinson. I doubt if the judge would do much of that
in a criminal case.

Mr. Medalie. No; they will not do it.
Mr.Crane. It worked pretty well where tried; did it not?
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Mr. Robinson. Yes.
The Chairman. That is true in every State in which ithas been tried; and once it is adopted the judges who Opposed it

are the hardest workers under it.
Mr. bledalie. Under Rule 16 there would be no amendments

as to pleadings, would there?

Llr.Robinson. 
That might be in cases in which thealibi notice and insarity notice would be worked out togetherby counsel. They get their information pooled, and it would

be just the place for it.
tr. Medalie. You have the provision: "The court in itsdiscretion may establish by rule a pre-trial calendar".
Mr. Holtzoff. 

does in most districts i was going
to)suggest that we might well eliminate that. I should hesitateto see the United State attorney lose control of the calendar.We had one district in hich the judge regulated the calendar--

with a lot of disastrous results.
111r. Crane. I wrote you about that. I did it, too$once, when I was holding criminal courts in New York. And itwas a great assistance. 

But of course that is local. It does
not take iras xvide a scone, with such tremendous cases thatrun so long, and those with a human element.

IMr.Seth. Is not thLs last sentence limited to the pre-trial calendar only?

M Ir. 11oltzoff. Yes.

Mr. Seth. And not the trial calendar?

Mr. Holtzoff. Xes.
The Chairman. Of course you have a provision there thatthe district attorney shall submit to the court a proposed
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calendar for pre-trial discussions; so that you reserve the
right to the district attorney to control the calendar, but you

make it sor.meone's duty to initiate these proceedings.

Mr. MeDalie. I should think, too, that the defendants

ought to have the right to propose preliminaries like this.
Every once in a while you get a fellow who does not want to show
you a paper. lie has raided the office of a corporation and
has taken out most of the documents under the guise of search-
ing under a gr~nd jury subpoena. He never has given them
beck, and then it is found that the district attorney has them.
Although ordinarily you get what you ask for, sometimes you have
a lot of resistance in the examination of documents. That does
not always happen; but when it does happen the defendant ought

to have an opportunity,through a procedure like this,

IvMr. Youngquist. That is taken care of by Rule 34,
"Discovery and Production of Documents."

Mr. Crane. Rule 34?

Lr. Lfoungquist. Yes.

1,1r. Wechsler. It is largely that these pre-trial confer-
ences, if they ever should be established, would assume import-
ance on wholly non-litiguous disposition of cases -- the effec-
tuation of a settlement, in effect, by disposing by plea. It
has always seemed to me that such dispositions, which amount to
most dispositions in the Federal courts, ought not be viewed
with the frown with which they are soraetii-es viewed; and,
second, that the negotiations which lead up to such dispositions
might well become a more formal enterprise than ordinarily

they are, and specifically that it is a good thing to bring the
court into the picture, as well as the United States attorney
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and the tcicc>-<it, conseJ.

Therefore, I am wondering, first, whether there is any-
thing in this proposal as it now stands which means that this
conference could take place only after a plea of not guilty,
in which event I think it would be desirable to change that;
and, second, whether it might be desirable even to point by the
contcnt of the rule to th~t possible utility of this pre-trial

conference.

•ir- Holtzoff. I do not think this is limited to a
subsequent plea of guilty or not guilty. This can be taken at
any time. This conference can be had at any time, under the

wording of this rule.

i4r. iJechsler. In the civil situation it ordinarily

happens after the pleadings have come to an end.

The Chairman. Yes.

i-:.Kechsler. And it points to a trial.
Lir. Uoltzoff. I ýnow of one district in whiich, under the

civil rules, they hold pre-trials even before the defendant
files his a:_ swer. They do that in the District of Oregon.

Lr. Youngquist. The question is whether, however, this

takes care of that Possibility.

L'r. Wechsler. Of course that is a catch-all. But if you
want to point out this function it might be desirable to say
something about it in the rule that would afford a clue as to

what you have in mind.

The Chairman. Mlight it be better to point that out as a
possibility, rather than to make it a part of the rule itself?

M•-. hechsler. Under the idea I entertain it might be
desirable to go so far as to require that there be a conference
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in the presence of the judje with reference to the possibility
of a disposition of that sort. Otherwise I assume that the
pressure to conduct that conference ln the jail or in the
district attorney's office is likely to continue, and it may be
that the judge will never get in at a stage at which he really

could be of help.

Mir. Holtzoff. I think it would not be practicable in a
country court where the judge shows up four times or six times
a year. You ceiLtaiclTy could not stop United States attorneys
and defense counsel from conferring in the meantime; and if you

could, it would be undesirable to do so.
Mir. Medalie. It would not be practicable in the larger

districts.

Owen flx
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Owens
flsBud Mr. Medalie. That is especially true with a large number.3:30
9/9 Mr. Holtzoff. I think you have got to leave the flexi-

bility of this rule just as you would have done in the civil

rules.

Mr. Wechsler. You may be right. I do not want to be
too strong about this, but what happens now in a case where
after all these preliminaries and you have a large number
arraigned at one time and it is known that some of them will
plead guilty and some of them will plead not guilty. With
reference to the men pleading guilty there is always a little
discussion over the point that he knows what he is doing or
there may be a statement that an arraignment has been made
and that the matter is understood, but will not the whole
procedure be expedited in having that kind of conference take
place not at the bar but in chambers? I realize that this may
not fit all cases, but it would fit many cases to have the
conference have the informality of the pretrial procedure.

Mr. Holtzoff. Isn't that something for the individual
court? Some judges hold pretrial in open court and some in
chambers. You have got to give some leeway to the individual

court.

Mr. Youngquist. There is nothing to prevent the attorney
from suggesting to the court that they hold the pretrial con-
ference after the information is filed.

Mr. Glueck. Will you want the judge in all instances, or
in all felony cases present where the district attorney feels
a plea of guilty to a lesser offense can be taken than that
which was technically permitted--would you want the judge
there at that time when this is being discussed and corn-
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promise is being arrived at?

Mr. Wechsler. I have seen some of the results of those
compromises.

Mr. Holtzoff. I do not think you have that in federal
courts because you do not have so many crimes of different

degrees in federal courts.

Mr. Glueck. That is true.
Mr. Holtzoff. On the other hand in many cases negotiations

take place in Washington. You cannot very well stop that.
Mr. Glueck. What about nolle pros.?
Mr. Holtzoff. Nolle pros. is an entirely different

proposition. That is always the prerogative of the prosecuting

attorney.

Mr. Glueck. You would not introduce any disciplining
agency, any judicial agency?

Mr. Holtzoff. No, because there is no problem there
actually. You do not have the same problem as in the state
court because the United States attorney is a different type
of official. He is not an elective official. He is under the
Department of Justice rather.

Mr. Glueck. More theoretically I should say.
Mr. Holtzoff. I think it is more than theoretical. Ithink that some United States attorneys sometimes find the

supervision a little irksome.

Mr. Youngquist. It is a very practical situation.
Mr. Wechsler. It may not be possible to achieve it inall instances, but I have no doubt particularly in those courts

where probation facilities have been developed more than they
have in some of the federal courts that if this kind of pro-
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cedure could be introduced at some early stage with the court
operating with the assistance of the probation officer, the
flexibility of negotiations and the three-party conference
that you would get a lot more disposition that we would be
proud of than you get under the present point of view. I pose
the point only because it seems to me that where there is a
chance to move along progressive lines that it should be taken.

Mr. Holtzoff. I think you are quite right but you cannot
frame ýe work to fit every court and every judge.

Mr. Dean. Maybe we can make it clear so far as the
at which the pretrial procedure is to be used for whatever
purpose it is to be used by simply stating "that at any time
following the filing of the written accusation the court may"

and so on.

Mr. Holtzoff. I think that is a good idea.
Mr. Youngquist. Doesn't it permit that now?
Mr. Dean. I think it does, strictly speaking, but this

is suggesting more of what Mr. Wechsler has in mind. That is,
that there are various opinions as to where the pretrial pro-
cedure would be. It is clear that you can do it at any time
after the filing of the written accusation.

The Chairman. Start with the first line and state "at
any time after the filing of the written accusation, the court

may"?t

Mr. Dean. Yes.

The Chairman. You do not mean "in any criminal proceeding"?

Mr. Holtzoff. No.

Mr. Dean. No.

The Chairman. Is that amendment agreeable?
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Mr. Robinson. Yes.

The Chairman. There is no objection to it. It is
accepted. We still have open the point Mr. Wechsler has
raised which, I think, perhaps may be best pointed out in a

note.

Mr. Wechsler. I think so.

The Chairman. Is that agreeable to you?

Mr. Wechsler. Yes.

The Chairman. Then in addition to that we still have the
point raised as to who shall prepare this calendar and who
shall bring this about, as raised by the last sentence starting

with line 21.

Mr. Holtzoff. If you leave out this last sentence then
you can go back to the beginning of the rule and you get the
answer. Then every United States attorney or defense counsel

2 can ask for it.

Mr. Medalie. There is another reason why I do not think
there should be a pretrial calendar. That is it would prevent
the attorneys at an early stage before the pretrial calendar
is ready in getting the kind of relief or aid they should have.
Within a week or two after the plea of not guilty, the United
States attorney may say that the corporation, the defendant has

a lot of papers, and I do not want to waste a lot of time sub-
penaing those things before the grand jury." The defendant orthe attorney has the papers belonging to the defendant or to

the corporation, and he may say, "as early as possible we wouldlike to get to work on it." Then if either side is not helpful
to the other, a motion is made to ask the court to set a time

when this can be disposed of.
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The Chairman. If we leave that last sentence out, may we•
insert in line 2 the words to this effect:

"The court may in its discretion or at the request
of either party"?

Mr. Holtzoff. That is a good idea.
The Chairman. That would indicate that either the

Government or the defendant would have the right to bring that

up.

Mr. Medalie. I think you would prefer it "on its own
motion or at the request of the attorney".

The Chairman. Yes, that is right. The court may on its
own motion or at the request of either party.

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes.

Mr. Robinson. Leaving out "in its discretion"?
Mr. Medalie. Yes, you want the court's discretion.
Mr. Glueck. "In its discretion,, would have to come after

"either party".

Mr. Crane. If it is on its own motion it would have to
be in its discretion.

Mr. Robinson. The "may" is permissive.
The Chairman. The "may" is permissive or "at the request

of either party."

Mr. Wechsler. I should like to point out, Mr. Chairman,
that as the rule is drafted it refers only to directing the
attorneys for the Government and for the defendant to appear.
The offenses that I have in mind frequently argue for the
appearance of the defendant himself. Should that be included

in the rule?
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The Chairman. Would that not be reasonably implied?
Very frequently lawyers at the pretrial conferences in civil
suits have their clients appear also.

Mr. Youngquist. Where the defendant has no attorney, you
mean, Mr. Wechsler?

Mr. Wechsler. Yes. He may have no attorney or he may have

one.

Mr. Youngquist. He may or may not.

Mr. Wechsler. Yes.

Mr. Burke. I do not think it would be fair to the
defendant or his attorney to be required to appear for a pre-
trial hearing. That raises the question that I have been con-
sidering in connection with this particular matter, the re-
quest on the part of the court to the attorney for the
defendant to appear when there is a burden upon the attorney
for the defendant because of failure to appear in connection
with the request of the court, and presumably the rules, I
suppose, in the simplified procedure at the time of the trial
must be intended there to arrive at the truth with reference
to some of the matters under consideration later in the trial,
or presumably, as it may be expected in some way to take that
advantage toward one side or the other. It seems to me that
a joint request of either the defendant, in the event that he
has no counsel, or by counsel for the defendant and the dis-
trict attorney in this type of pretrial arraignment should be

necessary.

The Chairman. Or of both?

Mr. Robinson. Or of both? Is that what you mean? Your
amendment would be in line with the "direct" motion, "the court
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on its own motion or at the request of either party or both

parties"?

Mr. Burke. It seems to me that if it is to be effective
it should be at the request of both parties because I can
conceive criminal proceeding in connection with matters before

a federal court where it was a distinct advantage for the
attorney for the defendant to refuse to come into that kind of

5 thing.,

The Chairman. Well, he is summoned to a pretrial con-
ference either on the court's motion or at the request of the
district attorney. He certainly will not be in any more diffi-

cult situation than he is in the ordinary civil case.

Mr. Burke. Except that in some instances he may be trying
to conceal something which as a matter of fairness to his
client he may not desire to reveal until the appropriate place

for it.

The Chairman. I think that very often incivil litigation
you have to say frankly that "That is a matter we do not care
to discuss at this time." That has often an effect on the
other side of encouragingg them to prod further by way of
deposition. However, I do think that you can take that

position ana I think it can be done without offense to the

judge or to counsel on the other side.

Mr. Burke. It just seemed to me that it would place an
unfair burden or responsibility on the defendant which the law

does not place upon him now.

The Chairman. On the other hand it seems to me that he has
a more than compensating advantage in the right which is given
to him to request the court to bring the district attorney in.
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I think it cuts both ways, but the knife in his hand cuts

deeper.

Mr. Burke. In that situation there can be no question

about it because if the defendant invoked the right to do it

he cannot be heard to complain about some extralegal proceeding.

The Chairman. If it is limited to the various points
which are itemized here I really do not see how it may hurt.

Mr. Burke. With respect to number 4 the court always

handles that matter in any event at the time of trial.

Mr. Holtzoff. That is true but it may be useful to know

in advance of the trial what is to be done.

Mr. Burke. That is purely a formal matter but the

possibility of obtaining admissions of fact is something

different. With documentary proof, that is one thing; but

the possibility of obtaining admissions of fact seems to go

to something different.

The Chairman. Well, we may get the facts of a survey so
that you do not have to call the engineer or the surveyor.

It may save a half hour of proof. Then you could take the

testimony of a doctor by written letter.

Mr. Medalie. It would also take care of corporations.

The Chairman. To prove that they are corporations.

Mr. Medalie. Or know that you have to prove them.

The Chairman. Or know that you would be obliged to.

Mr. Youngquist. A great many formal matters can be taken

care of in that way.

Mr. Medalie. My feeling about attorneys in criminal cases

is that you call a man on the phone and say, "Do I have to

prove so and so or do you admit it?"
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He says, "Oh, no, you do not have to prove that."

Then if there is any question about it later the court

gets you together and there is very little difficulty about it.

Most decent lawyers feel that way about it. I hate to try a

case against a man if he feels that I am putting him to a

terrible expense to establish something about which there is

no dispute. I think most lawyers feel that way.

The Chairman. That is not universal.

Mr. Medalie. I think that it is not uncommon.

The Chairman. I agree with you.

Mr. Seasongood. I think the general idea, of course, of

pretrial procedure is very excellent, but the matter has to

be approached with some caution in criminal cases because you

have several things which you do not have in civil cases. That

is, you are entitled to the right of trial by jury. You are

entitled to be confronted by your witnesses or your accusers.

You are entitled to a public and open trial.

Now, I do not know whether you have stated this too
broadly to run into the situation where somebody with a ques-

tion may say that you are taking away his constitutional rights.

I think you have discussed number 2. 3 refers to ad-

missions of fact. Sometimes you use doctors, statements with-

out calling them in, but I doubt whether you could if the
person would insist at the trial on repudiating that by the

reason of being entitled to be confronted with his accuser.

Then in lines 18 and 19 you are limiting the issues for trial

to those not disposed of by admissions or agreements of counsel.

That brings to your consideration whether or not you have

overstated the matter somewhat.
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Mr. Holtzoff. Not if counsel in the criminal case can

stipulate it.

Mr. Medalie. It is stipulated in the trial.

Mr. Seasongood. Yes. A man pleaded guilty to an offense

and then he was allowed to change his plea of guilty after he
had been sentenced. So I think we have to approach this prob-

lem with a great deal of caution and overcome this weakness of
this pretrial procedure. Then the judge takes the view that

he would like a certain thing to be accomplished or feels it

should be accomplished, and then when it is not accomplished

and you come to trial he still feels that he is going to make
the result coincide with what he wanted accomplished informally.

I think you should have these objections made, and I sup-
4 pose the Reporter is loaded up with these objections.

The Chairman. Would it meet your objections to provide
that the agreement reached at the pretrial shall be signed by

both the district attorney and counsel for the defendant?

It would really be a stipulation which would be in effect

brought about by the intervention of the court rather than

merely an order which the court would effect.

Mr. Medalie. The order would contain a recital that the
attorneys "have come to an agreement to the following effect."

Otherwise the order would mean nothing. Then the court's

recital that the parties have agreed is equivalent to the

effect that the parties have signed a stipulation.

The Chairman. Well, we are trying to meet the objections

raised here.

Mr. Seasongood. I am favorable to it but I wanted to warn

of the doubt that has occurred to me and which may occur to
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others when these rules are submitted in which they will

differentiate between criminal and civil cases.

The Chairman. Practically doesn't that exist, the dis-
tinction between civil and criminal cases? Isn't that actually
in the mind of the judge as it is in the mind of counsel?

Mr. Seasongood. No. I had a very unfortunate experience
in that regard. A judge stated a certain thing was stipulated
when it was not stipulated, in a case I have now pending in

the Court of Appeals.

Mr. Burke. I am in accord with the procedure. I know
what has been done with the congested calendars in the several
courts in Detroit since they have been using it in the pre-
trial docket; but I do feel that if the court on its own motion
or at the request of the district attorney summoned the
defendant or the defendant and his counsel in, that is something
a little different from "directing." If the defendant or his
counsel join in that I can see no reasonable excuse for failure
to join in that. Then there can be no question about over-
riding the rights of anyone. Secondly some defendants with
financial backing may be visiting in the courtroom while you
have a jury or even in the judge's chambers and you have that
sort of thing with a pretrial hearing.

Mr. Glueck. Is your motion, Mr. Burke, in connection

with the word "direct"9

Mr. Burke. Yes.

Mr. Glueck. Suppose we say "invite the attorneys."

Mr. Seth. Shouldn't we say the defendant's participation

is purely voluntary?

Mr. Glueck. Or something of that sort.
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Mr. Seth. That he is not required to participate at all.

Mr. Medalie. The rule here implies it.

There is another situation. Now we have been talking
about wholly the disadvantages to the defendant. I think Rule
16 presents very substantial advantages to the defendant in the
case of physical evidence. Certainly if he needs documents
and things of that sort which are in the possession of the
Government he should be in a position to get them. I feel
that a large profit in Rule 16 willbe to the defendant.

Mr. Youngquist. I think so, too.

Mr. Burke. But in the hands of competent counsel I cannot
assume that the court would permit any disadvantage to be taken
of the ignorance of the defendant, which in the hands of in-
competent counsel probably would be a disadvantage. I am not
familiar with all the states but I can assume that there are
times when defendants may not have that type of competent

counsel.

Mr. Medalie. If the case is important I think it is
unlikely that he would not have one, even though he does not
have an expense account. A lot of very capable men who are
underpaid are doing very fine work.

Mr. Wechsler. I do not see any reason to assume that
counsel for indigent defendants throughout the countW will
improve appreciably after these rules go into effect.

Mr. Medalie. No, but they are not likely to be assigned
to cases of this sort. The indigent defendants usually are
found in narcotic cases, counterfeit passing, and such things
that you do not have to try on very complicated issues. It is
rather rare that there is an indigent defendant in - case that
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requires serious preparation.

Mr. Wechsler. Yes, I agree, but you may have reference

to offenses that I conceive this rule may not really apply to,

but that may not be true in many cases.

Mr. Medalie. Do you have any statistics in mind? In
talking about that last night it was stated that of 94 percent
of the success that the Government has had in its criminal

cases, 92 percent of it is due to pleas of guilty.

Mr. Wechsier. Yes, I had that in mind that most of these
are by way of a plea of guilty, and that is likely to continue

to be the case.

Mr. Medalie. And it is done without any serious effort

on the part of the Government.

Mr. Wechsler. Yes, but I think that the situation pre-
cifferentsents there a/problem in the administration of criminal justice

than in the litigated case with competent counsel.

Mr. Glueck. May I renew my suggestion that the term
"invite" be substituted for the term "direct"?

Mr. Seasongood. I second the motion.

The Chairman. The motion is made that in line 2 where
the word "direct" is that it be deleted and the word "invite"

be substituted.

Does that take care of your objection?

Mr. Glueck. That presupposes acceptance of that
invitation on the part of defendants counsel before it may

become a fact.

Mr. Medalie. I may call the district attorney to come in
and show me his papers. He may decline.

Mr. Holtzoff. I do not think the district attorney would
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decline the invitation. The defendant's counsel may, but I do

not think the district attorney would.

Mr. Medalie. Well, probably not, but I would like to

make sure.

Mr. Holtzoff. He has the liberty not to.

Mr. Medalie. So has any counsel who appears regularly in

court.

The Chairman. I know one district where the district
attorney would not hesitate to decline the invitation.

Mr. Medalie. You know it is not easy to get the district
attorney to show his papers. Judge, you remember that case. Judge
Cardoza wrote an opinion on the Lemon case. Judge Cardoza
wrote a very learned opinion upon the history of the district
attorney in criminal cases winding up by not showing a single

scrap of paper.

I think you have got to compel them to do those things.
Mr. Glueck. I have in mind the possibility that once you

establish this procedure that the parties may find it so
beneficial that it may become customary. If you use the
expression "direct" then you run into all those problems which

have been raised.

The Chairman. Gentlemen, you have the two horns of the
dilemma. You have got to grab one or the other.

Mr. Crane. Why not make it "request"?

Mr. Burke. It seems to me that anything other than the
suggestion made by you would result in compulsion. If it is
an invitation that is fine. There is no question about the
equity and justice of that; but if the court requests the

district attorney or on his own initiative requests the
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defendant and his counsel to appear, then there is no question

of his voluntary wish in the matter.

The Chairman. Is there any further discussion?

(There was no response.)

The Chairman. Those in favor of the motion say aye.

Mr. Medalie. What is the motion?

The Chairman. The motion is to delete the term "direct"
and substitute the term "invite".

Mr. Medalie. All right.

The Chairman. Those in favor of the motion say aye.

(There was a chorus of ayes.)

The Chairman. And those opposed.

(There was a chorus of noes.)

The Chairman. The noes will have a showing of hands.

(There was a show of hands.)

The Chairman. I will count them. There are five.
We will have a show of hands by the ayes.

(There was a show of hands.)

The motion is carried. It is five to seven.
Taking the last sentence with line 21, that is deleted.)

Now we have rule 20.

RULE 20

The Chairman. Any remarks, Mr. Robinson?
Mr. Robinson. Rule 20 deals with permissive joinder of

defendants. The first sentence deals with the situation such
as you have noticed in the rule 8, page 25, to the left, such
as the Sacco-Vanzetti case where you have A and B charged with
killing C. That is a case of jointly and mutually committing
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the killing, the two acting to kill the deceased. In the

second sentence it states:

"Two or more defendants may be accused sepa-

rately--"

or they may be accused jointly. Two or more defendants

may be accused jointly in one count of an indictment or othi

written accusation if they are alleged to have participated

mutually and jointly in the offense.

I will stop on that. As you see, there you have a

case of A and B or more parties jointly involved in a given

criminal case.

Beginning with line 5, the second sentence:

"Two or more defendants may be accused separately,

each in a separate count of the same written accusa-

tion, of an offense which has been committed by one

or both of them without mutual participation.4

An illustration of that is a case which I tnink is typ-

icaltherefore, may be used, and that is the case of State

v. Blakeley, 70 P. 2nd, 799, decided in 1937.

That was a case where two defendants were joined in the

same count. A was driving an automobile stage along a Pacif-

ic highway and B came along behind him. B was driving while

intoxicated. A stopped his stage but did not get off the

highway, thereby violating that law there. B came from the

rear and drove his truck and struck the stage, and his car was

thrown over into the far lane of the highway, causing a collision

with the car of C which was coming from the opposite direction.
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As the result of the collision C was killed.

A and B were not acquainted with each other. There was no
connection between them but by their separate violations of the

criminal statutes they caused the death of C.

Now, the draftsman in the indictment for involuntary man-
slaughter joined A and B in the same count of the indictment.

That would be an example of two or more defendants committing
an offense which is an example of an offense committed by one
or both without mutual participation. It is drawn in this way
because sometimes it may not be clear before the trial whether

or not the two defendants were actually united in their par-
ticipation or not. So this would permit that type of situation

to be taken care of as it may arise.

Mr. Holtzoff. I am wondering whether this does not pro-
duce a technicality in our criminal procedure which does not
now exist there: the distinction between mutually and joint
on the one hand and joint on the other and it may give rise

to a lot of laborious running around.

Mr. Crane. I was just thinking that we do not want to
plan for the very exceptional cases, do we? I was going to
say that I doubt whether we should try to cover the very
exceptional cases. The only thing we can do here is to state

the general rules.

It is my impression that if we are going to draw these
rules to cover these exceptional cases we may introduce more

confusion than you have.

Mr. Robinson. There are only two possible cases. That
is either A and B acted together jointly or they did not.

If they acted jointly together there is no question but
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that they would be joined in the same count. The facts would

be substantially the same.

Mr. Medalie. We are going very far in our criminal code.

Why not put them all in?

Mr. Holtzoff. What difference does it make whether they

are in the same count or in two different counts? What differ-

ence does it make?

Mr. Robinson. You know a misjoinder.

Mr. Holtzoff. It is a technicality.

Mr. Robinson. No, that is not a technicality.

Mr. Crane. You put them all in one indictment.

Mr. Wechsler. Isn't this broader than that because you

have the impression in this sentence, as it is drafted, that

they may be accused separately, each in a separate count in

the saxme written accusation of an offense which has been com-

mitted by one or both of them without mutual participation.

That means that if I am accused of robbery and you are

accused of transporting other stolen goods entirely, I can be

charged with another section.

Mr. Dean. The difficulty grows out of the offense instead

of the acts.

Mr. Robinson. Are you sure about that? I don't think so.

Mr. Dean. Join the offense of robbery or murder? That is

much broader than the illustration you give.

Mr. Robinson. Of two of more defendants?

In answer to that, he is talking about murder. I am talk-

ing about one offense, the offense of manslaughter. A man was

killed by the unlawful act of others; therefore you have the

death of C. That crime was committed either by A or B, the
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driver who left the stage on the highway or the truck driver who

came from behind while intoxicated.

Mr. Dean. To drop the distinction between offense and acts
on the part of both parties, it may or may not be in the same

transaction, but isn't your situation so unusual that you do
not need this because you could give them in two indictments and

the court will consolidate them for trial?

So, if it is designed to cover a very unusual situation, I

submit that it is unusual.

Mr. Wechsler. I see the point of your draft but if you
have a clause where charges against two or more persons arise

out of some act or related acts or events, the charges may be

joined in separate counts of the same indictment, or if in
separate indictments they may be consolidated for trial.

Mr. Robinson. You are talking about joinder of offenses;

I am talking about joinder of defendants.

Mr. Wechsler. No. I am thinking about joinder of
defendants, the principle of unity which you have to have in
the same indictment where each defendantts act or acts is
related to those of the other. That seems to be the principle

of the unity of the case.

There is one automobile accident. I think the defendants'
joinder should be allowed, but I do not think it should be

allowed unless there is that unity in the cases which will

point to the unity of action if proved at the trial.

Mr. Robinson. If there is unity of intent.

Mr. Wechsler. I am not thinking about that.

Mr. Robinson. We are clear about this?

Mr. Wechsler. Yes.
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Mr. Robinson. I think it is a well stated term saying

that there was mutual acting in the offense. That is taken

from this Washington case by Chief Justice Steiner.

Mr. Wechsler. That rule makes either responsible as an

accomplice of the other.

Mr. Robinson. No.

Mr. Wechsler. In the first sentence.

The Chairman. Would you read the first sentence, Mr.

Robinson?

Mr. Robinson. (Reading)

"Two or more defendants may be accused jointly

in one count of an indictment or other written

accusation if they are alleged to have participated

mutually and jointly in the offense."

Yr. Crane. Why put "mutually" in there? They participated

jointly in the same offense.

Mr. Robinson. In the second sentence it is "without

mutual participation."

Mr. Crane. Why do you have it?

Mr. Robinson. Each of them was concerned in the case but

they did not participate mutually.

Mr. Crane. What law requires "mutually"? It is simply a

question that they joined in the same act.

Mr. Robinson. I do not think so. I am trying to express

the unity of intent.

Mr. Crane. Suppose one man breaks in a house with the

intent to kill. The other man is there at the same time with

the intent to commit assault. They are both guilty of
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burglary and they are acting jointly; but the intent would not

make both guilty of manslaughter or both guilty of assault.

Mr. Robinson. No.

Mr. Crane. They are separate crimes. The intent was not

sufficient, but you would indict them both for burglary at the

same time.

Mr. Youngquist. It seems to me that this is rather rare.

Mr. Crane. That is the point.

Mr. Youngquist. It is not likely to arise. I am afraid

that if we try to cover everything, particularly rare cases, we

are likely to get into complicated situations.

Mr. holtzoff. It seems to me that we should leave out the

second sentence.

In the first sentence take out the words "mutually and"

and permit the joinder of persons who have jointly participated

in the offense.

In the Washington case, which you have referred to, there

was no joint participation any more than there was mutual

participation. That is such a rare case.

Mr. Youngquist. I think the decision of the Washington

court was wrong.

Mr. Robinson. There was mutuality in the collision.

Mr. Holtzoff. I move that we strike out the words

"mutually and" in the first sentence, and strike out the whole

second sentence.

Mr. Youngquist. I second the motion.

Mr. Wechsler. If I may repeat, I think the confusion is

in the drafting rather than in the principle. I think it is

possible to achieve the result that the Reporter wants without
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the confusion that now is expressed with respect to this

language.

Mr. Crane. I think we know what "joint" is.
Mr. Wechsler. I think that it should be possible to

achieve that without confusion and to reach a formula to join

the counts where the same act or transaction or a series of

events is involved.

Mr. Crane. Suppose in an exceptional case they are joined
and the court says that they are improperly joined? What is so
serious about that? They just separate them. You cannot

imagine anyone dismissing that.

Mr. Robinson. You have a rule for that.

Mr. Crane. They just separate them. They move for
separation under the rule. 'What difference does it make?

Mr. Wechsler. The difference is that it is desired to
have them tried together and to have a single case of proof

and a single disposition of the controversy.

Mr. Crane. It is so exceptional that I think you are

going to get more confusion.

Mr. Robinson. There may be some cases where they do not
know. There may be a case where either A or B committed a

crime and they are jointly responsible.

Mr. Holtzoff. The United States attorney would not indict
two people because he did not know which one of the two com-

mitted the crime.

Mr. Medalie. It should be possible to sustain the charge
on proper proof even though he has got to prove they acted

jointly if he is able to know that each of them contributed

toward the crime.
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Mr. Holtzoff. Is this a common situation?

Mr. Robinson. It is common enough to be taken care of.

Mr. Youngquist. Wouldn't it be enough if you leave in

arethe third sentence and say that if there/separate written

accusations the two may be consolidated for trial? Then we

will avoid the difficulty.

Mr. Wechsler. There you have to define some formula to

justify consolidation.

Mr. Holtzoff. Isn't that in the discretion of the court?

Mr. Youngquist. You have the same language in the pre-

ceding sentence.

Mr. Robinson. What would you suggest?

Mr. Youngquist. Where they are accused of an offense

which has been committed by one or both without mutual par-

ticipation in one count or other written accusation."

Mr. Robinson. That is pretty nearly incorporating that

sentence into the third.

Mr. Youngquist. No, there are separate accusations but in
the discretion of the court they may be consolidated at the

trial.

Mr. Robinson. Well, I understand the situation. I will

drop the matter. I wanted my point to be clear. That may be

the situation when the evidence is practically the same. The
only question is whether they can be joined in separate counts

of the same indictment rather than require them to be accused

separately in different indictments. That is all to the

second sentence.

Mr. Wecnsler. If this were held for redrafting it may be
possible to meet Mr. Youngquistts objections and the other
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objections and still make the point that you have in mind.

May I advance a substitute motion that the section be

passed for the present, pending reconsideration by the Reporte

rather than let the principle be rejected now?

Mr. Holtzoff. 'We will accept that substitute.

Mr. Dean. I second the motion.

The Chairman. Those in favor of the motion say aye.

(There was a chorus of ayes.)

The Chairman. No.

(There was no response.)

The Chairman. It is carried.

I take it that the troublesome sentence is tie second.

Mr. Robinson. Yes.

The Chairman. "Mutually"_ seems to be out.

Mr. Robinson. It was just used in the one court and that

was in a dissenting opinion.

The Chairman. Now as to the second part of Rule 20.

Mr. Robinson. (Reading)

"The court may order such separation of joint

defendants or such groupings of joint defendants in

separate trials as shall be conducive to a fair trial

for each defendant and for the Government."

The Chairman. WNe are agreed on the first part, A, except

as to the second sentence.

Mr. Wechsler. May I ask a question about B?

The Chairman. Yes.

Mr. Wechsler. Does the form of B indicate the Reporter's

judgment of the complex problems of parties particularly in
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large scale transactions like conspiracy and other joint crimes

that it does not yield to any rule that may improve the law as

it now stands?

Mr. Robinson. The rule could hardly affect substantive

law.

Mr. Wechsler. No. I am merely speaking about the joinder

of all the parties. It is a standard agreement in many juris-

dictions that particularly in conspiracy cases joinder is

excessively large and burdensome. i have seen no solution to

it.

I wonder if it is your judgment that there is no solution

to it by rule other than the retention of the present system

which permits the joinder because they are joint offenses

vested in the discretion of the court.

Mr. Crane. You cannot make any rule for that because you
have those motions enumerated under our statute. You bring up

a defendant and then if he wants to make a motion for separate

trial he can do so. They come up mostly in murder cases but

they have all been denied. There is never any serious problem

there.

I do not think that you could formulate any rule whereby
the judge could separate, because it all depends upon the facts

and circumstances.

There are many of them in which a man makes a motion that
he should not be joined with the other defendant, but the

majority of them are denied. They depend upon the facts and

circumstances. You cannot do more than trust to the good judg-

ment of the judge. After all, you have to leave something to

the experience and the judgment of the court.
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Mr. Youngquist. The only other alternative would be to

grant separate trials as of right as we had in Minnesota by

statute.

Mr. Crane. We had that but you cannot do it. It does not

work.

We had separate trials where they brought some witnesses

in and proved a man innocent. Then they tried the other party

and he got the People's witnesses and proved that he was

innocent and both of the guilty men got out.

Mr. Youngquist. I think it is wrong in Minnesota, but

that is the only alternative to what is proposed here.

The Chairman. Rule 21.

RULE 21.

Mr. Robinson. Misjoinder and nonjoinder of defendants.

(Reading)

"Misjoinder of defendants is not ground for dis-

missal of a criminal proceeding. Defendants may be

dropped, or in proceedings by information"--

Strike out "or by complaint" because you have struck that out

in line 4.

(Reading)

"Defendants may be added, by order of the court

on motion of any defendant."

"Or the United States Attorney" should be added. Then

"by motion of any defendant."

The Chairman. Why not say "motion of either party"?
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Mr. Robinson. We have tried to avoid calling the Govern-

ment a party, as much as possible.

(Reading)

"Any defendant or the United States attorney or of

its own initiative, at any stage of the proceeding and

on such terms as are just. Any proceeding against a

defendant may be severed at any time and proceeded with

separately."

The Chairman. Why put in "at any time"?

Mr. Robinson. That is because of the Strewl case in which

Judge Learned Hand wrote the opinion. In that case they accused

three defendants of conspiracy and then later before the case

came to trial they discovered the names of three more defendants.

They tried to dismiss as to the first indictment and then bring

in a new indictment which would include the defendants first

named and then these new defendants.

Mr. Holtzoff. You cannot do that after the trial.

Mr. Robinson. At any time prior to the trial.

Mr. Youngquist. Why not just strike out "at any time"?

Mr. Robinson. Very well.

Mr. Medalie. Yes.

Mr. Seasongood. You want to call them United States

attorneys? Is that what you call them? Have we decided on

that? Isn't there a special assistant to the Attorney General?

Mr. Youngquist. Why not say "attorney for the Government"?

You have an attorney for the defendant.

Mr. Seasongood. Somebody said "attorney for the United

States".
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Mr. Holtzoff. The department says "United States Attorney"'

and the United States attorney is an attorney of record.

Mr. Dession. You have a lot of cases in which the United

States attorney does not participate.

Mr. Youngquist. Why not say "attorney for the Government"?

Mr. Seasongood. Let us come to an agreement on it.

Mr. Medalie. Let us dispose of this section first and

then we can come to that.

I want to find out why you have this provision only in

cases where the prosecution is by information.

Mr. Robinson. You know you cannot amend an indictment.

Mr. Medalie. No. How do you do it when there is an

information? Do you have persons who are not at that time

under indictment prosecuted by information?

Mr. Robinson. Yes, I think it is possible to bring in

new defendants.

Mr. Medalie. Who does it?

Mr. Robinson. The United States attorney.

Mr. Medalie. He really files the new information?

Mr. Robinson. Yes.

Mr. Medalie. He could do that without this.

Mr. Holtzoff. Except for the statute of limitations.

Mr. Medalie. Then you carnot bring in new ones.

Mr. Longsdorf. Do you have to have a formula for new ones?

Mr. IiRedalie. If you wanted to bring in new ones you file

specific information. It is a new information against all of

the persons.

Mr. Dean. Was that statement as against the persons in

the first information?
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Mr. Medalie. The attorney has filed a new information

for the new people and then consolidated the two. I think

that is the indicated procedure.

Mr. Dession. Say you do not have enough new defendants

to discuss to make up the new indictment.

Mr. Dean. Just name one defendant as the defendant in

the second information and invoke the others as in conspiracy.

Mr. Dession. All conspiracies do not have defendants.

Mr. Medalie. I do not think this works.

The Chairman. If it does not work, it is safer to leave

it out.

Mr. Medalie. Just file a second information and then

consolidate it.

Mr. Robinson. I can get that Strewl case and bring it

to your attention.

The Chairman. Suppose we hold that off then.

Mr. Holtzoff. The first sentence should stand.

The Chairman. Yes.

Mr. Medalie. In the last sentence in Rule 21 it states:

"Any proceeding against a defendant may be

severed and proceeded with separately."

Who does the severing?

Mr. Youngquist. The court.

Mr. Medalie. That is one thing which I think should be

done now. I do not want to have any doubt about it. I think

we should insert "the power of the court."

Mr. Robinson. After the word "severed" insert "by the

court"?
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Mr. Medalie. Yes.

Mr. Youngquist. Isn't that too broad "that any procedure

may be severed"?

Mr. Crane. Pardon me. I want to get this amendment

straight.

The Chairman. "Any proceeding against a defendant may

be severed."

Strike out the words "at any time" and substitute "by

the court."

I
Mr. Youngquist. Isn't that too broad? Aren't there some

joint offenses which should not be severed?

Mr. Robinson. I do not think so.

Mr. Holtzoff. It is in the discretion of the court to

grant a separate trial.

Mr. Dean. In line 5 cannot we scratch out all the words

except the first two?

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes.

Mr. Medalie. Yes.

Mr. Robinson. Just leave in the first two words.

The Chairman. "By order of the court" and strike out the

rest.

Mr. Medalie. Wait a minute. If you do that after the

jury has been impaneled and the witness has testified, then

there is jeopardy and the defendant is safe.

The court is supposed to have some sense as to the

significance of his acts. The judge knows that once a witness

has been sworn and has begun to testify that there is jeopardy

under existing decisions.

The Chairman. That leaves open the question of adding
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defendants, and we will go into this case you mentioned.

Mr. Robinson. Yes.

The Chairman. All right. We will resume at eight otclock

this evening.

(Thereupon, at 4:35 p.m., the committee adjourned

until this evening at 8 p.m.)
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9-9-41
NIGHT SESSION

The recess having expired, the Advisory Committee re-

convened at 8 p.m., and proceeded further, as follows:

The Chairman. All right, gentlemen.

Rule 26, dealing with depositions and discovery.

Mr. Robinson. Mr. Chairman, I have here with me Mr. Fred

S. Strine, who has also helped in the Reporter's office on this

subject of depositions. I thought it might be desirable relief

for you certainly if not for me if I just had Mr. Strine work

initially on your questions this evening in regard to depos-

itions; so we are starting on Rule 26, and any questions you

have are in order.

The Chairman. All right, gentlemen, are there any

questions on (a)?

Mr. Waite. May I ask the reporter if section 26 anywhere

gives to the Government the right to take depositions of wit-

nesses?

Mr. Robinson. I will pass that to Mr. Strine.

Mr. Holtzoff. Line 7.

Mr. Strine. Line 7.

Mr. Waite. I do not know quite what it means, but it

says it may take a deposition only when the defendant has

taken a deposition.

Mr. Strine. The way the rule is drawn at present it does

not give the Government an unlimited right to take depositions.

It only gives it a limited right in this particular situation

when the defendant has taken depositions.

Mr. Waite. Yes.

Mr. Medalie. That is within the Constitution as we
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understand at this moment.

Mr. Crane. That is, the Constitution says the defendant

has to be confronted with the witnesses.

The Chairman. I do not think Mr. StrIne got Mr. Waite's

question at all, so will you give it to him?

Mr. Waite. I know of course that the Constitution requires

confrontation. My own opinion has always been that he does not

have to be confronted in court by the witness, it is enough if

he is given opportunity to cross-examine, and all that sort of

thing. Therefore I had hoped that we would take that forward

step and give the Government the right to take depositions,

assuming that it took the defendant along and gave him the op-

portunity to confront the witness--to take depositions, under

those circumstances, where conditions made it necessary and

proper.

Now, I understand from your answer that Rule 26 does not

give any such privilege as that.

Mr. Strine. No, it does not.

Mr. Holtzoff. I would like to ask this: How would you

meet the confrontation rule if the defendant is in jail? Con-

frontation Is not satisfied with confrontation by defense

counsel. There must be confrontation of the defendant in

person. Or suppose the defendant is out on bail, who is to

bear the travel expense to the place where the deposition is

to be taken?

Mr. Waite. I said it might be necessary for the Government,

at government expense, to take the defendant to the place where

the deposition is to be taken,and confront him with the witness

there, but there are times when that would be a practicality
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and I think a very desirable thing at times when you cannot get

the witnesses to the court.

Mr. Holtzoff. Of course ordinarily since a subpoena in a
criminal case runs throughout the country the Government can
bring any witness at all to the place of trial if that witness
is in the United States, unless of course he is too sick to

travel.

Mr. Crane. Mr. Waite, may I ask you this? You said you
hoped we would take a forward step, but does confrontation mean
that you simply confront the defendant anywhere? I supposed
it was to confront him before the triers of the fact, who are
the jury, who pass upon the credibility of the witnesses.

Now, I suppose he can waive that, and I suppose that is
what you mean when you say "if he applies for deposition," Mr.
Strine; then of course he waives it.

Mr. Waite. No, I would not even require him to waive it.
"Confrontation" obviously has no absolute meaning. I think we
are agreed on that, are we not? For illustration, I do not
think we could say here it meant absolutely one thing or another.
There is a question of interpretation, and if the courts should
say that confrontation meant confrontation before the jury
that would block any possibility of depositions; on the other
hand it would be perfectly possible and logical and rational in
every way for the court to say confrontation does require con-
frontation in a particular place, but requires just what it
says--confrontation-_and I would like myself to see us take the
step of giving the Government that opportunity and letting the
court if he wants to take the onus of putting that restrictive
interpretation upon the Constitutional provision.
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Mr. Medalie. I think that is wonderful. Look--you do not

need juries. A defendant has been arraigned before a magis-

trate, and before the magistrate the complainant and the other

witnesses testify and the defendant has the opportunity to

cross-examine. I am giving a New York law, Judge. The defend-

ant waives examination. Now. you know it is the New York law

which is darned conservative, and that says that the deposition

of the complainant is admissible in evidence against the defend-

ant; he had the opportunity to require him to be examined, he

was there, he could have cross-examined him; he waived.

In a criminal trial if the complainant dies the depos-

ition of the complainant in writing taken before the magistrate

is admissible in the jury trial passing on the defendant's

guilt. Now then, "confrontation" simply means that the defend-

ant should have the opportunity to do certain things with re-

spect to the witnesses against him who are offered against

him at the trial before the jury.

A witness is to be examined. As you, Mr. Waite, suggest,

the Government is willing to pay the defendant's expenses to

go to St. John, New Brunswick, or Capetown, Africa, or Shanghai,

China, and says, "Here is your money; we will pay your trans-

portation and the transportation of your counsel; you can come

out there to cross-examine." In other words, everything in-

volved in the reason of the rule has been met by Mr. Waite's

suggestion.

That is a reasonable risk, there is no constitutional

difficulty involved, and you get rid of a •s in the

criminal law, do you not?

Mr. Crane. Well, except that the spirit of it is this--
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that there is not a step in the felony charge--not a step--

that can be taken in the absence of the defendant. He has got

to be present at every step. Ha has got to be there. They

cannot do a thing. They cannot hear him before the magistrate.

Mr. Medalie. No, wait a minute, I will give you some

decisions. They are purely district court and maybe circuit

court decisions. A trial is on before a jury, it has been

running for about four weeks; one day the defendant does not

show up. Says that tough friend of yours, Senior District

Judge Campbell of the Eastern District of New York, "Well, we

wanted him here, but he did not show up. Let the trial go

on." And the Circuit Court of Appeals of the Second Circuit

said he was right.

Mr. Crane. What did the United States Supreme Court say?

Mr. Seasongood. We cannot hear you gentlemen when you

talk to each other, over on this side.

Mr. Medalie. You know that decision?

Mr. Holtzoff. Yes.

iMr. Medalie. The attorneys walked out at the trial. It

does not stop the trial, according to Judge Campbell's decision,

sustained by the C.C .A., Second Circuit.

Mr. Youngquist. Was not that on the theory he had waived

his right to be present? I know we have decisions right in

Minnesota where the same requirement of the presence of the

defendant throughout the trial or proceedings exists, but the

court has held that under certain circumstances when the

defendant should have been there and could have been there but

of his own volition failed to appear, he waived the rlght of

being present; but that is a quite different thins from taking
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it away from him.

Mr. Medalie. Well, they do not take it away from him. I

do not think waiver is anything more than a rationalization of

the whole thing. He has a fair opportunity, which puts no re-

strictions.

Mr. Robinson. •:Privilege.

Mr. Medal:e. "rilege would be better. No he has

a right.

Mr. Robinson. It is a pri-ilege too, is it not?

Mr. Medalie. It is both a right and a privilege. No, I

th:*nk it is a right. i do not want to get into Ilovage's

categories. You men all know them better than i do. It goes

back to 1914. That is a long time.

Mr. Holtzoff. What did he do with the case?

Mr. Medalie. In any event, no man gets rights by flaunt-

ing a court.

Mr. Robinson. That is right, he shouldn't.

Mr. Nedalie. Now, when the Governmaent is willing to pay

his expenses to go to Capetown or Shanghal ,5a3d puts up the

money so he can go, there has been a judicial determination

that that is f-air. Now, he can go to that trLal; the distance

he can go, let's see, from Hudson, N.Y., to iKanhattan--it '-ilso

costs him money anA expense to get there. W,7ell, let's say that

he lives in San FranciLsco, has been indicted, and is to be

tried in New York, that he goes there; but the Government pays

h.s expense. There "s a corapulsion, but there is no burden.

The compulsion is to attend the hearings, that is all.

Mr. Crane. Well, I th:ink your logic probably is good, but

what are you going to do wlIh the people of this country that
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have been brought up on the idea -that a man goes Into a trial

on a felony and has to be confroated with the different wit-

nesses? And now we are going to ask them to approve our rule

whichsays that he can be tried on paper depositions taken in

some foreign part, with the Goverminent saying that he can go

there and listen and conduct the examination if he wants to.

think you would not get the people of the country,

Pennsylvania especially, to follow that.

Mr. iMedalLe. Judge, you said the people of this country

have been brought up on that idea. Well, the people of this

country are told about something that happened to be legalistic

notions supposedly dating from 1776. They never heard of them.

Mr. Crane. I know.

Mr. Medalie. Thiey think we are crazy, they write editor-

ials in the evening papers telling us so.

Mr. Crane. But that doesn't happen to any of the men

around here? You do not mean to include us?

Mr. Medalie. This [s a cross-section of the United

States and its racial and other groups. They were brought up

in school where they were taught these things, too. if they

had not gone to those schools and colleges and high schools

they never would have been notified.

Mr. Waite. Wave you noticed the backwoods of New Jersey

and Colorado both approved the idea? You wondered what the

people of this country think.

Mr. Crane. Well, that may be, but as I said before, I

can see this because here the defendant desired to take a

deposition. I suppose that is not one of the certain pro-

visions he cannot waive in the Constitution. We know that.
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There are certain things he cannot waive. He could not waive

perhaps a partial judge, but there are other things he can

waive, and I suppose here if he has to take a deposition of

course they could examine him, cross-examine him, and so forth,

and then perhaps at the same time and place take other de-

positions. That would constitute a waiver. But if you go,

and have such opposition, in which you are going to pay the ex-

penses of a defendant to go all over the country, I would go a

little slow. I would see how it worked out with the criticism

on this part of it, and I should think that perhaps would--

Mr. Wechsler. Do I understand this would be limited to

cases of necessity? since otherwise if you are going to pay

the expenses of the Government to go to where the witness is

it would be just as well to pay a witness's expenses to go to

where a defendant is.

Mr. Medalie. Well, you cannot make a witness go anywhere.

If a witness lives in the Urals or in South Africa or in Asia

you cannot make him go.

Mr. Holtzoff. But if he sent the defendant over there,

how can he bring him back?

Mr. Wechsler. Induce him to go!

Mr. Medalie. You pay his expense and everything to go to

China; suppose the defendant doesn't come back? You have to

extradite him.

Mr. Longsdorf. You can do that.

Mr. Crane. They would be taking depositions in the

summertime.

Mr. Medalie. And practically it means this--no defendant

is going out to cross-examine someone at Shanghai. He is
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sending his lawyer.

Mr. Crane. I should think he would be delighted to go,

as he gets out of jail and has a joy-ride and takes his lawyer

along at the expense of his Government.

Mr. Dession. Mr. Chairman, what I want to suggest is

this: The idea that a defendant is entitled to confront every

witness against him, some 200 years ago, was settled the other

way. Every hearsay exception which is available in the law of

evidence in civil trials is available in criminal trials, now,

when hearsay evidence is introduced--a dying declaration,

official records, regular entries made in the course of business,

and all the rest of the hearsay evidence comes in. That has

been settled for 200 years.

There used to be fights about this in the name of con-

frontation in the early cases in the United States. That is

all settled. All right--he is not entitled to be confronted

there. Now, in these cases the defendant waives nothing.

That evidence is coming in because it has been decided by

courts over and over again that there are sufficient reasons

in terms of the reasonable possibilities of proof and terms of

whatever you like, that that kind of evidence should come in.

Now, if we have got to have a waiver from the defendant in a

particular case, how do you account for the fact that all of

this evidence under existing hearsay exceptions is coming in?

It comes in; you all know that.

Now, if that is the case, the only question here is

whether the usual conditions of a hearsay exception are being

met. In other words, is there a reasonable necessity? Is the

opportunity of cross-examination being afforded in so far as
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is reasonably possible under the circumstances with this kind

of evidence?

That is my position on that.

Mr. Holtzoff. In support of the constitutional point,

you are allowed to introduce evidence given at a prior trial

of the same case if the witness has died in the meantime. Now

that is not cnnsidered a violation of the confrontation rule,

so I would draw the inference from that that confrontation

does not mean confrontation at the trial.

Mr. Medalie. Well, I would like to go along with you on

it, but the confrontation requirements are there. In the

example I gave Judge Crane,, of the magistrates, a complaint is

filed--nothing more than an affidavit--called a complaint or

an information, sworn to; the defendant waives examination;

the complainant dies. That deposition, complaint, affidavit,

whatever you call it, is admissible in evidence against the

defendant when he goes to trial before a jury.

There is no magic about cross-examination. You had your

chance and you were there to take advantage of the chance.

Now, the only thing in Mr. Waite's suggestion is that you give

him the chance. Let me put it this way: Even in our district,

the Southern District of New York, where we have only one

place where the court ordinarily sits, it sometimes happens the

court sits in Poughkeepsie, and A1-.ocks, wanting to establish a

tradition, vent up to Poughkeepsie, walked into the city hall

or courthouse there, wherever it was, and held a federal court.

Now, some people from Manhattan and the Bronx went up.

Most people did not. There was the court. The defendants

could have come there or they could not.
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Instead of that let us take a bigger area. Let us take

any one of the districts--I do not know which is the largest

federal district in the United States territorially--the

Eastern District of Texas?

Mr. Holtzoff. The Western District of Texas.

Mr. Medalie. The Western District of Texas? Suppose a

hearing is arranged there. We know as a matter of fact that

most defendants would not attend if a deposition were taken.

The lawyer would go. The opportunity is there to go, particu-

larly where the defendant initiates them. Presence is not

important.

What really counts is the opportunity to be present, and

when the Government under judicial supervision and direction

provides the expense to go and come, every possible requirement

has been met, has it not?

Mr. Crane. You can see at once that that is not correct,

otherwise the Government would try cases of the defendants who

ran away, and yet they always insist upon picking them up

somehow and waiting until they can get them and bring them in,

and yet he gets away and he has had opportunity to be present,

but the case does not go on, and I never heard of a defendant

being tried for a felony in his absence although he had oppor-

tunity to be present.

Mr. Medalie. He has. A defendant may be tried for a

felong in his absence at least so far as the law goes now, if

he attended the beginning of the trial and if when he sees the

case is going against him he walks out and doesn't show up, as

in Judge Campbell's decision, affirmed by the C.C.A.--I do not

know the name of the case. He walks out and the trial goes on
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and goes to a conviction, and it is sustained, not by the

Supreme Court, but at least by the C.C.A., Second Circuit.

The Chairman. Mr. Waite, do you make a motion?

Mr. Waite. Yes, but I would like if I may to explain a

little further. I do not know that I made one point clear.

a

I think it would be very/desirable position, as I hope some

of the rest of you gentlemen know. It may or may not be con-

stitutional. I think it is constitutional myself, and the

discussion here indicates that there is no absolute, and I

think it would be a mistake if we tried to decide here whether

it was or was not constitutional.

It would be a better thing to do, if you agree with me

that it is a desirable thing, provided it is constitutional, to

put it in and throw upon the court the onus of holding that it

is not constitutional. T am particularly Interested in this

because as someone said a while ago this set of rules is going

to be a standard for the States.

Now, it may be that we do not need that power of depos-

itions particularly where process runs throughout this whole

country, but that is not true in the state courts, and I should

very much like to see this set up as an example and a standard

for the States to follow; and so I move that the Reporter be

directed to put into Rule 26--I do not know the phrase tonight--

to put into Rule 26 for our consideration next time an appro-

priate provision giving the Government power to take depos-

itions in case of necessity under conditions where the defend-

ant is given an opportunity to confront the person from whom

the deposition is taken.

Mr. Medalie. And the Government's paying the expenses?
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Mr. Waite. Yes.

Mr. Medalie. To come and go, for himself and counsel,

and necessary clerical expense?

Mr. Waite. Yes.

Mr. Medalie. Let us make it as broad as possible, to put

this over.

Mr. Crane. Of course you would also have to define

"necessity" would you not?

Mr. Seasongood. Mr. Chairman, I would like leave to speak

to the motion if it has been seconded.

The Chairman. Is the motion seconded?

Mr. Crane. I second it.

The Chairman. Proceed.

Mr. Seasongood. I am under the impression we have a

special constitutional provision in Ohio which permits this

very thing. I am sorry I have not looked it up, but I am almost

certain there is such a provision in the amendments to the Ohio

Constitution,made in 1912.

There are these differences. I understand we have been

told a subpoena on behalf of the United States runs anywhere in

the United States, so there is very little necessity for the

United States to take depositions, because they can subpoena

the witness and bring him to the trial.

The Chairman. Except in the event of sickness?

Mr. Seasongood. Well, that may be. Yes, they cannot if

he is sick, but in general they can bring the witness, or if he

is sick they should ask for a postponement of the case because

a material witness could not be produced.

Of course it is possible that the witness might live in
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some country other than the United States, and then in that

case you would have a difficulty, but that is rare.

On behalf of the defendant, if you did this you would

certainly have to provide the expense for the defendant, his

counsel, and you would have to send along some bailiff or

court person or whatever you would call him to keep the defend-

ant from staying in the agreeable surroundings in which he

finds himself when he once got out, if you have him and his

lawyer.

If he did not go, it does seem to me, with deference to

the gentlemen who have spoken, that he would not be confronted

in a public trial with the witnesses. He would not have to

do that. A defendant might say, "A man could testify against

me In a deposition off in Kamchatka or somewhere else with a

great deal more freedom from restraint or pressure than he

would in a federal court with the judge sitting there in his

majesty and 12 jurors looking at him to see whether he tells

the truth."'

Mr. Glueck. Exactly; that is the point.

Mr. Seasongood. I think it would be, with deference to

the gentlemen, plainly unconstitutional to provide that.

Now as to the hearsay rule being an exception, the Con-

stitution is to be interpreted in accordance with well recog-

nized rules of law, of which this is one, and at least he is

confronted with the person who gives the hearsay testimony; so

he is confronted to that extent.

I think you inject a very serious question which is to

my mind almost certainly unconstitutional, and that is forti-

fied by the fact that the Ohio Constitution was especially
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amended to take care of this thing, where they do take the de-

fendant along. He hasn't any say in the matter. If the State

wants to take depositions they take him out of jail and take

his lawyer along at their expense and take somebody to keep him

so that he will return to his ordinary surroundings; and I do

not feel that it is something we ought to stick in.

Mr. Crane. May i ask a question? Where does the money

come from? You have to have appropriations, do you not?

hr. Seasongood. May I mention this also: Won't there be

difficulty if he is confined in a penitentiary? Whoever has

charge of the penitentiary will say "I am not going to give

this man up and run the risk of his not coming back and my being

held personally liable for letting him escape."

Mr. Crane. Are the appropriations limited?

Mr. Holtzoff. Of course we have limited appropriations,

but if this procedure were established by rule we would get an

appropriation in order to meet this contingency.

Mr. Medalie. You could not do it unless you had the money.

Mr. Holtzoff. That is right.

Mr. Medalle. So the question of the money is purely

academic, isn't it?

Mr. Crane. Not nowadayst

Mr. Seasongood. They have more money than they ever had.

Mr. Holtzoff. The warden is an officer of the Department

of Justice, and the Department would just order the warden to

surrender the prisoner for that purpose.

Mr. Crane. Suppose there was not an appropriation and you

never have the money, would it be unconstitutional then?

Mr. Medalie. They could not carry it out and meet the
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requirements. Now, look, Alex--if your man were in jail, ob-

viously he could not go to Shanghai.

Mr. Holtzoff. No.

Mr. Medalie. Because the minute he stepped out of the 3-

mile limit he would tell you and the whole Department to go

plumb to hades.

Mr. Holtzoff. That is right.

Mr. Medalie. So you would not do it, if that is the

cas e.

Mr. Foltzoff. No.

Mr. Dession. May I suggest another thing along the same

line? No lawyer with any sense would use a deposition if it

were feasible to use the witness, because you know perfectly

well that there is a preference for witnesses. You can see

why.

But I want to separate two issues here; one is the policy

issue; the other is the constitutional issue. Now, your con-

stitutional issue I think is a ghost. Now, in the first

place, there has never been a statute so far as I know which

has purported to authorize the use of depositions by the

prosecution in criminal cases; therefore there has never been

a judicial test of whether that could be done or not. That

question has never been decided to my knowledge.

Now what would be the reason for having such a statute?

Well, the reason would be that there are situations where it

would be desirable, and I do not have in mind at all a situation

where the prosecution could feasibly call a witness.

Mr. Crane. "Could not feasibly call a witness"?

The Chairman. Where he could feasibly call a witness.
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Mr. Dession. Yes. Now, as a matter of fact, in the State

of New York right now--as I recall the case it is People

against Reeves--one may use the certified report of a state

analyst as to fingerprints, or a chemist, I forget which, in any

case, without producing the witness. The witness is alive, he

is within not too many miles of New York City, but neverthe-

less it is accepted practice under the decisions in that Ltate

to introduce his certified report.

The defendant might justifiably say, "Well, why don't you

bring this man here? Why don't you bring this man here so we

can cross-examine him?" But the State does not have to, and

there is no violation of confrontation; which incidentally is

a requirement in the State of New York. So that is why I say

the constitutional issue I think is a ghost, or, if I go as far

as I can go, at least undecided; so I think we ought to talk

about policy.

The Chairmen. Are you ready for the question?

Mr. Dean. What is the necessity for it? Let us put it

that way. What situations arise that make it necessary?

Mr. Dession. That is what I think we should talk about.

Mr. Dean. You have got the case of sickness, the man may

be ill. He may be flat on his back for two or three years--

an essential witness. I can see that. And what else do you

have?

Mr. Medalie. Well, let us take the Do4h-ty case. The

Government broke their necks to bring this fellow Miertens in

from Switzerland to the United States. It cost the Government

an awful lot of money to get him in here. I do not know how

the Government bribed him to get him in here to testify. *9-t-ens
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was an important witness in a very important case. There would

have been a miscarriage of justice if that man had not testified.

Now, the cases are few and far between, but there are a

handful of cases of tremendous public importance that require

that we go all over the world to get the witnesses.

The Chairman. I suppose, some of the oil, men who were in

Paris for years.

Mr. Medalie. Yes. Just think of this fellow Blackmer.

He stayed in Paris and practically became an expatriate. He

should have been examined. It was an affront to the public

sense of justice that that could not be done.

Mr. Seasongood. May I suggest another thing? Excuse me

for talking again, I forgot to mention it before. You are

going to inject a great deal of delay in the trial of cases if

you do this. A defendant could very easily say "I have got to

have a witness's testimony at a remote point, and i want to go

there," and you will have a long delay before that witness's

testimony is obtained.

Mr. Medalie. Yes, sir. He gets it today. Manly of you

will remember in our bootleg cases of 1931-32 when we grabbed

Voltz and wanted to prove he was connected with the ship that

brought in the liquor. These defendants would hold up other

trials while they made motions to take depositions in Nova

Scotia, Newfoundland, and other places of that sort, and we just

had to wait. The defendants can hold it up.

Now, when you get to an important case, not a case

relating to seizure of a ship or Its contents, bootleg contents,

but a case involving a prominent public official or a great

corporation or a member of the Cabinet, the public sense of
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justice requires that we get all that proof, and the public

feels frustrated in the sense of confidence in the administra-

tion of justice. Justice is defeated. We must do everything

we can to uphold public confidence in the successful adminis-

tration of criminal justice against powerful people; and in

that handful of cases, only a handful, we must make this big

effort.

Mr. Holtzoff. There is another case, Mr. Dean--in fact,

in the case that you refer to, suppose a witness is aged or in-

firm and there is danger he might pass on before trial, it is

useful to be able to take his deposition.

Mr. Dean. I remember one two or three years ago when I

was trying a case in the United States Court for Shanghai. The

process does not run out of that court to the continent here,

and I had to get the fellow over there, and the only way I

could do it was to bribe him to take the boat, and he said,

"Well, I won't go unless you take my wife and two children with

me at Government expense." We finally had to do it. It was

the only way we could get him there.

Mr. Medalie. I really believe, if the case arises only

once in three or four years, it is important.

Mr. Dean. That is the only one I am acquainted with.

Mr. Medalie. We must restore confidence of the public

in the administration of justice. That Blackmer thing was a

terrible indictment of the futility of public justice. The

rich were protected.

Mr. Crane. Why do you say `restored"'? What has happened

to it?

Mr. Medalie. Every once in a while a situation like the
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Blackmer case arises, and the public is not concerned with

what we as lawyers know about constitutional limitations.

They are just sore that there should be any impediment in what

they regard as sensible methods for the administration of

public justice.

Mr. Crane. I do not mean by personal knowledge, now, of

course; you know that; but the appeal to the public. I have

not heard the public finding any fault particularly with our

courts.

Mr. Medalie. Of course they have.

Mr. Seasongood. We get 92 percent convictions in the

federal courts.

Mr. Medalie. Not convictions--pleas of guilty. It is

the occasional case that brings about an undermining of the

public confidence in our processes. Now, that does not obtain

in Great Britain. It happens here. It does not happen in

continental countries because they have all these devices,

and they are not impeded.

Mr. Crane. They do not wait for the witness in continental

countries.

Mr. Medalie. But they do justice, they do not do injustice,

unless there is a political reason.

Mr. Youngquist. George, the Blackmer case was somewhat

different, though. LIe was indicted and the United States

tried to extradite him, and the Trench Government refused to

honor the extradition. That is where the real trouble lay

there.

Mr. Medalie. I grant that, and I may have overstated the

other situation. The fact remains, Blackmer might have found
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a way out had he been examined, if the opportunity was given

to the Government to examine him.

Now, you know there are many things about our constitu-

tional provisions that we as lawyers talk about as involving

some inherent notion of the American people, but what i notice

is the American people think we are crazy when we talk about

the Constitution. That is not what we are talking about. We

are talking about things that frustrate justice.

W•e fall back on the Cons titution, and the people of this

country think the Constitution is just a means by which

justice can be frustrated by the rich and the powerful.

Y]r. Crane. Well, let's abolish it'

Mr. Medalie. We won't abolish it, but wherever possible

we can conform this Constitution as it has been conformed over

one hundred odd years to chna-ng needs wherever possible, to

bring about the one thnng the constitution needs--public

suprport.

.5-. Crane. . sew by the Paper tonight that V11lkie

down here was chgrged with mJking a politicnl speech before

a commi ttee,

Mr. 1%odalie. Y'ou did not read the paper. YTe had a

right to make his speech. i knew what he was going to say

before he said it, and it was probably very sound.

Mr. Crane. .ell: all I can sa- is this: wll go

along--I am spea!i<§C p-rson.alljhr--with Mr. Uaite, on anything

he wants, but I do sa- this on the matter of policy: if you

are go. "ng to have the .overnrnt taking deposift.ons, - t is a

chan-e isn. -t iL U

Lr. Dcan. Terrific.
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if you adopt what is suggested here by the Reporter, that you

are taking it up to Congress, the Government is taking

depositions when Ghe defendant wants to take a deposition?

Mr. Yoangquist. This present motion goes Curther than

that.

Mr. Crane. I know it does. I am speaking to that fUrst,

the matter of policy in adopting it; yet i do not want to

stand in the way of anything they want. i will go along.

!he Chairman. I Lh.nk we ought to have a vote.

Kr. KedaTle. judge, you know you have written some of the

most ic diculous thi•"s that wenat along."

Kr. Crane. Well, that is true. It is pretty hard.

Mr. G...ck. Ther, he was act ng as a judge

Mr. Crane. It 's pretty hard to know Just how far to go

always. You do not wank to hold back. I think that is true,

and that is the reason I do not want to say anything Ohat will

block anything that may be useful and constitutional. We can

try it out.

Mr. Pedalte. Well; let us try it.

Mr. Crane. But it is awfully hard to try to keep within

reasonable bounds and not simply discard everything. We have

got a few safeguards left.

hr. ,edalie. Judge, as long as this Government is willin,

to spend the money to transport a deferdant and his counsel--

Kr. Crane (interposing). How do you know they are?

ir. Radall•. Then they can 't get the deposition.

Mr. Crane. Well.

The Chairman. Gentlemen, are you ready for the motion?
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Mr. Seasongood. just want -o interject' one moro thlng.

!,hen you talk about This constitutional provision, you have "n

mind, g•entlemen, you have a Supreme Court that *,s solicitous--

I won't say too solicitous, whatever my opinion may be--for

personal rights and civil liberties, and you are not going to

get to first base in my opinion with the United States Supreme

Court.

Mr. Crane. No--nor with Congress, either.

Mr. Seasongood. Sir?

Mr. Crane. i do not think you would, with Congress, either.

Kr. Seasongood. Well, the Court has to approve these

rules.

The Chairman. Yes--then the Congress, next.

LMr. Dessioa. Before we vote I think it might be helpful

if the Reporter explain to us the provisions of section (d)

in this rule, which I think might take care of many of the

object-ions.

Mr. Striae. This section (d) is very much the same as the

corresponding Civil Rule. By rule 27, following this, we pro-

vide the procedure by which a party may obtain leave to take a

deposition. This (d) provides that even if the depositions are

taken on an order of the court, before they may be admitted he

still must meet these requirements.

Mr. Dession. That is what I mean. You cannot use them

Just because you take them.

Mr. Strine. That is right.

Mr. Dession. I think the limitations you use should be

in mind in voting on this.

Kr. Seasongood. We are not discussing verbiage or
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phraseology.

Mr. Dession. Oh, no--the mere substance. When would you

be able to use these things? because the discussion should not

proceed on the assumption you could always use a deposition

just because you had taken it.

The Chairman. The question now is on i'ir. Waite's motion.

(The question being put, the Chair is in doubt.)

Nir. Crane. We were discussing this between ourselves.

The Chairman. I think you both missed the vote. You are

not voting, Mr. Robl'nsof?

Mr. Robinson. I began ,,oting earlier in our sessions,

and i decided I had better be used only in the case of a tie

vote.

The Chairman. I have been doing that, but it counts too

many of us out.

Mr. Crane. May we not do this: This is new, and it

makes you a little thougitful, 
and it is not a thing you can

just vote and cast off. Can't we just have something drafted

to consider it and vote on it later?

Mr. Youngquist. That Is the motion.

The Chairman. That is the motion. I was going to suggest

that this be drafted first and substituted, but i would like

to make this suggestion, that when we get something that really

seems to have a command of attention as this does, and where

we haven't any direct authority to guide us one way or another

in a decision, that we might well consider submitting an

optional provision to the Court. We do not want to do it too

many times, but I think it would be helpful to let the Court

know that we were not just going down a road in the rut but that
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we would consider these things when they came up.

I think this really is the first one--perhaps one other--

that we have passed upon, of this type, where we might submit

optional provisions to the Court for consideration.

Mr. Medalie. Mr. Chairman, I always felt whenever the
7

vote was reasonably close that there was no substantial agree-

ment, that the vote was divided 7 to 4 or 6 to 3 or something

of that sort, we were not foreclosed but could take it up

again.

The Chairman. That is right. Well, that is true, no

matter what the vote is.

Mr. Medalie. I think I have indicated that in matters in

which I was with the prevailing group, yet I thought the vote

was close, I wanted to think about it again.

The Chairman. Mr. Waite, are you willing? I will de-

clare the motion carried, but are you willing to come forward

with another motion to submit optional provisions to the Court?

Mr. Waite. I think that is a very good idea.

The Chairman. Is that seconded?

Mr. Crane. I second it.

Mr. Longsdorf. I second it.

The Chairman. All in favor of the motion--

Mr. Seasongood (interposing) Mow do you get it optional?

The Chairman. Submit to the Court two alternative plans,

one following substantially this, here, and the other, that

embodied in Mr. Waite's suggestion. You will get the benefit

in that way if the Court approves it going out in the optional

form of the widespread discussion of bench and bar, and we

will have a volume of opinion that may be worth something to the
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Court when we give them the rules, to decide which of the two

they will take.

Mr. Wechsler. Does this suggestion, Mr. Chairman, carry

with it the thought that when we ultimately submit to the Court,

we will submit It in that form, or that in the stage of

distribution for criticism we will distribute them in that form?

The Chairman. No, I mean we are only involving ourselves

now up to the point of the submission of our draft to the

Court, for the purposes of obtaining permission of the Court

to distribute it to the bench and bar for criticism.

Mr. Wechsler. Not for purposes of adoption?

The Chairman. That is a method pursued as I recall by

the Committee on Civil Rules. Mr. Tolman can confirm that.

Mr. Longsdorf. Now, Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question

for information? What is the meaning of the phrase occurring

in line 3 of this rule 26, following the words T:over any
which is

defendant or over property/involved in the proceeding"?

The Chairman. An action in rem.

Mr. Youngquist. Forfeiture.

Mr. Dean. Which ones would be criminal?

Mr. Medalie. Sometimes property is one of the things

involved in a case.

hIir. Longsdorf. A suppression of evidence?

Mr. Nedalie. I should say seizure of liquor.

Mr. Longsdorf. Yes.

Mr. Medalie. Or of narcotics.

Mr. Robinson. Slot machines.

Mr. Medalie. Or a case of compulsion, and slot machines--

things of that kTnd, where there is a proceeding with respect
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to search and seizure, and controlled by agents at the time of

the arrest or before.

Mr. Longsdorf. Or an offence against the customs revenue.

Mr. Youngquist. I am wondering whether that comes within

the scope of criminal proceedings. It is merely for the for-

feiture of the property. No penalty is Imposed upon anyone.

Mr. Medalie. It is a dealing with evidence too.

Mr. Youngquist. That may be, but have you a criminal pro-

ceeding?

Mr. Medalie. Sooner or later it gets to be a criminal

proceeding.

Mr. Youngquist. Well, not that proceeding.

Mr. Medalie. It may not, unless you have a criminal case.

Mr. Youngquist. Well, is a forfeiture for violation of

the internal revenue law let us say a criminal proceeding?

Mr. Holtzoff. No.

Mr. Medalie. It can be, or may not be.

Mr. Holtzoff. It is a libel proceeding. That is civil.

Mr. Youngquist. Not the internal revenue laws. That is

not a libel, is it?

Mr. Medalze. These libels arise in a number of ways. One

is under the customs law. The other is under your liquor law,

the other, under your Food and Drugs act. I do not know how

many more. Those are three i think of readily.

Now, they ultimately wind up in criminal cases sometimes,

probably very often; the identity of the person connected with

the property is established. Then you get questions of search

and seizure, which relate to the use of that property, the

circumstances attendLng the seizure as evidence in the criminal
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case. To that extent I think it is a part of our business.

Mr. Youngquist. I should doubt it. The act relates to

proceedings prior to and including verdict or finding of guilty

or not guilty by a court or jury, has been waived, or a plea

of guilty in criminal cases in the district courts.

Mr. Medalie. Does it relate to evidence under that, with

reference to us? Necessarily it includes us.

Mr. Youngquist. 'Rules of Pleading, Practice, and

Procedure. With respect to any and all proceedings prior to

and including"--

Mr. Medalle. Would not that include evidence and the

suppression of evidence?

Mr. Youngquist. Oh, it would include evidence, yes,

but is a forfeiture or a libel proceeding a criminal proceed-

ing? It may have a bearing upon a criminal proceeding, but

I think it Is not itself one.

Mr. Medalie. No, if it is only a libel I am quite sure)

it does not concern us.

Mr. Robinson. This language, Mr. Youngquist, is probably

just involved in a proceeding. It is not necessary the pro-

perty is involved.

Mr. Youngquist. It must be involved in the criminal

proceeding, but how can property be involved in a criminal

proceeding?

Mr. Longsdorf. Before you get jurisdiction over the

person, what proceeding is there?

Mr. Youngquist. I do not see any.

Mr. Nedalie. You are probably right that at that point

there isn't any jurisdiction, but once an indictment or
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information is filed, then very speedily proceedings start

with respect to that property.

Mr. Longsdori. Then I would strike out the words !over

any defendant.17

Mr. Wechsler. There has got to be a defendant in order

for the other provisions of the deposition procedure to be met.

If there is not a defendant there isn't anybody to send travel-

ing around to confront.

Mr. Crane. Except the lawyer.

Mr. Orfield. Isn't this language taken from the Cl~vil

Rules?

Mr. Youngquist. Yes, it is.

Mr. Seasongood. Let the reporter make a study of it.

Mr. Medalie. Can we add the words, "or where the crimin-

al proceeding is involved over property that is involved in the

proceeding, or where a criminal proceeding is concerned,- or

whatever the word is that you want to use?

Mr. Youngquist. T should think the reference to property

ought to be eliminated entirely.

Mr. Medalie. You mean, still have the same rights?

Mr. Youngquist. On the trial.

1ý1r. Medalle. And on either side? After indictment,

information, or criminal proceeding has been started?

Mr. Youngquist. What do you mean by "the same rights,7

George?

Mr. Medali*e. Well, once a man is arrested or proceeded

against--is arrested, arra'gned before a commissioner, complaint

filed before him, or indictment or information filed, then

normally his attorney will make motions with respect to
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the case, if there is property involved in the case. Nov,

he would have that right even if we didn't have that language.

Mr. Seasongood. Cannot the Reporter make a study? The

point has been suggested, whether that is to stay in or not.

Mr. Robinson. There has been some doubt about that from

the beginning.

Mr. Longsdorf. Does he not submit himself to the juris-

diction by moving the suppression of evidence?

Mr. T-Medalie. Tae is a defendant, otherwise he cannot make

a motion, otherwise he has no status.

Mr. Longsdor'. But when he moves, there ½s jurisdiction

of his person?

Er. Medalie. .f his person?

Mr. Longsdorf. Yes.

Mr. N•edalie. He cannot move until he is a defendant. He

has no status.

Mr. Longsdorf. He may riot be arrested yet.

Mr. Nedalie. He cannot make a motion if he is not ar-

rested.

Mr. Wechsler. is iL your point that you went to see

this procedure avaIlable for motions in the criminal case which

relate to property, as for example a motion to recover property

which has been unlawfully seized from the defendant, and not

only relate to the proceedings on the substantive question of

guilt or innocence?

Mr. Medalle. Yes; for example, an automobile is seized

going somewhere across Texas, and which has either narcotics

coming from Mexico or liquor.
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Mr. Longsdorf. Or was stolen in New Mexico.

Mr. Medalle. All right. A criminal case is started, but

the seizure has had some relation to the commission of an of-

fence or the attempt to use that property, the automobile or

i*ts contents, in connection with a case against him. All he

is concerned with is that that property shall not be used as

evidence against him if there has been an unlawful search or

seizure.

Once he becomes a defendant he can make motions with re-

spect to that property.

Mr. Youngquist. And under this section 26, I suppose he

would be permitted to take depositions in support of any pro-

ceeding connected with the indictment?

Mr. iedalie. Yes, sir.

Mr. Youngquist. Such for instance as the motion to dis-

miss on the ground of former jeopardy. And could he not then

take a deposition to secure evidence to aid him in suppressing

evidence against him?

mr. Medalie. You have stated it very well.

Mr. Youngquist. So it is covered without any reference to

property I think.

Mr. Crane. Would it do any harm to put it in there,

though?

Mr. Youngquist. I think it is quite out of place.

The Chairman. Do you move to strike it out?

Mr. Youngquuist. I move that the language 'or over

property which is involved in a proceeding" be stricken out.

Mr. Dean. Second. /

Mr. Holtzoff. That is taken from the Civil Rules, and is
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intended to cover the situation in the Civil Rules where you

start your action by attachment, by levy. Therefore, it seems

to me it is not necessary here.

Mr. Medalie. I thInk Mr. Youngquist's point is quite

right, we do not need it, because so long as property is not

involved in the criminal proceeding depositions may be taken

not only for using same at the trial but for an?' other purpose

in connection with any other proceeding connected with the

criminal case.

The Chairman. The phrase goes out by consent.

Anything else on section (a)?

Mr. Seasongood. Well, if you are going to leave it all

as it is in lines 5 and 6, isn't that very indefinite? And

what does it mean, "subject to any privilege or right secured

to the defendant by the Constitution and laws of the United

States"? Why is that necessary, or what does it mean'

Mr. Robinson. it certainly would cut off any deposition

to be taken by the defendant, himself, it would seem. That

would be one clear thing.

Mr. Wechsler. I do not think it ought to be possible to

take the deposition of a defendant.

Mr. Robinson. Certainly not.

Mr. Wechsler. I think we ought to leave out the defendant.

Mr. Dean. Right.

Mr. Robinson. Did you understand me to say we do permit

the taking of the defendant's deposition?

Mr. Crane. I thought so.

Mr. Dean. Why is it in?

Mr. Youngquist. You first put it in, then you take it
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ject to constitutional rights.':

Mr. Robinson. It could only be by consent, of course, of

the defendant. So he could assert his privilege against self-

incrimination. He would not have to submit. It leaves it

voluntary with him, that is all.

Mr. Crane. May T ask where you get that? That puzzled

me, too. On page 3, at the bottom, you say this:

';If a defendant waiving his privilege has given a

deposition, the deposition shall not be admitted in evi-

dence or otherwise used at the trial unless the defendant

testifies at the trial.:

Does not that refer to his deposition?

Mr. Robinsoa. Oh, yes. Oh, yes, if he consents; but the

question you see we started off with was, Mr. Seasongood

asked, "subject to any privilege or rights secured to the de-

fendant by the constitution or laws of the United States."

Of course under the Constitution he would have the priv-

ilege against self-incrimination. He would not have to submit

to deposition.

Pendell
ends--
Cincy fols

9 pm
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Pendell Mr. Wechsler. What purpose could be served by providing
9 p/rn.

9/9/41 for deposition of the defendant to be taken?

Mr. Holtzoff. Could not a defendant take a deposition of

a co-defendant? Suppose a co-defendant was a very old person

and there was a doubt as to whether he would live until the

trial.

Mr. Wechsler. We are not talking about a defendant taking

a deposition of a co-defendant. We are talking about the

Government taking the deposition, aren't we?

Mr. Robinson. It does not make any difference. It does

not say that.

Mr. Wechsler. Then Mr. Holtzoff has a point. I could not

see any reason why the Government should want to take the depo-

sition of the defendant unless the defendant consented.

Mr. Robinson. Ee might wish to have a self-serving deposi-

tion. It might be a fine way to have a defendant pack the

record by taking a deposition and then refusing to take the

stand.

Mr. Crane. If a defendant, no matter how voluntarily,

has given a deposition, why, it is an admission in court or out

of court or anywhere. It is like a letter he has written.

Why shouldn't it be taken in evidence?

Mr. Robinson. It could be used as an admission if the

Government wanted to introduce it.

Mr. Crane. I will speak of it at the time when you reach

it.

Mr. Robinson. Well, we have some changes to suggest in

lines .2 and 53.

Mr. Youngquist. With that explanation, this language in
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5 and 6 looks all right to me.

Mr. Seasongood. Why not use something more definite than

that, because it may be susceptible of a reading that the

Government might take the deposition, but he could raise the

constitutional point that it could not be used against him at

the trial.

Mr. Youngquist. In line 7, that deposition may be taken

only at the instance of the defendant.

Mr. Seasongood. Or at the instance of the Government.

Mr. Youngquist. If the defendant has taken the deposition

of the witness.

Mr. Seasongood. That is very indefinite, too. It is

consistent with an interpretation that if the defendant takes

any deposition the Government has a right to take depositions.

Mr. Robinson. His or anybody's.

Mr. Seasongood. Anybody's.

Mr. Robinson. That is a statute I happen to be familiar

with. I have taken depositions under it and have had them

taken against me, so to speak, where the defendant has requested

that the deposition be taken of a state witness. The statute

provides in some States that the prosecution may take deposi-

tions of the defendant's witnesses.

Mr. Seasongood. That won't do unless the defendant is

there. The defendant may take a deposition and send his lawyer

to take the deposition. According to this, the Government

could then take testimony of witnesses without the defendant

being present.

Mr. Robinson. Oh, no. He would have to be present. That

would be his privilege and right under the Constitution.
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Mr. Youngquist. I do not exactly understand the phrase in

line 9, "as a prospective witness for the Government.."

Does that mean that if a defendant wants to take a deposi-

tion of A and A is a prospective witness for the Government,

the Government may also take the deposition of A?

Mr. Dean. Does it mean that same witness, in other words?

Mr. Robinson. It does not mean the same witness. It is

not intended to mean that, of course. You cannot have the same

person be a witness for the defendant and for the Government.

Mr. Youngquist. you could.

Mr. Robinson. Oh, it is possible.

Mr. Waite. What does that mean? Why would the defendant

ever take the deposition of a witness for the Government?

Mr. Robinson. Well, in a case that I happened to be

prosecutor in, a statutory rape case, the defendant had the

deposition of the girl in the case taken.

Mr. Waite. But did he take the deposition of a witness

who was a prospective witness for the Government?

2 Mr. Robinson. That is the way the statute reads. You will

find that in the Indiana statute.

Mr. Waite. It does not make sense, even if it is an

Indiana statute.

Mr. Medalie. You are falling for an old fallacy as to the

proprietorship of a witness. The Government does not own a

witness. Anyone may examine the witness. It may be through

the Government's interest to examine the witness.

Mr. Dean. How about the prospective witness?

Mrt. Medalie. My guess is that the young lady in this

particular case would have been a witness for the Government
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Mr. Youngquist. I should like to ask a question of the

reporter. Is it intended by this language that if the defendant

takes a deposition of anyone as a witness, the Government is

then free to take the deposition of whatever other witnesses it

chooses?

Mr. Robinson. That is the statute, yes, on which this is

based.

The Chairman. This does not say so.

Mr. Robinson. Beginning at line 7, "or at the instance of

the Government, deposition may be taken if the defendant shall

take the deposition of a witness who is likely to become a wit-

ness for the Government."

Mr. Holtzoff. Why should the defendant take the deposition

of a witness who is likely to be a witness for the Government?

The defendant would take the deposition of a witness who is

likely to be a witness for himself.

Mr. Robinson. It is much along the line of discovery. He

wants to know what he is going to have to meet in court.

Mr. Crane. You have not the witness described. If he

wants to take the deposition, he can take it and state the
he

reason why. 1,h should/guess at it and complicate it by say-

ing that he may be a witness for the Government or that they may

call him.

Mr. Younrquist. All the United States Attorney would have

to do would be this: After the defendant asks to take the

deposition of anybody, all he would have to say is that it is a

prospective witness for the Government and open the door for the

Government to take all the depositions that they like.
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but trouble.

Mr. Crane. This question about depositions ought to be very.

plain.

Mr. Wechsler. I would like to know what the answer was to

Mr. Youngquist's question of a moment ago. Is it the intention

to open the door so that the Government may take the deposition

of that witness or any witness?

Mr. Crane. The answer was any witness.

Mr. Seasongood. That is what I objected to.

Mr. Dean. Take a case where you have a defendant in the

case where you have other defendants, and this man eventually is

going to turn government witness, or he is going to plead guilty

or do something. In other words, he-iAýsold out. He is not

interested in the case any more, such as Fox in the Davis case.

Now, in that situation that man can make the application, really

at the instance of the Government, take the deposition, and then

the whole full force of the prosecution is turned loose to take

the deposition of anyone.

Why should there be a reciprocity in here, "If you dare use

this deposition once, then the Government will come down on you"?

That is the way I read it. What is the point in that?

Mr. Medalie. Following out what you say, in a mail fraud

case the Government uses people who are friendly to the defendant,

and when the defendant uses them who owns the witness? There is

no such thing as owning a witness or being friendly to either

side. The law cannot recognize that. The assumption of the law

is that every witness, unless he commits perjury, is going to tell

the truth.
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case I gave you a minute ago, where the Government's case J..s go-

ing to depend on only one witness?

Mr. Medalie. The Government tells the court she was raped,

and she tells the court she was not.

11r. Robinson. Of course,that is not the situation.

Mr. Medalie. Oh, tlhat has hanpened. She may have a breach

of oromise case back of it. The girl wants to have the fellow

marry her, and she is willing to testify to certain things

under the Wlhite Slave Act or otherwise to bring it about.

I Ir. Robinson. isn't the point this: that there are cases

that cannot be made except by a certain witness?

Mr. Mvledalie. Yes.

Mr. Robinson. That is, the prosecution is dependent on

the testimony of one witness. That is very commonly true.

There is no need of our imaginýing the impossible thing when

we have our own actual experience at the bar and elsewhere. We

have had those cases.

Now, the defendant can, under this statute, which is in

effect in one or more States, take the deposition of the witness

who is goings to be the one witness for the Government or the

principal witness for the Government, one who will testify to

an essential detail that probably cannot be gotten from any

other wi -ness.

Now, the statute simply provides reciprocity there by say-

inZ that if the defendant does take a deposition from the wit-

ness who is to be the Government's chief witness -- thalt is not

proprietorshipT but a matter of evidence or proof in a criminal

case -- then, as a matter of reciprocity, the Government in
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necessarily be required as a part of the defendant's defense.

Mr. Crane. On what basis can the defendant take the

denosition of such a witness?

M:r. Robinson. The statute allows it.

Mr. Crane. What statute? We have not any such statut-.

Is that an act of Conrgress?

Mr. Robinson. This is a state statute.

Mr. Hedalie. You mean this -is a deposition to be taken

rerardless of whether the person is out of the reach of the

subnoena? Is that whet you have in mind.?

i1r. Robinson. I do not see W•T that should be necessary.

Mr. I'tdalie. I do not think a doeposition should be taken

of a witness who can be reached b.•T subnoena --

1dr. Holtzoff. I think this norovides for de bene esse

depositions.

Mr. Medalie. It does not sa~r so. If it is de bene esse

or a person not subject to subpoena, then you have a different

situation alt,,o2!-ner, and i, does no"- depend on who is roinc to

qual-ij a w H-ness.

WThat we want ;,o provide for is this: that oersons who are

not within the reach of subpoena or persons w.7ho mi-ht die or

leave the jurisdiction shall, if possible, unless there is a

cons titutiona! inhibition, have their depositions taken.

low, i: we keen that in mirnd we can do justice,

unless the Constitution stoos us.

!I" the compLlainant or the supposed complainant o.P the

injured poerson in a crininal case is within the jurisdiction,

subject to the reach of iorocess, and is not likoly to die or
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leave the jurisdiction, there is no case made, under anyT

principle of justice, for the talinr, of the deposition In

advance of the trial) unless you want to try the whole case by

derosition.

The whole theory of trials is that you shall not take

depositon unless the person is without the jur isdiction or

about to die or lilke!T to leave the jurisdiction. Now you are

putting in something new in the jurisprudence which I do not

think !-ou should -out in.

Mr. Robinson. Ncay i read the statute now so we will kmow

sne cifiall! what we are tal!:inc' about? It is Section 91, 610,

Burns' Indiana Statutes, 1933:

"Depositiions. A defendant, bIT leave of the court or

byr written not.Ice to the prosecuting' attorney, ]a. take the

depositions of witnesses recidin- within or without the

State to be read on the trial, and the request of the

defendant for such leave of the court or the ,-ivinr: by him

of such notice to the prosecuting attorney shall be deemed

a waiver of his constitutional right to object to the ta!--ýn,

of denosi'tions of witGnesses by the )tate relative to the

same matter to be read on the trial; .provided, tat leave

to take such denositiorm be r•viyen the State or notice of the

ta-ing of such depositions be given to the defendant by the

orosecuting attorney.

Mr. Medalie. As I understand that, fthe defndant chooses

to applyr for the taking of depositions of rersons who may be

reached by subpoena, are not 1i.el-r to die, are no' -lkely to

leave the then the prosecution ý-ts the same right.
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Mr. Robinson. That is righ. It is a conditional

examination.

1r. Gluech. It Is a veryr d3f1icult situation altogether,

because the aim of the whole show is to use thic device when

,,ou cannot use the regular device of brin"ing the def at

into court.

Mr. Robinson. That is not the aim. You are familiar with

the taking of conditional examinations in civil cases. You want

to find out what the other side -is going to do on the trial.

Mr. Crane. I think that is the trouble. I t-hin you have

the idea of civil practice injected into the criminal procedure.

Mr. Robinson. This is criminal rractlce.

Mýir. Crane. T knou, but it bring-s up the subject we have

been discussing here, as to how far the Government can take

depositions. It throws the door wide open, because the defend-

ant has waived any objection to taking any deposition.

Mr. Robinson. It has worked for over forty years.

Mr. Iledalie. Do we want the Government to take depositi-ons

of persons who are available?

Mr. -Fobinson. It is put up for your consideration.

Mr. Longsdorf. In civil procedure it is for discovery.

Mr. Dession. At the present time if -Tou had a grand jury

sitting you could call orospective defendants. They have not

been indicted yet, so you can examine them.

Mr. i.edalie. Practically, you lnow, the Government can

examine anybody it wants to after indictment and before trial
be-

on whatever pretext it has. Subpoenaing people/for a grand

juryv does not cover that oretext, but they cannot use that

testimony before a jury.
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Mr. DessiLon. That is right, so the only new feature her•e

is that the thin- that- results is a deposition instead of grand

jury minutes.

For what purposes may these be used as depositions? That

is not in ection (a). It is in Section (d).

H{r. Crane. I think it ought to be put up to us in good,

clean fashion, and take doeositions in the instances whereit

would be necessary, and let it go at that. I do not see how the

defendant can take depositions unless they become necessary

within the same rule-- the witness is sick or absent or cannot

be obtained at the trial. To go beyond that is getting into the

civil end of it, where you simplyT go into the other side's case

to examine anytbody, in our State, before trial, but that is a

'to" ex n ain 1riina Uas

thing you would never thin of in a criminal case.

Mr. Seasongood. I think the enorter has stated the

matter more broadly than the Indiana statute to which he

referred. That Indiana statute says that if the defendant

takes a deposition the ýState may take a deposition on the same

matter; but the way the reporter has stated it, if the defendant

takes any deposition the Government can take a deposition of

any one person or anybody else.

1dr. Robinson. I suppose there should be a few words set

in there, a limitation.

HI Mr. Seasongood. The mere fact that he takes a denosition

does not open the world to the prosecution.

The Chairman. Gentlemen, I thought I had understood this

when I had read it first. I wonder if we would not save a lot

of time if we asked Mr. 2obinson to outline what they mean in

this Chapter 5, so we can get the scheme of things. I see now
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how dumb I was in reading it. i thought this applied to sick

witnesses, witnesses who might die before the trial, or very

important fellows like Hr. Blackb-n who was hiding over in

Paris. I see that does not apply to that.

Mr. Robinson. I beg your pardon. it does.

The Chairman. What I thought it applied to is so incon-

spicuous that it is lost in the shuffle. These rules run to 33.

Mr. Strine. I think it might safe time to refer to Rule

27 first. Rule 27 provides the conditions under which a deposi-

tion may be taken.

Un unt il the Tesent time the only way depositions have been

taken in criminal cases has been under the statute, which is

Section 624, Title 20, of the Code; and depositions under that

section may be taken in cases where the court finds that it is

necessary in order to prevent a failure or delay of justice, and

in those cases, after so finding, the court may issue an order

to take the deposition of a particular witness before a commis-

sioner. Thereafter the deposition may be used in evidence at

the criminal case.

Mr. Youngquist. Taken in behalf of the defendant only?

Hr. Strine. Yes.

The Chairman. Mr. Strine, I notice Rule 27 is entitled,

"Depositions Before Trial or Pending Appeal," and Rule 26 is

entitled, "Depositions Pending Criminal Proceeding."

What is the difference between those two?

Mr. Strine. I think, as a matter of fact, 26 and 27 may

very well be in one rule.

Mr. Robinson. We can consolidate them.

The Chairman. Those two headings seem to me to be the same.
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Mr. Holtzoff. They are taken from the civil rules, are

they not?

Mr. Strine. Yes.

Hr. Holtzoff. Rule 21 in the civil rules pertains to

depositions before the action is Ulan, and Rule 26 relates to

depositions after the commencement of the action, and it may

perhaps be we do not need Rule 27 here at all.

Mr. Strine. Ithink either one of the two would be enough.

Mr. Robinson. it is more or less a matter of choice.

Mr. Seasongood. In 27 you have depositions pending appeal.

Mr. Robinson. I would suggest that you direct the repor-

ters to consolidate 26 and 27 in line with the discussions we

have had here. I think that will take care of it, unless there

is further discussion.

The Chairman. If there is no objection, I think it might

be very desirable that we do that.
/

Will you continue, Mr. Strdne?

Mr. Strine. Well, very briefly, hule 27 adopts what has

been the practice in the Federal courts when dedimus potestatum

is granted. We provide here that the person desiring to take

the deposition first file the request, supported b7 affidavit,

in the district court, showinC the reasons why it is necessary

to take these depositions. On page 8 these various things are

listed.

Mr. Crane. Page 8 of what?

Mr. Strine. It is the first page of Rule 27. It starts

in line 7.

After filing that notice and serving a copy on the other

side, the other side may oppose it or they may ask for shearing
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before the court, and, if necessary, the court may hold a hear-

ing.

Mr. Glueck. Pardon me just a minute. Apropos of what we

were saying before, you notice in line 14 it says, "The reasons

for the defendant's inability to produce such persons," and that

is narrower, therefore, than 26, which has these two types of

depositions, with the additional one also referred to in 14,

and this special situation.

Mr. Wechsler. Does not Rule 27 qualify Rule 26, since 27

sets forth what you must show in order to avail yourself of the

ricrht which Is established in 26? Isn't that correct?

Mr. Strine. That is correct.

5 Mr. Dean. I do not think it is, because Section (d) of 26

relates to the uees of depositions. There is no such qualifi-

cation as appears in the affidavit in Rule 27.

Mir. Wechsler. Well, of course, it would not be necessary

to be in the provision that determines the use of the deposi-

tion, if it was --

Mr. Glueck. The showing you must make.

Mr. IWechsler. Yes, you have got to make the showing to

set the deposition, and presumably that exists with reference

to all cases in which a deposition has been obtained.

If it is true that Rule 27 is intended to qualify Rule 26,

then I think it is unfortunate that the drafting should be in

this form.

What we ought to be-in with is a statement of the condi-

tions under which depositions should be permitted to be taken.

Ile are j.ust getting, to that now.

Second, there ought to be a description of the use to
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which depositions could be put, assuming that they had been

properly taken. Then I think we would at least know where we

stand.

The Chairman. Gentlemen, I have just been discussing with

the reporter here both 26 and 27. It is his feeling that we

would save a lot of time if we pass both of them by until they

have had a chance to reword them and consolidate them. We can

not go into matters of phraseology here.

If it is agreeable, we will pass on to Rule 2S.

Mr. Feasongood. Before we come to that, may I ask why

were 22 to 26 left out? What were those?

Mr. Robinson. Some of them were not applicable at all.

Mr. Teasongood. I assumed not, but what were they?

no. Robinson. Interpleader, and so forth.

Mr. Feasongood. I see.

Mr. Strine. Rule 28 merely names the person before whom

the deposition may be taken: Subdivision (a), persons within

the United States; subdivision (b), persons in foreign countries

who may be desig'nated by the court to take depositions; and (c)

arovides that:

"No deposition shall be taken before a person who is

a relative or employee or attorney or counsel of any of

the parties, or who is a relative or employee of such an

attorney or counsel, or who is otherwise interested in the

proceeding. "

The Chairman: That follows word for word, practically,

the civil rule.

Mr. Strine. Yes.
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The Chairman . 29.

11r. Strine. Rule 29 would apply to the case where both

parties would agree on the necessity of ta1:in- the deposition

and were willing to stipulate. In such cases, upon application

to the court, it is unnecessary --

The Chairman. That li1ewiSe follows the civil rule.

Rule 30.

Mr. Strine. Rule 30 provides for the taking of depositions

orally and nrovides that the court may issue various orders to

protect lthe parties.

The Chairman. How does this type of deposition differ

from 26 and 27?

Lr. Strina. This is a deposition taken under 26 and 27.

This rule covers denositions under that rule. Rule 31 covers

interrogatories.

1,r. Glueck. I am just wonderin-', 1nhr. Chairman, whet•h• r in

the '-rocess of Jrewor'n7 this topic much of this could not be

consolidated as well as sirmplified in accordance with your

eneral su-estion throu-hout tLhata you are in favor of brevity.

It does seem to me this whole field occupies an altogether dis-

pronortionate amount of ýTour draft.

Er. 1obinson. it has the same number of rules as in the

civil rules, and we tried to carry the analogy along between the

two, criminal and civil.

Mr. Glueck. In civil practice depositions are used much

more fr-equentl:-.

11-. Robinson. Uell, that is true.

The Chairman. As a matter of fact, the amount of space

given to the civil rules is much less than you will find in
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statutes dealing with the same subject.

Mr. Medalie. In New York we have a handful of civil act

provisions, and you kmow the general rules of practice that

relate to that subject. In other words, you can find really

the Procedure prescribed without Coing into an awful lot of

deteil. I would rather, if we could, make reference to the

civil practice, whatever it may be, Seneral rules of civil

rocedure, statutes, or anything else.

All we ought to do here is prescribe the right to take thie

d eoosition, and then the- taking of depositioens an? focrmal

matters relating to it ou.h, to be subject to the rules apnlic-

able to the ta<n7o. of 4eositiOlon5 oral or interrogatories, in

civil cases.

11r. RIobinson. We made the motion yesterday that we snould

not refer to civil rules in our rules.

Pr. Iedalie. We made the motion yesterday not to prepare

our rules in line conformatfve to the pattern of the civil rules.

Mr. ,ob-nson Further than that, we agreed not to cite them.

The Chairman. Not to incorporate by reference.

Hr. Plodalie. We need not incorporate the rules. All we need

to say is, whatever the practice is in connection with civil

cases as distinguished from criminal cases shall refer to the

practice in criminal cases -- in other words, as to matters of

procedure, routine ta'ing of0 -- ,os•-"n5s, the cominssioners,

the oaths --

E~r. Robinson. You may incorporate b•" reference.

A1P. ledalie. Tithout saing "civil rules." just say, what-

ever rules are applicable to the tahinc' of the depositions in

civil cases, once we allow them to be taken, shall appl in
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r-n ocases. I do not think we neec to do more than tht

Othnerw..se you have two sets of o)roce-due, word for word.

Th 1-e r right to take the: is all we are concerned with. 1e will

a.ort. the r-roceduno ý>in civ4I cases, whatever thmt ay be, w h ther

t be by staetute, wThetbcr it be by rule, or whether it be by

common law.

Mr. YounqLls-. T am all for thait. I su-ested thlat, buL

ryou, among' others, turned it down.

1,. e1'dalie. I will withdraw it.

Mr. Robinson. The moti. on was not to c"t-ivi- l rules.

Hr. Glueck. I think wha; -r. Medal-ie means is that whore

the cractice already exists, whe,,._- r it -s in these rules or

elsewhere, where it is an accented ractlce, all we neC to s.a'.

Mr. flodalie. All we need do here is authorize or not author-

ize the Jakinc of denositions. The procedure to be followed is

the civil procedure.

11r. Robinson. Let me ,u:.•'est t-wo f-acts that have been

brou7ht bef ore the committee, one in the Southern Ditrict of

I'lew Yor-k. in one case one of the defendants reouested a

ýenostion in Timbuktu and one 'n Africa, or wherever it might

be. It is causing difficulty. It would be open to abuse.

That is all the more nocessit, --

11r. Pedalio. That _'•s only the rl..ht o tak. t--he depost •on.

Iow it, shall be t-,aken _-_s eterm ned by 'th e -;v•* 1c rules T a

4 ude isc fool enour'h to say that an application is made in eooda

faith to take a de-oositIon in ?irbuk.tu, when he knows .er.feclcr

well 7.t does not need to be --

1,1r. Robinson. IWe do not seem to be able to dispose of it
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that simply.
•'1 -1e o tal,- 'he onlysf -h'ron.htto •"

Mr. Mledali.e. That o t t ake the deoositlon

Mr. Robinson. You a-e now .alh.inr. about the

Mr. Medalie. It should be the cvvl rule -.iethod, whatever

method that would be.

The Chairman. i object to it on this -round. I•f you a7

whatever the civil rule method 'ab, some of the dis'ricts

have worked out ancillary rules of their own, and then we be0in
rt oS

Lo for,. ocal rules, and that i think/_tho into trouble.

It seems to me we were c-Irected to nrenare rules of criminal

procedure, and the object,, amonr other th.ncs, was to have the

rules -none compact pamphlet; and even if it takes two or t.h.e

na-es of print, I think it is --

1r. M edalle. Ten or twelve.

ihe Chairman. All right, ten or twelve. Here is a whole

book. of all the crirlinal rules, in biG print, so that 1 can read

hem without, m7- -lassas. $urpoose it ta.es three or four pales.

It is better to have it here.

1r. Niedalie. You said tha6 some districts have ancillary

rules. If they can have them under the existing rules of

civil procedure, they certainly can have them under the rules of

criminal orocedure. I do not think there is any trouble in-

volved there. You cannot prohibit those thinss.

If they are not inconsistent w-ithu the rules of civil oro-

cedure, theyr wont be inconsistent with the rules of criminal
-If-L-h-<j r- wr*,-_,t ten under the slame

procedure, particularly if the .. teuh"

oattern.

Mr. Robinson. Some of the districts are followinsc the same

practice.
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1Ir. Youngquist. I suggest tlhat you set it out, and then

if the court would -orefer to have it by reference, let the court

so indicate. In an7s case, we nave l__trall- fulfilled our duty.

Er. Mledalie. I feel as iDroud of this as the court does,

and I have even more time to it than the court has. I have

broken many engagements to do this work, and so has everybody

else. I would l-ke This to be a worlaiianlike job and complete,

if it can be done, and I think it can be done.

You talk very earnestly abou--. having lawyers who do civil

work do work in criminal cases. I think that is a futile hope

of yours, because of the myster7 connected with criminal cases.

t"i 11, I hlink: _t is a mighty -ood thing to have procedure the

same in both branches of trial and litic-ated pr-actice wherever

Dossible; and here for the first time we have n dofinit- op'-or-

tunity to make the things about the same.

To do it by a mere repetition of words is wholly unneces-

sary,,.

Hr. Crane. It iS very easy to do whla Mr. I4edalie has

said, because it saves us the trouble of writing somethin we

seem i.-o have difficulty in writings. If it is so simple, whyT not

have the renortcr put it dow•n, and then if its thne same as it

is in the civil rules, we can leave it to the Supreme Court

either to adopt what we suggest or shorten it b7 saying, "Refer

to t;he civil rules,.

-e have wasted two hours in trying to formulate this. if

we come around and mk it the same as the civil rules, then it

wll be time enouhw shall adost them. Let the

reporter try his hand at it.

Mr. Youngquist. I so move.
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The Chairman. All those in favor of that motion, say "Aye..

(There was a chorus of ayes.)

The Chairman. All those opposed, "ITo." (Silence.)

It is carried.

Kr. 'easonooC.. M1ay I asi: a cuestion about Rule 29? It

reads:

"jf the defendant and the al torney for the Goverment

so stipulate in writing, depositions may be talzen before

an- person, at any time or place, upon any,/ notice, and in

any nanner,and when so taken may be used 111e other
n.,~l_• 

otheran 
w -

depositiOnS 
.1

Er. Robinson. It is a civ2- rule.

H1r. Seasongood. I Icmon it is a civil rule, but here it is

to be by order of the court. The court has to grant the leave

and everythinS else.

1'r. Robinson. That is an alternative method of taking,

depos !t Lons.

_ir. Seasongood. It does not seem to me that it ought to

lie with them. The court should have some say about whether a

deposition should be tahen.

Mr. Medalie. Suppose I were district attorney and you were

defendant's counsel. You and I sit down and stioulate a fact

and we nut it in writin" and each of us signs his name to it,

and that stipulation is offered in evidence. We agree to

certain facts.

Instead of that you and I agree that we will appear before

Jimi Roberts to take- a deposition, and that deposIt.-on shall be

us beither party .n whole or 4n part. You can be a notary

used bbc or a mere o ie hjorin

wblh 4c or a mere outside,_r, having- no official designation. We
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7 can do that in any case.

Mr. Seasongood. it seems to me the court should have some

say as to that. Here :Tou provide very scrupulously that the

court shall order the ta'in Iof de-ositions. Then in another

provision you provide that, if they agrne they shall take

deposition.

Mr. M4edalie. Supposo both sides agree to putting an

affidavit in evidence and they sign a stipulation to that effect.

The court can take it.

Mr. Crane. I have refused to accept a stiipulation in the

form of an affidavit agreed to by the d-strict attorney and the

defendant's counsel. I nut it under the Slass of Water on my

des and. told them I would not receive it. i need not -o into

the reasons now, but it was a very wise decision.

Mr. Seasongood. I do not want a rrotracted discussion,

but here you have provided with the utmost elaborateness that-

it should be by the oIrder o the court, and then you say the

court has nothing to say about it.

The Chairman. Isn't that the customar• rocedure in all

state practice? They give you a formal way in which you can

s rat . .... 0 •

•roceed, but they also say that b- stipulation you can tLake- it

before anybody7, at any time, and on any notice.

M,1r. Medalie. I have tried criminal cases where the

district attorney 
and I stipulated facts. Of course, the court

could have rejected that stipulation.

Mr. Crane. This will come up in connection with what they-

are going to write. It can be zal:sn up then, I oresume.

1r. liedalie. In the course of a trial of a case, civil or

criminal, one or the other of counsel will rise and will say,
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"It is agreed that if Jobn Jones were called he would testify

as follows. If material, the court takes it. ITow s the

same thing.

11r. Seasongood. WTell, not exactly, because, as i say, it

lies wii'L•1h the prosecution and the 
defendant's counsel to take

deposittions at any time, which miraght be at a remote place, and

the court might not like It at all.

dr. 11edalie. It does not affect the rights of either

party, and that is what we are primarily concerned with.

Hr. geason-ood. Well, I do not want to argue with you too

much.
The Chairman. How, the suggestion is made by Judge Crane,

thi a Iesced in, that the subject of depositions be re-

ferred to the reporter, and that will bring us on to the subject

of discovery, Rule 34.

Hr. Robinson. Here again you see an effort has been made

to nresent to you a rule which would be adapted to criminal

cases so far as nossible in a comparative way with the civil

rule 34 to civil cases.

-ih ,ther or not that is possible or practicable is for your

con•iderati M If you feel that discovery cannot be used in

criminal cases, 7you may indicate that.

Kr. tzoff. Am I rig-,ht that -this could operate only in

favor of the defendant as against the Government and never in

favor of the Government as against the defendant, because the

defendant could always 
nlead the privilege against self-

inc r imina t ion?

1Ir. 
.edalie. I do noi think so, f you put tlhis modifica-

Gion in: "Order any party or person to permit entry upon
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designated land or other property.

Mr. E"oltzoff. i have in mind the first part of the rule

relating to production of documents. That would operate in

favor of the defendant against the Government and not in favor

of the Government against the defendant. It is a one-sided

propos Itionf.

Mr. Medalie. You do not want the Government to lose any

advantages. If the Government has anything in its possession

which will aid the defend-ant, it ought to be produced, if -t is

true.

r. Foltzoff. 1 agree wi-th that, but should not we condi-

tion that on a waiTcr by the defendant?

dr. MIedalie. 4b. The production of the truth ought to

have no favorites.

The Chairman. Yes, but -It should be bilateral.

Mr. Youngquist" !f you disclose your evidence to the

defendant, it gives him, if he be that kind of person, an oppor-

tunity to frame up a defense to meet it.

11r. Holtzoff. This is not only a question of producing

the truth at the trial. This is a way of gettin- a dascovery

before the trial and preparing evidence to meet it with, which

means that unscrupulous defendants may fabricate evidence with

wh to mee the evidence that the Government is going to

introduce at the trial.

Mr. Medalie. It is like the old terror, like the terror

that if you do certain thins týhey will foment litsation and

-oroduce frivolous claiMs and foment perjury. I do not think we

ouoht Co have that terror --,f t'he truth.

bir. I-Iltzo~f. Tis ought to be bilateral.
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1r. iedalie. There is a constitutional restriction against

its bein- bilateral, and ;rou are nractici-n' law now In criminal

cases w_,,th that handicap for the Government. Nevertheless, to

the extent that the truth1., is available to both sides, w••tlhout

constltutbnal restriction, it ourht to be available.

r ..oltzoff. This is not a question of concealin-, the

truth. Th4S is a auestion as to whether or not the evidence

should be revealed -- that Is, the -)rosecution's evidence --

before trial.

I arreo with you that a orosecutor should not hold back an::

evidence that will help a defendant, but this is not limited to

that. This rule would ermit the defendant to examine into the

docuents that the nrosecution -I coins to use in su;Dn0ort of i1s

case in order to orepare a defense.

hir. I,,edalie. Ie is 7o n- to use .t., Isnt he?

Mr. H.oltzoff. I thinl: it migh' : be very le-,timate, but

seems to me that ou-ht to be couolod wIth the ,aiver a-ainst the

riyght of self-incrim~ nation, so that what -s sauce fr the eoose

is sauce for The aander. That, frequently leads to micarrf a•'-

of justice and t`he concealment of t..th.

1,r. 1-,edal -0. in other words, the defendant does not oro-

duce what he nows - the nrosecutCon n•Or'dCOS what cf does kmow.

.T,4hat harm is there in ]nowjng what the prosecutor kmows? It is

the truth.

M'r. Dean. You '_now that the orosecution has to out it on

at the trial rThe deendant does not have to. In view of that

burden, why should not th-e Governmen'C, -ive you an opnort1mitT to

examine the revolver, for example, w'fhichl was at thCe scene of

Sh cri7me, number so-and-so o `tLIat •ou have advance notice and
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can prove you never heard of it. if iL is spruns at you at !he

trial, you can never ma-e any defense toi

Mr. Ioltzoff. Why should not the defen••.ant, by the same

Wohen, allow the r cutor the opo-tunity of i.nsec. n. so ome

object wi.ch the deC.ndant is going to use?

Hr. Dean. But the defendant may never take the stand. he

does not have to sar anythingt or reved an=th0we.

IN. Hedalie. There is another answer to that, and a ve',

_ oacticoble one. in the last fifteen years there has developed

a nrocedure which is utterly illergal but is 7otn7 on da- by das,7

n e .very district in the United ,tates where the United States

Att~orne "s half awake. Aftor he has procured an indictment an(L

before trial he has a 7'rand jury bc-rare whom he subnoonac .ny-

body and everyrthin7. and he has amole _,-ortn"ty to do it, so

.ractcall-. y. . rou kow oerfectly well that the United Sltates

Attorney, s mcrecluded from n-o-thig -at he wants to do in the

way of finding out any evidence whi the .r.itoa lrits of

the United States, whet,_cr it be a nerson or an obect.

HT,. Yoltzoff. That is not done in many distr-c•"-t-"-s, because

in many districts grand juries convene only at intervals.

Er. ,edalle. But where you have rel,. active criminal

litieation going on, this kind of thin. becomas important. Grand

juries are available, and they do it.

The Chairman. Wo would not Care put this particular rule

forward --

Hr. Eedalle. i would dare to do it. i thinV we milght as

we1 be reaistic abouft it. Th- e dstni- attorney always has an

adequate excuse for doimn it. He is considering whether or noN

to file a superse•in i.ndictment and he is also considerin'-
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whether or not to indict, somebody for perjur_ or for obstructfon

of ju•tice in connection with the pending case, and that is

a1weas the reason that the- advane when a defendant comes in,

or someone connected wit.h him, and. asks to be relieved of a

subpoena. They assert it an? reassertit

Let us deal with this realistically and not by blu...int.

by which we i7nore thins that are actually Coins on.

The Government has no handicap whatever in the preparation

of a case, because of its power actually exer-cise? of uslng

7:rand jury process for the examination of everybody, incluc'in

every. one of the defendant's winessoe-

Mr. Yoltzoff. 3ut T have in mind the defendantc, own

manors. if he stands on his rig.ht not to produce them, he

should not be Civen the right to examine the Government's mpaprs.

hr. Medalie. You would not S<ve him a bill of particulars

unless he waives the ri..ht of self-incrimination.

Hr. Holtzoff. Oh, no. i would Cive him a bill of Darticu-

lars, but I would not let him find out what the Government has

unless he discloses what The has.

Mr. Medalie. The only thins thaK is kept from the Govern-

ment is the defendant's articles. The defendant does not have

most of the thinss that ho is ;oin, to use at the trial. They

belonS to other people. There is very _ittle that he has.

Hy. Ioltzoff. Take a concealment of assets in bankruptcy

cases. The defendant may have books of account. He has a

rurmnt to refuse to produce them at the trial or before th-e tial.

On the other hand, oupoose the prosecutor was able to

obtain some other parts of ..he records. Vhy should he be mer-

mitte- to obtain discovory before the trial of those documents
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whi ch the ,prosecut'.on he. unless he is also willing to dislo

to the prosecution the documents that he hns?

hr. Iedalie. You are s'mply misin- somethint that is

inheren' in our whole system, and t•hat is the orivi leoe against

seif-incrimina1 tion.

hr. olt zof. Yes, but this is a now rule. This is not

inherent. Should we make this new departure lnowing that wc

have the --

Er. Kedalie. You take the ordinary -mail fraud case. You

take the ordinary case in which neo)0le are ind.ct.ed n connect-

,.on wIth sme business transaction which _. s :tnt the i-e oral

courts, including anti-trust cases, and Tou knov the defen.ant

has next to nothinc'l in hWs -ossess comm" ° with whet th Ie

G-overnment is able to get hold- of aga-!ins him.

Realistically, The Governmnent has all of the cards and the

defendant has next to nothing . T....at ho has in his nersonal

nossession i1s nerglt_4ble.

If the defendant -s a corporation or if he is an officer

of the corporation and was indicted in connection with the acts

of that corporation, y-ou know -perfectly well that that cornora-

,ion's records are subeoct to rorocess.

Leavinc out the rare case where an ind.-vf-1dual defendant

is indicted in connection with the concealment of assets, as a

bankrupt not connected with a corroorationf, eerally spea•i...n.

the Government g-ets everything that can nossibly be gotten and

far more than the defendant could !c.t

I do not think: the rules should be based on the remote

I .ros..c of the defendant's having any advantage, because he

usually does not have it.
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Mr. Loltzoff. Low are you going to -orotect the Govern-

ment against a fabrication of testimony7 to fieet documonts ke haS

in h , possession?

Mr. Iodalie. I." tho GovornmefInt has a document in its

possessilon, there can be no fabrication in respect Lo that

docum-,ent. I tho defendant or hi- counsel are foolish enough

to fabricate evidence about a document, it wl insure the

defendant's conviction.

1r. Dean. I!- seems to me that would referI to another tvne

of rule, which would nrovide lt hat .Lf the Government is .oin, to

nut on the case, -the defendant should ave a r-igrht to look at

thIe documents in its nossession. After the Government's case is

in, If t;he defendant is roing to tak-e the stand and puOt on his

case, then he shall ,ive to the Covernment at that point such

evidence as he relies upon. But to reauire, in advance of the

entire trial, the defendant, who may never take the stand and
ent i re t rial , th e d e _,end an

never out on the defense and is un,-n obligation toorive

un his caso in advance so that it will help the Government to

win its case in chief seems to me to be hardly even rec:iprocal.

9 1r. You-nquist. That is not nroposed by this rule, because

the defendanW has his constiutional privilees. e n

required to give up everything.

Mr. Robinson. Lines 4 and 5 say that it is subject to the

Constitution.

The Chairman. 1r. Floltzoff is arg7uing for mnking ;t

bilateral by providing that if the defendant asks for this thet

would rive the other party, namely the Government, the same

-rivileges of (iscoveT.

o a head, do you make a motion to that effect?To brinc it to 
L Ue 

a
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Er. Holtzoff. I do.

The Chairman. Is there a second?

Nr. Robinson. I will second it.

The Chairman. Is there any further discussion?

All thoce in favor of or. KoltzoffIs motion, by a..ropriate

lan.ua.e, to mae Chis section bilateral, respond by saying

"Aye.

(There was a chorus of ayes.)

The Chairman. Those opposed, "ITo.

(There was a chokus of noes.)

The Chairman. The motion is lost.

Kr. Youn,7quist. I vote "no" because I thin1s we should not

have 34 at all.

.r. 1-1oltzoff. I am willing to -o along with that.

Then, i move that we strike out Rule 73..

1r. Youngquist. i second that motion.

IM:r. Medalie. Kell, now, in arguingn against. that motion,

when the Government seizes a defendant's -papers -- he 4s fn the

business and he has not seen most of the oapers and there are

many, many file cases of his own papers -- If he cannot. see

them, that is an ou-&ra-e. When tlheyT see the napers of his

corporation and he cannot see them, that outrages every sense

of justice.

If you strike out Rule 34 you defeat something that satis-

fies the sense of justice.

Mr. Youngquist. Does not the defendant have a right to

examine his own papers?

!'Kr. tMedal e. He has not any rirht in the world if the

court does not give "i to him.
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1-Ir Youncquist. WJould not, the court give it to him?

Mr. Kedalie. 1o.

1r. Dean. No. I can estf~r to that.

ir. Miedalie. And when it does give it to him, it gives it

to him under conditions that malke it mractically impossiblo to

make a thorough study.

The Chairman. Is there any further discussion on the

motion to strike the rule?

All those in favor of the motion say Aye.

(There was a chorus of ayes.)

The Chairman. Oipposed, "ITo."

(There was a chorus of noes.)

The Chairman. The mrotion is lost.

Mr. Wechsler. Play I ask if there is to be a provision on

the spoecial case of investigating grand jury minutes?

1,r. Robinson. i wonder if Mr. Medalie thinks that,beginning

at line b, that would permýt them to examine that. They are

7apers in the possession of the Government.

ilr. Medalie. I an perfectly willing that you include a

jrotct-ive proviso so that the defendant does not examine -rand

jury minutes.

li:r. Youngquist. That is not covered, because the last

clause is "and which are in his possession, custody, or control.'

1r. Meca 11e. I am also willing that the defendant does

not ta-e the statements of witnesses that the district attorney

has in Jhis own possession.

11r. Crane. Those a'ie not papers, either.

1ir. Wechsler. There is a division of authority in the

districts that mignht be resolved by these rules. Without
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addressing myself as to how it should be resolved, I know it

has caused trouble.

Nr. Iedalie. I understand that the only way in which to-

day you can inspect the srand jury rainutes in the Federal court

is in a motion to show irregularity before a grand jury.

1½zi. !!echsler. I think thero is somo broader authority

than that in favor of the inspection.

MrI. Iledalie. Ycu can examine them for the purpose of

determining whether or not the grand jury, had enough evidence

for probable cause for indicting the defendant.

1Hr. W;echsler. Yes.

Itr. Hedalie. W,7ell, that is so limited.

"Ir. MIoltZoff. in many districts they do not have grand

jury minutes. They do not take grand jury minutes in a great

many districts.

Mir. ILedalie. The ord"narv devices for establishin-

rrerularity of procedure before a -grand jury -- such as bully-

in- by the distrct attorney; for instance, the conduct of a

nerson in the iastern District of New Yorkl, who was mentioned

in another case in the Supreme Court. I won't mention his name.

He was a capable lawyer, very zealous 4n that particular case--

is by et-ablish.ng that 
conduct by affidavits of -rand Jurors.

You have a right to get affi4davits of grand jurors once the

defendants arc apprehended, there being no more purpose i-n

secrecy when everybody is apprehended.

Outside of that I do not !now of any respectable authori-7

that -oermits the obtaining of g-rand jury mfnutes or records for

the -purpose of establishing that the -rand -ury did not have

adequate evidence on which to indict a defendant.
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Now, in New York, yTou have -ot a peculiar situation. The

Code of Criminal Procedure -in New York e:press>y forbidcs the

civinC of that- kind of information, but the Court of Appeeals

said t+hat the defenCant. las a constitutional rinht to be indicted_

only on evidence establishin2 that ho has been '-liltyT of a

crime.

Therefore, theyT sald, the only way you can find out whether

or not that was done is by an insoection of the -rand jury

minutes, but you cannot have it unless you -. Irst show that in

all probability he was Indicted on a lack of prima facie

evidence. Then, in aid of that motion, they save you access

to inspection of the 7rand jury minutes, and then you could

make a motion to dismiss, .rovided the -ranld juryr minutes

establashed your noint.

That was one of the far-fetched thin• s that was established

in New York before Jud-e Crane became an aoroellate judgre.

Mr. Cane. In other words, ic- is rCenerall, den*ed now.

11.. Ijedalie. The iud-es say thae evidence does not estab-

lish it.

iJr. Robinson. Is there any statute now?

11. Crane. lo. It is ,enera!!,y denied. It was yran7ed in

Buffalo once bout In 1Tmw York they enerall•-!, Ceny it.

Mr. Dean. Your problem Is .f.rter complicated by the fact

that in some districts the court attempts to imnpose an oath of

secrecy whi ch extends beyond the ooint .at which they are arreste d

and even beyond the sittincn of the court term. There is some

orac ice thal it is a secret forever.

10 I:r. Medalie. I understand there was a case in one of the

w ,estern circuits whhich dealt with an oath administered to
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witnesses to the effect that theyT would not disclose what theo

had testified to.

iEr. Youn<quist. That i the nractice in California.

Mr. Medalie. That might be by statute.

Mr. Youngquist. Uo. This is a Federal district court.

Mr. iHedalie. Then that went to the Circuit Court of Appeals,

which sustained a comm21itment for conienm~t for a person who re-

fused to take that oath. Certiorari was denied by the Sunrome

Court. 3Wt when the district attorney or assistant district

attorney brought a witness before John iCnox, understanc that

he laughed it off and refused to punish the witness for contemnt.

to :it exiss as a terror today, but it is questionable law

whether such an oath can be administered to a witness.

Mr. Crane. An indictment in New York must contain the

names of all the witnesses on the back of it.

Mr. Medalie. I think that has been by statute.

I woe on a commit.uee of the " ar Association which brought, about

that abolition. They do not Kave that any :movee.

Mr. Dean. I think the re ae serious difficulties in .er-

mittin7 anyone to see the 7rand juryT ninutes.."because it would be

abused. On the other hand, if there are, in fach, irre• ularl-

ties, you have virtually no romedy, particularlI7 if Lhis oath of

secrecyi applies beyond the court torm. ThaL is our problem.

Ir. Hedalie. i thlnk we had better not tinter with it.

think we ou:-t to let, i alone. if the ju- "s decide that

that oath has no validi-ty and that a nerson is not guilty of

contempt for refusins to take Wse oeath, we would have no diffi-

culty about it.
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RULE 35

The Chairman. Aay we proceod to rule 35, which follows

substantially, I think, the civil rule.

MIr. Robinson. That is ri.ht. The same q.uestiion is

involved hero as baefore, whether or not we should have a rule

to correspond with the civil rule.

Mr. Seasongood. I do not sea T am a 7reat constitutional

law-or. but I believe that nrovision would not be upheld

The case to which I refer is ibbth a.. ains.. !!!son

Compan•, which will be reoorde officialy in 312 Supreme Court,

involved the rule in the civil orocedure of requirinS compulsor7

examination. Four justices dissented, so that I think that

t:hat is a ohane.

iMr. ledalie. Could you to11 us what theiassachusetts

situation is on that with resnect to ihe examinatfon of defend-

ants concernin_ their ecyohiatric condition?

Mr. Glueck. I referred Mr. Robinson to the so-called

Brip7s law in Massachusetts, which provides for the examination,

as a matter of course and as a matter of routine, of persons

accused of felonies and of certain other defendants b7 psychia-

trists on the staff of the 3tate Department of Mental Diseases,

a neutral agency, and the filin of a report bQ these ach -

:-r-sts,that the renort be available to all parties concerned,

inclucding the ud-e, but not armissible in evidence.

Now, in practice the way it has workOd out is that that

report has been used a great deal by prosecutors in borderline

cases of mental disorder, fn which the accused was not able to

meet the requirement of due resnonsibility because of insanity,

because h3 did not know richt from wrong, but in which, never-
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theless, therce was somethinE wrong with him.

The prosecutor ha? soneihinS concrete and reliable on

which to exercise his discretion in acceDtin. a plea of iuiltr

to manslauChter, with the understandi-ng that no sooner was the

man sent to the prison than ho was transferred to a mental

hosnital.

I sug'est that 7o consider that statute.

hr. Robinson. We havw been thinkin7, of course, that you

were qolnC to work especially on judgments and applications of

mental examinalions in that connection. Is that mental examine-

tion compulsor7?

Mr. Gluech. Yes.

E,-z,. Crane. i suppose there is no objection to the court's

ordering an examiLnation of the defendant to find out whether he

is sane enough and mentally capablo of 7oins on with his trial,.

M-. Soasongood T should thin- so.

Mr. Crane. This would be broad enouchto cover that, and

I sunos-e there would be no object;on to that, because that is

beinC done riCht along' and that is for his protection more than

any thinC else.

Hr. Seasongood. In line 3 it says mental or physical

condition. it also says: "of a party.

Well, I suppose you do not examine the United States. it

means just a defendant.

Then you have: "Subo.ect to the r...t. and priileres

secured to the party by the Constftution or laws of the United

States."

If I am correct, it means that you may nob do it.

Er. !iedalie. You mean that if he says no you cannot do it?
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nr. Seasonc~ood. That is, if the assumpotion is correct. i

think it is, as four of the justices as previous!ly constituted

said it is an infraction of the riLht of privacy of a person,

to which I myself do not afroe, but there it is. They are

certainly going to say it is a right of requirement to 7ive

evidence a.a.nst himself.

hr. Youngauist. Is this intended to apply only to the

cases where the question is whether the defendant can be triel,

whether his p.resent mental condition is such that he can be

tried, or his present physicalcondition?

Mr. Liedalie. He claimed he was hysi cally incapable of

doing the act with which he is char.ed, or being mentally

incapable of intendin7 the result of his action. Mental examina-

tion means asking questions. Physical examination means lookinm

at him.

Mr. Glueck. Well, it may, but it is not thorough. Your

psychololical examination may entail askin, hin questions.

r. Medalie. There is no examination of his mental health

without talking to him. When you talk ,o him you are compelling

him to testify.

if you look at him or take his £ in:erprints or take his

height and weight, that is different; or if you compel him, as

in a recent case in New York, to take a shave. That happened

in a murder case. The defendant in one of these Murder, Inc.

cases grew whiskers so that witnesses could not idontif7 him.

The court ordered him shavedL. He was shaved.

The Chairman. Gentlemen; are there any motions addressed

to this rule?

Mr. Medalie. It is too heavy for us to make up our minds
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as to whether we are irpOsfn' olehn- futile on .the -

or whether we are doinn; somethin- that is workable. Isn'-rt
that the way you feel about that?

Mr. seasonrood. Yes.

Mr1. Robinson. Here are two questions I would like to ask.
One is in re,-ard to mental examinations in insanity cases where
the defendant pleads insanity. IMiany States have statutes
providinE that the court maa avppoint expert witnesses to exam-
ine the defendant, and since he has pleaded insanity-

LMr. Glueck. HTe cannot object.

• r ob-inson. He does not object. lie wants to show how
crazy he is, sometimes. At least, he wants to show how much
-ie is entitled to have that olea sustained, and so he welcomes
-he doctors, and they- may testi•fy as the court's own experts.

Eow, should something, of that k:_ind be in the rules? That

is the first Ques4ion.

The second is in connection with judsments. The whole

problem of the Drigss law is with reference to that type of
examination prior to trial and Prior to sentence. The auestion
has come uD at two or three different times, and i am wondering
whether in our rules we should try '-o consolidate the question
all in one rule, or whether we had better sift it into two or
three places in the rroceedlnr's as I have indicated, where it
ml-ht be material -_ one at the trial, one at the time of the

arrest, one pOreodin'- jud-ment.

What do you think about that?

The Chairman. You mean three separate provisions for an

examina t ion ?

Mr. Robinson. This is Preferable to that, is it not, to
i.. I _L -.,I,
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have it al arranged in one separate rule -- a provision for

mental examination -- and in that rule specify the places --

Mr. Gtueck. The stages in the procedure.

KIr. Robinson. Yes, at which such an exam.nat-ion would be

reauired.

,Ir. Crane. Where he pleads insanity he is going to Dlead

insan_:rty at the time of the act, of course. The may appoint

doctors to examine h1m. 
Whether that annlies to the time of

the trial or to the time of the of-fense, I am not uite sure,

because I know there has been quite a bit of heavy scandal over

the ampo:intmenft of doctors in cases where It was hardly neces-

sary for the fee they have obtained. It has caused a cormment,

in the papers about i-c, because instead of putting one on it

they put two or three.

Of course, that has nothing to do with the merits of the

measure. T think, if it can be done, people ought to be allowed

to examine the defendant where he 1s ma!kin- a -plea of insanity,

and he is given experts, and they are going. t otstify to hiS

mental condition, so that the present time is indicative of what
h!sme _ -th im f h ofns.-_`-. of uwhat

his mena~l condition was at the time

narrow any objection there might be of a general examination.

r. R~obinson. I you permi-t. courts to call experts on the

insanity issue, should you permit the courts to call experts on

any other issues?

Mr. Crane. I do not know of any case except in cases of

insanity where it has been admitted.

iir. oltzoff. I hy not do it on ballittics quest-" o

1,!r. Crane. They t-et exert-s for such ridiculous things.

A man was shot in the heart from a shotgun held about 10 feet
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from him, and they brought experts and brou-ht his clothes in to

show that he had been wounded by a shotgun by reason of what the

c lothes showed.

Dr. Season7ood. If you are going to consider this rule

further, as of course yrou are, I do not think it is sufficiently

guarded in any event. You should have a provision that if he

is examined he is entitled to have his own physician presentat

the examination. It says "an.T party.

The Chairman. Must it not be changed throughout to "the

defendant"1 ?

Mr. Seasongood. I thinh so, because ,you are only t-aling

about the defendant.

Then you have a provision in here that he has to turn over

any reports that the doctors have made to the prosecution, and

if he does not do so you can exclude the testimony. Well, I

do not think you can prevent the defendant from defonding by,

reouirin,; him to turn over his evidence to the prosecution, and

if not to exclude the evidence.

Kr. Holtzoff. That s a civil rule.

1.r. Seasongood. I know it is a civil rule.

The Chairman. Gentlemen, we have passed our stipulated

hour, and we will adjourn now until 10 o'cloc1 k tomorrow morning.

(Mihereupon, at 10:20 o'clock p.m., an adjournment

was taken until tomorrow, Wednesday, September 10,

1941, at 10 o'clocl: a.m.)


